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SECTION VII- EXECUTIVE SUMMARY

To:

Ms. Kathleen Grassi; Members of the Review Committee; Merced County LEMSA Staff;
and Merced County Supervisors

From:

Riggs Ambulance Service and Sierra Medical Services Alliance

Re;

Merced Ambulance Service Bid #2013-001

Date:

4/15/2014

Sierra Medical Services Alliance (SEMSA) and Riggs Ambulance Service (RIGGS) are proud to submit
our proposal to Merced County.
RIGGS has provided ambulance and community service to the citizens of Merced County for 66 years.
We are an integral part of Merced’s communities. Our people live here, work here and contribute to our
communities’ everyday.
SEMSA and RIGGS have worked in partnership for seven years to build upon the already solid EMS
system in Merced County. If we are the winning proposer, the journey will continue to take Merced
County, and the entire region to a new level. We provide Merced County with unequalled local
knowledge and experience, combined with nationally recognized leadership. Also of note, if we are the
winning proposer, the SEMSA/RIGGS partnership will be a not-for-profit corporate model which, in our
experience is key to funding needed services and improvements given the changes and challenges we
are experiencing in healthcare.
Our proposal not only meets, but exceeds all RFP requirements. We believe that beyond the
requirements, you will share our vision of what is possible with the collaboration and partnerships we
have brought together for Merced County’s healthcare.
When comparing proposals, it is important to take into account the provider’s experience, partnerships,
commitment and dedication to its communities. Since 1948, we have a rich history and uninterrupted
track record delivering clinical excellence, response-time reliability and economic efficiency. “RIGGS
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family” culture, built by Kraig Riggs and his father, guides our employees, and our relationships with the
patients, employees, their families and partners we work with everyday. We are small; every employee is
empowered to make a difference. We work together, help one another, and solve problems to provide
ever better services to our patients, customers and partners. Both SEMSA and RIGGS share and
embrace a culture of taking care of patients, employees, their families, and partnerships. It is the
foundation upon which both companies began working together. Our culture makes SEMSA/RIGGS one
of the best places to work in Merced County.
A quick overview of what SEMSA/RIGGS brings to the table includes:
WE are the only bidder with a proven track record serving Merced County that:
 Understands the unique needs of Merced County;
 Has consistently demonstrated our ability to meet and exceed performance requirements;
 Has consistently been responsive in working with local partners (police, fire,hospitals and
surrounding ambulance services), our local communities, and the Merced County Health
Department in delivering superior care. Our partnerships with law enforcement (TEMS), and
special event coverage further ensure the care and safety of our citizens and visitors;
 Sustained and grew RIGGS’ employee workforce, in the interim RFP period (approximately 2
years) when they wondered if they would be employed or not. Our people are RIGGS; our culture
is why they’ve stayed with us. We have a highly dedicated and experienced workforce who have
remained loyal to RIGGS and Merced County throughout this difficult interim period.
 Upgraded its fleet and other services to insure continued superior care during the difficult and
extended interim RFP period;
 Negotiated a new employment agreement with TEMSA, our employee’s union, which improves
employee pay, working conditions and maintains their excellent benefit package. This agreement
was negotiated in less than an hour and actually exceeded employee expectations. (Please refer
to the union’s letter at Proposal Exhibit #14).
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 Our culture (patients, employees, their families, and partnerships) is paramount to proving
superior services and care for all. Everyone works together, helps one another, and solves or
provides ever better solutions for the people we are entrusted to serve. It is quite unique, and
reflects the great care and loyalty everyone has to serving Merced County.
 Our culture is growing, and now Westside Ambulance has requested we assist them in all
aspects of their service delivery. Westside Ambulance provides an all-ALS response to rural
parts of Merced County. They are valued team partners who contribute to our integrated ALS
response system for the County. Please refer to the Westside Ambulance letter of endorsement
located in Proposal Exhibit #35).
 Numerous successful community and public education programs that improve the health and
safety of our communities. The most recent is the PULSE (Public and Professional Unified Life
Saving Effort) program a partnership with SEMSA/RIGGS, Merced Fire, Merced Police
Department, Mercy Hospital, Mercy Air/Air Methods, Merced County Health Department,
American Red Cross and more partners joining daily. SEMSA/RIGGS have also donated so
much time and service to the communities over the years, it is simply unequalled.
 Maintaining and increasing jobs in Merced County helps us and the entire community.
SEMSA/RIGGS is committed to keeping all our employees in Merced County and to grow jobs
through partnerships and cooperatives if awarded the contract. This includes billing,
maintenance, dispatch, human resources, management, education, CQI, community education,
etc.

The areas mentioned above represent 49 jobs that will remain in Merced County. With the
initiatives we have started and the partnerships we are developing, we strongly believe we will not
only maintain Merced jobs but grow them.
During the interim bid period, SEMSA/RIGGS has not been waiting or sitting back. We have
aggressively undertaken initiatives resulting in partnerships, cooperative assistance, and employee
stabilization that will vastly improve and prepare Merced County for future healthcare challenges. Let us
explain:
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Merced is a geographically and economically challenging area to serve, especially in healthcare.
We believe the key to continuing superior EMS now and in the future, is in growing and sustaining our
system of partnerships and cooperation. Our relationships are essential to integrate and problemsolve, ultimately providing the best possible response and efficient care. Our relationships with the
following companies and their cooperation with SEMSA/RIGGS are “game changing”. Together we will
take Merced County to a new level of healthcare delivery: They are:
Our long standing partners we have worked with for many years include:


Westside Ambulance Service



Merced County Health Department and LEMSA



Merced City Fire Department



Merced Police Department



Merced County Sherriffs Department



Mercy Hospital



Memorial Hospital Los Banos



Emanuel Medical Center



Merced County Fire Department/Cal-Fire



Los Banos Fire Department



Atwater Police Department



Livingston Police Department

If SEMSA/RIGGS is the winning bidder, in addition to our long standing partnerships, our new partners
will bring added value to Merced County’s EMS delivery system as described below.
Air Methods, Inc. doing business as Mercy Air
As stated earlier, we believe the path to meeting the many changes in healthcare in a geographic and
economically challenging area is through partnerships.
SEMSA/RIGGS is proud to announce a partnership with Air Methods, Inc. a premier international
EMS corporation, (providing service as Mercy Air in Merced County). Currently each party provides
critical care transport services through Merced County EOAs, but have done so separately (RIGGSground/Mercy Air-helicopter). If SEMSA/RIGGS is the winning proposer we will provide an integrated air
and ground staffing and response model for critical care transports and scene responses. It will also
better integrate dispatch, interhospital transport, education, CQI, and related services. This will improve
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overall care and responses in Merced County for the most seriously ill and injured patients in our service
area, but will also improve medical education and CQI not only in Merced, but regionally. Please see
Letter of Agreement from Mike Allen, President, Air Methods, Inc. at Proposal Exhibit # 39.
FirstWatch and FirstPass
Our long-standing relationship with FirstWatch, Inc. goes back many years. SEMSA’s leaders, via
REMSA were the 3rd service in the country to implement FirstWatch’s syndromic surveillance dispatch
software, which is now used internationally. We also worked with them to develop “performance
dashboards” on dispatch performance. We collaboratd to develop software and reporting tools for key
measures involving the federal CMS Innovation Grant awarded to REMSA. The knowledge and
cooperation among these people is helping to re-shape how we look at care given better data that has
evolved into a comprehensive approach to key performance indicators (KPIs).
Data is key in being able to recognize, verify, and modify how care is delivered, both efficiently and
effectively.
As you will see throughout our proposal, this pre-eminent data organization is enthusiastic to assist
everyone in Merced County. SEMSA /RIGGS have been using their services for years. They have the
proven ability to integrate and report measures and KPI’s to review and improve dispatch, responses,
syndromic surveillance, CQI, and outcomes at all levels from all system partners who wish to participate.
Our goal is to work with all our partners to implement data systems that reduce workloads while providing
timely and accurate reports through an objective yet knowledgable third party. This will allow all of us to
spend more time working together to improve the human aspects of care and service delivery.
The Cooperative Initiative
A few months ago RIGGS brought a number of small regional ambulance providers together. We
explained we were not predators here to take over their services, we just thought we could all work
cooperatively and do things better together. Together, we could all provide better services, save dollars,
and tackle the rapidly changing healthcare environment more effectivey through a region-wide
partnership. From that meeting, we are exploring the possibilities for purchasing, dispatching, billing,
management services, education and CQI together.
If we are the winning proposer, RIGGS will formalize our cordinating role within the cooperative. We
strongly believe this will improve service to Merced County, the region, and very possibly bring additional
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jobs to Merced County. The prospects of close cooperation with other ambulance providers is exciting
and good for Merced County and the entire region.
Westside Ambulance
While Westside Ambulance and SEMSA/RIGGS have been long standing partners, if we are the winning
proposer we will further enhance and integrate our service relationships. Westside Ambulance has
been a proud provider in their area of Merced County, for 29 years. They, like RIGGS have gone through
many service changes and requirements over the years. SEMSA/RIGGS believes Westside is an
important and integral part of the “puzzle” of Merced’s service delivery system.
We are proud to say this important relationship has never been better. If awarded the contract Westside
and SEMSA/RIGGS will enter into agreements to assist the West Side Hospital District and their
ambulance service in any area they request. SEMSA/RIGGS management is already meeting with their
Board, union and management to strategize ways of securing the best services possible for their area of
Merced County. We look forward to a long relationship of working together and providing the citizens of
Merced County with rapid and quality care.
We close with Jay Fitch’s recent remarks in Best Practices a national EMS periodical:
Dr. Jay Fitch, a well-known EMS, public safety consultant and educator, working with small and large
organizations throughout the world, was recently asked, “Several agencies around the country claim to
be (or are accepted as) ‘one of the best EMS agencies in the country.’ What defines a great EMS
agency in your mind and who are some who make the cut?”
He answered, “It’s hard for me not to offend somebody by responding to that. But I will say that what
defines a great EMS agency is vision, ‘learning culture’ and ‘just culture’, engaging people and holding
people accountable. Organizations with those elements have high clinical standards and work toward
that with evidence-based medicine and give great service. It’s a complete picture.” Elsewhere in the
article, Dr. Fitch, when talking about the future of EMS says, “Ultimately we would expect to see all
providers having to deal with and be accountable for outcomes, and their reimbursement will be more
outcome-oriented, rather than billing for transport under Medicare, Medicaid or private insurance. That
means metrics are going to be looked at in a very different way.”
As you will see hereafter, SEMSA/RIGGS lives and breaths an outstanding working and educational just
culture for its patients, employees, families and partners. We humbly provide some of the EMS
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industry’s leading visionaries combined with immense local experience offering an innovative, flexible,
and highly integrated system. If selected, together we will all provide Merced County improved services
(in an already excellent system), while helping others in the region, statewide, and nationally.

Respectfully,

Patrick Smith, President

Dr. Joseph Ryan, Medical Director

SEMSA

SEMSA

Mike William, COO

Steve Melander, General Manager

SEMSA

RIGGS

Kraig Riggs, President

J. Richard Barnard, Chairman, Board of Directors

RIGGS

SEMSA
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SECTION VIII- SUBMISSION OF REQUIRED FORMS
A. Insurance Certificates
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B. Debarment and Suspension Certification
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C. References

CURRENT REFERENCES

Proposer name: SEMSA/RIGGS

Agency Name:

Lassen County Office of Emergency Services

Address:

697-345 Highway 36

City, State, Zip Code:

Susanville, CA 96130

Contact Person:

Eric Ewing – Emergency Services Chief

Telephone Number:

(530) 257-8504

Service Provided:

911 ALS

Dates/Type of Service:

08/2005 to present

Agency Name:

Merced County Health Department – Merced County EMS Agency

Address:

260 East 15th Street

City, State, Zip Code:

Merced, CA 95341

Contact Person:

Kathleen Grassi – Director of Public Health / LEMSA Director

Telephone Number:

(209) 381-1250

Service Provided:

911 ALS, BLS, Standby Services

Dates/Type of Service:

10/1948 to present

Agency Name:

Westside Community Healthcare District – Westside Ambulance

Address:

151 South Highway 33

City, State, Zip Code:

Newman, CA 95221

Contact Person:

Eric Watts – Chief of Operations

Telephone Number:

(209) 985-4050

Service Provided:

911 ALS, BLS, Standby Services

Dates/Type of Service:

1985 to present
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RIGGS ambulance has been in-service in Merced County since 1948 without interruption. RIGGS
continues to serve the following agencies. Former references listed below are specific to the contact
person and not the agency.
FORMER REFERENCES

Proposer name: SEMSA/RIGGS

Agency Name:

Merced City Fire Department

Address:

99 East 16th Street

City, State, Zip Code:

Merced, CA 95340

Contact Person:

Chief Michael McLaughlin (Former)

Telephone Number:

(916) 601-6619

Service Provided:

911 ALS and Standby services

Dates/Type of Service:

05/2007 to 02/2014

Agency Name:

Merced County of Emergency Services

Address:

3500 North Apron Avenue

City, State, Zip Code:

Atwater, CA 95301

Contact Person:

Ed Banks – Deputy Director (Retired)

Telephone Number:

(209) 631-9009

Service Provided:

911 ALS and Standby services

Dates/Type of Service:

01/2008 to 07/2013

Agency Name:

Merced County Sheriff’s Department

Address:

2222 M Street

City, State, Zip Code:

Merced, CA 95340

Contact Person:

Mark Pazin – Merced County Sheriff (Retired)

Telephone Number:

(209) 385-7434

Service Provided:

911 ALS and Standby services

Dates/Type of Service:

01/1980 to 12/2013
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D. Investigative Authorization – Individual
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E. Investigative Authorization – Entity
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SECTION IX - QUALIFICATION REQUIREMENTS
A. Organizational Disclosures
1. Organizational ownership and legal structure
Sierra Medical Services Alliance (SEMSA) has provided management services by contract to Riggs
Ambulance Service (RIGGS) for the past seven years.
Should SEMSA/RIGGS be selected as the winning bidder, SEMSA will
acquire RIGGS assets and operate the ambulance service as Riggs
Ambulance Service (RIGGS), a division of SEMSA.
RIGGS initially partnered with SEMSA because of it’s reputation,
proven expertise in the field of EMS, patient-centered culture,
commitment to employeesand history of innovation. Our partnership
concluded that due to the Merced County’s challenging economic
climate and rural nature, the community would be best-served going forward by a not-for-profit
service provider. SEMSA, a Nevada non-profit corporation, is hereby the official bidding entity.
SEMSA and RIGGS have entered into a Letter of Intent between the parties. (See Proposal Exhibit
#2)

For the purposes of this proposal, the companies, SEMSA and RIGGS, will be referred
to as “RIGGS”.
SEMSA’s tax identification number is 68-0459931. RIGGS’ tax identification number is 94-1562311.
Refer to SEMSA and RIGGS Articles of Incorporation at Proposl Exhibit #1.
An organization chart reflecting the SEMSA Board of Directors, SEMSA leadership, and RIGGS
leadership can be viewed at Proposal Exhibit #3.
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2. Continuity of business

We have provided ambulance service to the residents and visitors of Merced County for sixty-six
years and have been the county’s exclusive emergency ALS ambulance provider for the County
since 1988 in conjunction with Westside Ambulance who began in 1985.

SEMSA's affiliated corporation is the Regional Emergency Medical Services Authority (REMSA)
located in Reno Nevada. REMSA’s leadership team created SEMSA as a separate corporation to
provide consulting and management services to EMS providers and others outside of its Washoe
County, NV jurisdiction. REMSA is a large and well-respected EMS system serving over 450,000
people, in the cities of Reno and Sparks and a rural and frontier county of 6600 square miles.
Industry leading services developed include ALS ground ambulance service, Care Flight medical
helicopter services, Tactical EMS (TEMS), Education and CQI, 911 Secondary PSAP
communications, large special event services In 2013, REMSA’s President Patrick Smith and
Medical Director Joseph L. Ryan, MD moved to full-time roles at SEMSA followed in 2014 by Vice
President for Operations, Mike Williams.

3. Licenses and permits
Copies of requested licenses, permits and certificates can be found at Proposal Exhibit #4.
4. Government investigations
There have been no federal, state, or local government regulatory investigations, findings, actions
or complaints against SEMSA or RIGGS within the last 3 years.
5. Litigation
Thirty ambulance service litigants, led by SEMSA and RIGGS are plaintiffs in a lawsuit pending
against the State of California regarding Medi-Cal reimbursement schedules. This case is in
discovery phase under the Federal Court.
In addition, RIGGS has been involved in the following litigation during the last five years:
1. Bothelo v. Merced County and other defendants. Filed October 2008
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Description of Claim: Plaintiff claimed alleged wrongful death.



Date of Claim: February 6, 2008



Status: Case dismissed, September, 2011

2. Rivero v. RIGGS. Filed February 2010


Description of Claim: Plaintiff’s claim against RIGGS and multiple other defendantsfor
wrongful death and negligence.



Date of Claim: November 6, 2008



Status: Settlement through court mediation, October, 2011

3. Lu v. RIGGS. Filed June 2010


Description of Claim: Plaintiff’s claim against RIGGS and other defendants for
wrongful death and negligence



Date of Claim: June 13, 2008



Status: Negotiated Settlement, March, 2012

B. Experience as Sole Provider
1. Comparable experience

Merced County is a predominantly rural county in population covering almost 2000 sq. miles in
California’s central valley. The population of 262,305 is concentrated in the City of Merced with about
81,000, and in several smaller cities including Atwater, Livingston, Delhi, Los Banos,
Dos Palos and Gustine. These population centers are separated by large agricultural areas of the
county and linked by the US highway 99 and Interstate I-5 corridors.

RIGGS is a local family-owned company providing uninterrupted service to the community since
1948. In 2003, RIGGS was awarded the EOA for Merced County through a competitive bid process.

RIGGS has worked in partnership with Westside Ambulance who has provided essential EMS
services to a rural portion of Merced County. If awarded the bid, RIGGS will continue its partnership
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with Westside Ambulance and, further, will develop a regional cooperative association that will
provide better purchasing power, communications, billing, management, education/CQI and other
services that will improve care in Merced County and throughout California..

SEMSA was awarded the Lassen County, CA exclusive operating contract for ALS emergency and
non-emergency ambulance services in 2005. Lassen County, with 34,000 residents, is an
economically depressed county with a large rural area (4,700 sq. miles) that could not afford to
support ambulance services with tax dollars. In Lassen, SEMSA provides three (3) ambulances,
education/training, and support to county First Responders including education, supplies and
automated defibrillators., Patient care, community participation, and 1st Responder support are
unequalled in the region, given this hard to serve area. SEMSA was able to improve all areas of
service delivery for Lassen County with no County tax support. Importantly, nine years later,
SEMSA remains the financially stable exclusive contractor ALS ambulance service provider for
Lassen County, CA.

RIGGS partnerships/co-op will keep vital jobs in Merced County, help surrounding partners, reduce
costs while improving service and will bring additional jobs to the County. Westside Ambulance is a
long-term partner and one of the cooperative partners that will benefit if RIGGS is awarded the
contact.

RIGGS has the bench strength and proven track record to meet the similar challenges facing EMS in
Merced County. RIGGS has the proven capability to provide excellent ALS care without any tax
support to rural communities.

RIGGS would be honored to continue our many years of great care and community services to
Merced County.
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2. Government contracts
RIGGS has operated an exclusive operating area under contract with Merced County since 2003.
Please see the attached Merced County letter at Proposal Exhibit #5. SEMSA has operated an
exclusive operating area under contract with Lassen County, California for nine years. Please
see the attached Lassen County letter at Proposal Exhibit #34.
3. Contract compliance
RIGGS or SEMSA have never had a failure or refused to complete a contract with a Government
agency. Neither RIGGS nor SEMSA have never been in material breach of any contract or
“walked-away” from any contract, Government or otherwise.
C. Demonstrated Response Time Performance
Under the performance-based contract, RIGGS has consistently met and exceeded its response-time
requirements. Merced County is a rural area that encompasses more than 1,900 square miles. Our
approach to system status planning for rural area coverage is based, in part, on our years of experience
in meeting the changing needs of
those unincorporated areas in
Merced County. Please see the
attached Merced County letter
identifying compliance with
mandated response times.
SEMSA has never been out of
compliance in the performance
based contract in Lassen County.
Please see the attached Lassen
County letter identifying
compliance with mandated
response times at Proposal
Exhibit #34.
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D. Demonstrated High Level Clinical Care
Leadership1

RIGGS has a proven track record of providing clinically sophisticated care and high levels of
performance to the community. Kraig Riggs vision and leadership enabled the RIGGS partnership with
SEMSA; a core team focused on our rapidly changing healthcare environment.

The Riggs Legacy

RIGGS is a healthcare company providing emergency medical services, mobile medical care and
transport to the citizens and visitors of Merced County since 1948.
RIGGS is one of the oldest healthcare companies in Merced County
serving the community with quality and continuity for sixty-six
years.

EMS is the practice of medicine. Delivering the best possible
clinical care, care that is patient-centered, safe, effective, reliable,
reproducible, cost-effective and yields the best outcomes for patients
is the core mission of RIGGS.

In 2007, Kraig Riggs recognized that while RIGGS provided
excellent service to its community and was secure in its role as
exclusive provider of ambulance services to Merced County, the best
companies in the industry were looking toward the future and
transforming themselves to better serve their customers’ needs. A
depressed local economy, the increasing healthcare burden of an

“I am very familiar with RAS
(RIGGS) and I have the utmost
respect for their organization.
They are the trailblazers in our
industry and I personally have
used them for resources because
of their industry experience and
success stories . . . I share with
them their sense of pride in their
community, their commitment to
providing rewarding employment
opportunities, and above all else,
their staunch devotion to offer
stat-of-the-art emergengy medical
services to the ill and injured of
Merced County”
Helen Pierson
Medic Ambulance Service
Exhibit #38

1

Leadership, Strategic Planning, Customer and Market Focus, Measurement, Analysis and Knowledge Management, Human
Resource Focus, Process Management, and Business Results are the Baldrige Award Criteria for Performance Excellence. In
1994, Dr. Ryan incorporated these criteria into the quality management program at SunStar in Pinellas County, FL. He reauired
his staff to become examiners for the Florida Sterling Award, one of the first Baldrige-patterned state quality awards in the
country. Several of his staff remain Baldrige examiners today. The Criteria for Performance Excellence continue to guide RIGGS
Quality Management.
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aging population and disparities in access to care required new solutions. After a careful evaluation with
input from the RIGGS leadership team, Kraig partnered with SEMSA to put his family’s company on a
new pathway. His commitment has transformed RIGGS.
Innovation: SEMSA and the Legacy of The Fourth Party
In 1977, Jack Stout, a healthcare economist in Tulsa, Oklahoma created the first modern governmental EMS Authority. This
Public Utility Model (PUM) of EMS recognized the community requirements for clinical excellence, response-time reliability
and economic efficiency in the delivery of emergency care and created the monopoly structure that required ambulance
companies to compete for the market in the public interest.

Stout and his consulting firm The Fourth Party, over three decades of work, created and described the
standards that define modern high-performance EMS delivery:


Equal Access to Emergency Care



Independent Medical Oversight



Fractile Response-time Performance Reliability



System Status Management



Peak-load Staffing



Unit hour production, deployment and utilization



Performance Contracting



Access and Demand Management



Competitive Procurement

Patrick Smith and Joseph L. Ryan, MD are original members of the Fourth Party consulting team
and as the leadership of SEMSA, they continue the legacy of innovation of The Fourth Party.

The Fourth Party in partnership with city and county governments created the first PUM EMS Authorities
in the USA, Canada and the UK.


EMSA Tulsa and Oklahoma City, OK



Metropolitan Ambulance Services Trust (MAST) in Kansas City, Missouri



TRAA System in Fort Wayne, Indiana
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ETMC Regional Multijurisdictional System headquartered in Tyler, TX



Pinellas County EMS Authority (SunStar)in Florida



MEMS System in Little Rock, AR



MedStar System in Fort Worth, TX



EHS System for the Province of Nova Scotia, CA



Staffordshire NHS Ambulance Authority in Staffordshire England, UK

Patrick Smith has served as EMS Authority Director for MAST in Kansas City, REMSA in Reno, NV and
as President for the National Association of Public Utility Models and the Consortium of Advanced EMS
Systems.
Joseph L. Ryan, MD has served as EMS Authority Medical Director for MAST in Kansas City, the
Pinellas County EMS System in Largo FL, the Regional Emergency Medical Services Authority (REMSA)
in Reno, NV and the Santa Clara County LEMSA in San Jose, CA. He served as Associate Medical
Director for the City of Pittsburgh EMS in Pennsylvania.
REMSA, directed by the SEMSA leadership team, was the first EMS organization in the country to
simultaneously hold accreditation from the Commission on Accreditation of Ambulance Services (CAAS)
of the American Ambulance Association, as a Center of Excellence (ACE) by the International
Association of Emergency Dispatch and accredition of its air medical and ground operations by the
Commission on Accreditation of Medical Transport Systems (CAMTS).
In 2012, the SEMSA leadership team won for REMSA a $9.6M Healthcare Innovations Grant from the
Center for Medicare and Medicaid Innovation at the US Department of Health and Human Services. The
project examines three key interventions at the core of community paramedicine and mobile integrated
healthcare; transport to alternative destinations, chronic disease management, and improved healthcare
access and navigation. Refer to Proposal Exhibit #41.
RIGGS leadership team’s past performance is unrivaled in demonstrating the ability to deliver high level
clinical care.
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Strategic Planning
The SEMSA/RIGGS Organization: Seven Years of Transformation
RIGGS today is the strategic vision of our leadership team. SEMSA/RIGGS not-for-profit transformation
is key to a strategic plan that positions the organization to best serve its employees, patients, and
customers in our changing economic and healthcare environment. We pursue evidence-based best
practices in our patient care. We are a data driven organization; rapid cycle measurement, and analysis
of key processes are paired with rapid action for change. Our management and union leadership
collaborate in a shared vision of our company’s future. SEMSA/RIGGS investment in people and
technology are focused on business results.
Focus on Patients, Other Customers and Markets
SEMSA/RIGGS is a not-for-profit corporation created to serve the public interest in Merced County. It
has no Wall Street office, no traded stock, no shareholders, no corporate overhead, no mandate for
return-on-investment, no quarterly profit projections or targets. SEMSA/RIGGS annual retained earnings
will be reinvested in its people and its customers. Its leadership and management are focused on things
that matter. SEMSA/RIGGS is a partner; not just a contractor.

RIGGS, in partnership with Westside Ambulance, is the exclusive provider of ambulance services for
Merced County. Uniquely, RIGGS is a population-based care provider for Merced County. RIGGS, with
its hospital partners, provides the critical healthcare safety net for every person in need in Merced
County irrespective of the severity of their problem or ability to pay for care. RIGGS dispatchers,
paramedics and EMTs save lives daily in the most uncontrolled environment in healthcare.
We are highly experienced in describing the patterns of demand for healthcare services in our
community and match those patients with the best resources available for care. Through demand-pattern
analysis and peak load staffing, System Status Management has provided us with over thirty years of
experience in matching supply and demand for healthcare services in our communities. Our core
competencies are key to improving access to and reducing the disparities in care among our citizens
going forward.
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We recognize that clinical excellence, response-time reliability and economic efficiency are best
provided in an authority/contractor partnership that aligns incentives for each party to thrive in
long-term relationships.
Measurement, Analysis, and Knowledge Management
RIGGS ensures delivery of consistent, high quality clinical care in partnership with the LEMSA and its
Medical Director to define the best practice for our patients, measure our care against those standards,
evaluate our results and then guide our people with the knowledge, tools and motivation to improve.

RIGGS has long-term relationships with key industry-leading vendors that provide our clinical
measurement tools. Medical Priority Consultants provides our Emergency Medical Dispatching (EMD)
program, SANSIO, for HeathEMS, our electronic patient care reporting (ePCR) system and Phillips our
patient care monitor/defibrillators provide our key clinical measurement data. FirstWatch provides data
integration of measured processes to improve our understanding of our internal and shared key
performance indicators (KPIs). We use Team Support to rapidly communicate care critique and results
to our field personnel reducing cycle times for feedback. The Ninth Brain Group facilitates our
educational offerings, certification trackings, and employee health status.

We have worked with the LEMSA to develop clinical KPIs and annual Continuous Quality Improvement
Plans and provide monthly performance reports to the LEMSA’s Technical Advisory Group (TAG) which
includes representatives from the our clinical and dispatch teams and medical director, the area receiving
hospitals, First Responders, Westside Ambulance, Mercy Air our HEMS provider, the LEMSA Medical
Director and is chaired by the LEMSA EMS Manager.

Our current clinical process focus includes:
o

Cardiac Arrest

o

Basic and Advanced Airway Management

o

Respiratory Distress including CPAP

o

Chest Pain including STEMI triage and management

o

Major Trauma triage and management

o

Critical vascular access

o

Pediatric care
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o

ALS2 and critical care management and transport

o

Stroke identification, triage and management

o

Sentinel Events

Our goal is to improve our focus on clinical outcomes. To that end, we have developed HIPAA-compliant
business associates agreements (BAAs) for our area hospitals to improve, in cooperation with the
LEMSA, our access to clinical outcome data for evaluation of our patients’ care.

Workforce Engagement
Dogma vs Doctrine: The RIGGS Way RIGGS quality is the direct result of our core values. We rely on protocols,

policies and procedures to guide our routine
activities (the dogma). As an agile
organization, however, we emphasize
doctrine, guaranteeing that every employee
understands The RIGGS Way, then trust and
empower them to act when called upon to
“do the right thing” for patients, customers and partners.

STAR CARE
STAR CARE provides the doctrinal framework to enable our people to make the best decisions. Our
employees “own” their actions and we stand behind them when they act.

Safe: Were my actions safe- for me, for my colleagues, for other professionals and the public?

Team-based: Were my actions taken with due regard for the opinions and feelings of my co-workers,
including those from other agencies?

Attentive to Human Needs: Did I treat my patient as a person? Did I keep him/her warm? Was I gentle?
Did I use his/her name throughout the call? Did I tell him/her what to expect in advance? Did I treat
his/her family and/or relatives with similar respect?

Respectful: Did I act toward my patient, my colleagues, my first responders, the hospital staff and the
public with the kind of respect that I would have wanted to receive myself?
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Customer Accountable: If I were face-to-face right now with the customers I dealt with on this
response, could I look them in the eye and say, “I did my very best for you?”
Appropriate: Was my care appropriate – medically, professionally, legally an practically considering the
circumstances I faced?

Reasonable: Did my actions make sense? Would a reasonable colleague of my experience have acted
similarly, under the same circumstances?

Ethical: Were my actions fair and honest in every way? Are my answers to these questions yes?

Process Management
RIGGS is small; every person in the organization is empowered to make a difference.
Understanding, producing, measuring and improving quality are core competencies invested in all
RIGGS employees.
Busines Results
In 2010, the EMS Authority in Reno, Nevada commissioned a study by Fitch and Associates, to
benchmark their organization in areas of excellence against 21 other ambulance services in the United
States and Canada, representing all delivery models. RIGGS was measured and of the 82 benchmarks
of things that matter, RIGGS was identified as meeting or exceeding standards in 63 areas. Only Pinellas
County, Florida, Richmond, Virginia and REMSA exceeded RIGGS on the benchmarks studied. The
Leadership and Medical Director of REMSA now are leading the RIGGS team. RIGGS has demonstrated
business results and favorably compares to the best of the best. We welcome external benchmarking to
improve our performance and care to our patients and customers.
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E. Financial Strength and Stability
1. Financial Statements
SEMSA and RIGGS Financial Statements for 2013, 2012, and 2011 are included in a separate sealed
envelope lableled “Financial Statements”.
2. Audited Statements
SEMSA and RIGGS Audited Financial Statements for 2013 are included in a separate sealed envelope
labeled “Financial Statements”.
3. Financial Commitments
RIGGS has no debt. SEMSA has no debt. Thus, there are no commitments, or potential commitments,
that may impact assets, lines of credit, and guarantor letters or otherwise affect RIGGSs ability to
perform the contract. This affords us to be incredibly agile in the rapidly changing healthcare
environment.
4. Working Capital

SEMSA and RIGGS are financially healthy and stable. Our combined financial strength can give the MCEMSA
peace of mind knowing that SEMSA and RIGGS have the resources available to maintain its emergency medical
services system. On average, SEMSA and RIGGS, have over $3,000,000 cash on deposit. Further, Nevada State
Bank has offered our company a $3,000,000 line of credit (see Proposal Exhibit #6). Additionally, SEMSA and
RIGGS have an ongoing net collectable balance of over $2,000,000 in net receivables from ambulance operations.
We are happy to provide details about these credit sources should the County require such information for its
review.
SEMSA and RIGGS combined net worth is $4,127,386 with available working capital of $5,494,412 of which
$2,982,541 is in the form of cash and cash equivalents. The following chart summarizes the recent financial
performance data of SEMSA and RIGGS combined and shows the availability to convert short-term assets into
cash if needed to meet our commitments and ensure our stability as a provider of high-quality emergency medical
services.
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5. Performance Security
RIGGS will provide a security bond in the amount of $1,000,000 as the required performance security. A
Letter from LP Insurance Services documenting the availability of such a bond can be seen at Proposal
Exhibit #7.
6. Financial Interests
SEMSA is a 501(c)(3) not-for-profit Corporation. They’re related and affiliated companies include:
SEMSA Ambulance Service performing under an exclusive contract in Lassen County, California. It also
owns an Education and Training Organization doing business as “The International Center for
Prehospital and Disaster Medicine” (ICPDM) and a wheelchair transport company doing business as
MedExpress in Washoe County, Nevada. Finally, it provides consulting services doing business as the
Vital Response Group. All of these sub-entities are fully owned and operated by SEMSA and are
reflected in the Audited Financial Statements.
Upon execution of the contract with Merced County, RIGGS will join the SEMSA family of companies
doing business as RIGGS Ambulance Service. (Please refer to Agreement Letter at Proposal Exhibit #2)
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SECTION X - CORE REQUIREMENTS
A. Contractor’s Functional Responsibilities
1. Basic Services
Upon award of the contract, we will commit to provide continuous, around-the-clock, emergency
ambulance services, without interruption throughout the term of the Agreement, and to provide
emergency ambulance services without regard to any illegally discriminatory classification,
including without limitation: the patient’s race, color, national origin, religious affiliation, sexual
orientation, age, sex, or ability to pay.
RIGGS understands that this Proposal will be retained and incorporated into the Agreement by
reference, except that in the case of any conflicting provisions, the provisions contained in the
Agreement shall prevail.
RIGGS shall participate in pilot and/or research programs that the EMS Medical Director and
Contract Administrator may authorize from time to time. We understand that the Contract
Administrator may waive standards contained in the agreement in the event that conflicting
standards are established for a pilot program. We understand that the EMS Medical Director
must approve any such pilot program. We agree that our participation in the pilot projects shall
entail no additional cost to the County or the LEMSA. We further agree that our services
provided under pilot projects shall be in addition to the other services described in the Agreement.
2. Services Description
Attestation:
Proposer understands and agrees to comply without qualification to provisions,
requirements, and commitments contained in Section IV.A. (1.-2.)
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B. Clinical
1. Clinical Overview

2. Medical Oversight
Attestation:
Proposer understands and agrees to comply without qualification to provisions,
requirements, and commitments contained in Section IV.B. (1.-2.)

3. Minimum Clinical Levels and Staffing Requirements
Attestation:
Proposer understands and agrees to comply without qualification to provisions,
requirements, and commitments contained in Section IV.B.3.

a) Ambulance Staffing Requirements
RIGGS agrees to staff all ambulances in responding to calls for service under the terms of this contract
with a minimum of one State of California licensed and locally accredited Paramedic and one California
certified EMT to respond to requests from the County designated PSAPs. We further agree that the
paramedic will be the ultimate caregiver for all patients and will provide and will be required to
accompany all patients in the back of the ambulance during transport. We plan to staff selected units
within the county with two Paramedics to allow enhanced flexibility to increase daily staffing as needed,
provide field training opportunities or to provide faster coverage of staffing gaps caused by illness or
other unforeseen event.
RIGGS understands that Non-emergency ambulance services may be staffed at the BLS level with a
minimum of two California certified EMTs as long as the patient’s condition does not require ALS
monitoring or intervention and the patient’s condition is not likely to deteriorate or change which may
require ALS evaluation or treatment and according to LEMSA policies and procedures. We are
committed to providing high quality ALS-level care. All units, aside from those contracted to
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provide BLS standby coverage, will be staffed with at least one Paramedic. We only plan to field a
BLS unit when it is specifically requested by the contractor to be staffed as such for a standby event or in
the event of a declared disaster.
CCT ambulances will be staffed at the level defined by the LEMSA and county requirements for critical
care transport.

b) Personnel Licensure and Certification and Training Requirements
All of RIGGS ambulance personnel responding to emergency medical requests shall be currently
and appropriately licensed, accredited and credentialed, as appropriate, to practice in Merced
County. We shall retain on file at all times copies of the current and valid licenses and/or
certifications of all emergency medical personnel performing services under this Agreement. We
shall ensure that ambulance personnel receive in addition to the required training defined in State
and LEMSA policies the following training and/or certification:
(1) Required Trauma Training
We staff each ALS ambulance with a minimum of one paramedic certified in Prehospital
Trauma Life Support (PHTLS) or International Trauma Life Support (ITLS), Pediatric
Advanced Life Support (PALS), Advanced Cardiac Life Support (ACLS) and Advanced
Medical Life Support (AMLS). Additionally, all EMTs receive the same level of trauma
training as Paramedics. RIGGS retains on file at all times, copies of the current training
documentation and valid certifications of all PHTLS or ITLS qualified paramedics and
EMTs performing services under this Agreement. RIGGS operates an ITLS accredited
training center.
(2) Company and EMS System Orientation and On-Going Preparedness
The purpose of the training program is to ensure that the highest level of patient care is
achieved. The training program stresses company policy, philosophy and clinical
excellence. Our training program is incredibly comprehensive and gives our staff
members a firm foundation to ensure they have the tools to function in an ever changing
environment in a safe and competent manner. But, this is only part of our focus. The less
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tangible, but equally important part of our training is based in our deeply rooted
commitment to our patients. Families, friends, caregivers, and other responders are
viewed as unique individuals requiring respect, dignity, and recognition of their needs as
human beings dealing with a situation beyond their control.
Our program is specifically designed to create a culture of understanding that not only
cares about the physical aspects of an individual’s medical emergency but also the
emotional, mental, and spiritual aspects as well. We train and encourage our personnel to
expand their evaluations at the scene to include everyone involved and to provide comfort
and understanding as needed, to family members, friends, bystanders, and first
responders that may have been adversely affected by the event. This comprehensive
awareness of the needs of all is not easily achieved in personnel new to the field but is a
process that is nurtured and reinforced over years to achieve our culture and vision.
Merced County EMS has a long history of achieving this goal as evidenced by our 66
years of service to the Citizens of Merced County.
Classroom Instruction and Orientation
We provide a combined employee orientation and training program. During orientation,
key personnel instruct new employees on the workings of the company and related
policies and procedures. All new employees must complete a mandatory 40 hour didactic
course of classroom and hands-on instruction in RIGGS policies and procedures, Merced
County EMS protocols, legal and compliance topics, as well as safety, risk management
and disaster training. This orientation provides an overview of our entire operation.
Our orientation schedule consists of the following:










Welcome & Introduction of RIGGS
Leadership Team
Schedule of Expectations overview
Tour of RIGGS facilities
Caring for People – Introduction to
StarCare
Introduction to Community Service
eTimesheet overview and training
Quality Improvement
Writing a billable ePCR
Introductions to Operations:












Castle AFB Operations
Fit Testing and FTO Assignments
Daily Performance & Compliance
overview
Introduction to Merced County mapping
Assaultive Behavior Management
Vehicle Maintenance
Introduction to electronic charting
Hazmat Training
EVOC – Didactic Course
EVOC – Driving Course
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Expectations
Health & Safety Orientation
Introduction to RIGGS role and SOP




Advanced Airway Management
TEMSA Introduction

New Hire Orientation Syllabus (Phase 1 Orientation)
Course Description: This 40+ hour course fulfills all didactic requirements to begin new
employee field training under the direct supervision of a RIGGS Field Training Officer. The
course fulfills the “Phase 1” requirement of the EMT/Paramedic Orientation Process.
Prerequisites: Completion of all mandatory Ninth Brain courses covering the following
topics:
 12-Lead ECG Transmission

 HIPAA Privacy & Security

 Bariatric Transport Gurney

 Tuberculosis in the 1 Responder Environment

 Bloodborne Pathogens

 Fire Extinguisher Training

 Code of Conduct – Medicare

 Red Flag Rules

st

Compliance
 Defensible EMS Documentation

 Managing Stress in the workplace

 Ergonomic Safety

 Merced County Protocols

 Exposure Control Plan Training

 Hazard Communications

 Harassment Training

 GHS Labeling System

 Prehospital Advanced Directive

Method of Instruction: Phase I orientation consists of 40 hours of direct, classroom
instruction, 12 hours of System Status Technician training, 2-4 hours of dispatch
orientation and 1-2 hours of billing office orientation.
Course Objectives: Upon completion of Phase I Orientation new RIGGS employees will
have an understanding of the following:
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Orientation to the RIGGS Leadership team, expectations and
responsibilities, STARCARE, commitment to community service and
policies and procedures related to timecards, dress code, scheduling and
Health & Safety



In-depth knowledge of RIGGS ePCR system, Quality Improvement, Field
Training Process, and writing billable documentation



HazMat First Responder Awareness, Castle Air Force Base and Merced
Airport operations, Respirator Fit Testing



Understanding of the Merced County street layout, basic mapping, pager
use and assaultive behavior management



Successful completion of the Emergency Vehicle Operator Course, HazMat
FRA and Advanced Airway Management Course

Day 1
Welcome and Introduction of Riggs Leadership Team
Introduction to all department managers, field supervisors and operations managers, and
the Medical Director. In-depth tour of the Riggs facility and location of all key work areas.

Schedule and Expectations Overview
Introduction to the Riggs work schedule and high standards of customer service to the
Merced County community.

Caring for People, an introduction to STARCARE
An introduction to STARCARE and the Riggs commitment to its community, employees
and system stakeholders. Riggs’ mission, purpose, and guiding principles are rooted in
STAR CARE; a system used every day to define how we treat ourselves, our patients, our
partners, and our co-workers.

A Commitment to Community since 1948
Introduction by the Riggs Community Relations Manager to the Riggs commitment to
community service. Topics covered include community service events, Every 15 Minutes,
the Atwater Caring for Kids Council Drug Store Project, football standbys, hands-free CPR
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community education and Riggs deep involvement in many other community events within
Merced County.

Uniform Measurement and Issuance
New employees are sized and issued Riggs field uniforms, PPE and inclement weather
gear.

eTimesheet
In depth education centered on the Riggs eTimesheet, online payroll system as well as
policies and procedures involving payroll, sick time, vacation time and company benefits.

Scheduling
The Scheduling Coordinator discusses the scheduling system, part-time availability
submission, how shift awards are determined and orientation to the work schedule.

Introduction to Operations: Expectations and Health & Safety Orientation
Introduction by the General Manager to field operations. What does Riggs expect of you
and what can you expect from us? Topics include operations supervisor role in system
response/management, resources available to field crew members and when to contact
your supervisor. Introduction to the Riggs Health and Safety Program.

Day 2
Introduction to RACC’s Role and SOP Highlights
An introduction to the Riggs Ambulance Communication Center (RACC) by the Riggs
Communications Manager. Topics include the RACC’s role and function within the EMS
system, NAEMD certification, basics of Emergency Medical Dispatch, shift log-on and logoff, call-taking vs. dispatch functions and integration between field crews and the dispatch
center.

Quality Improvement, Introduction to the Field Training Process
In-depth discussion of the role CQI plays within MCEMS and specifically at Riggs
Ambulance Service. Introduction to the four Phase orientation process including
field/Field Training Officer (FTO) process. Topics covered include the CQI philosophy at
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Riggs, Team Support, company and employee expectations of the process and eligibility
to work during orientation.

Introduction to HealthEMS Electronic Charting
An in-depth discussion of the Sansio, HealthEMS ePCR system and Ninth Brain Suite
online resource. Students will be receive their individual log-in and password information
and given interactive tours of both Ninth Brain Suite and HealthEMS. Instructor will
discuss advanced chart writing techniques, mandatory data field training, exposure to both
the CHART and SOAP techniques for chart writing and will write ePCRs for a variety of
patient conditions and transports, AMA/refusals, no-patient contact and Priority 4/7
transfers.

Writing a Billable PCR
Video presentation from the “Write it Right EMS Documentation Video Series” by Page,
Wolfberg and Wirth as well as an introduction to Riggs Policy and Procedures affecting
billing and chart writing. Topics include HIPPA compliance, Medicare Compliance, nonemergency transport documentation and dialysis/doctor appointment transport.

Day 3
HazMat Awareness for First Responders
Hazardous Materials notification and reporting requirements for personnel who may
witness or discover a Hazardous Materials Leak, spill, or discharge. Meets the
requirements of CFR 29 1910.120 and CCR Title 8.

MCI and S.T.A.R.T Triage
Merced County EMS MCI curriculum and an introduction to the Simple Triage and Rapid
Transport (START) system of MCI management/patient triage utilized in Merced County.
Meets MCEMS MCI training requirement.

Fit Testing and FTO Assignments
Respirator fit testing per OSHA standard 1910.134 App A. Field Training Officer
assignment and introduction to new hire employees.
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Pager Issuance, Daily Performance Review and Introduction to Mapping
Conducted by the Strategic Deployment Manager. Introduction to the use of the
alphanumeric paging system employed by RACC for call notification and system-wide
communication. Introduction to the Daily Performance Review including chute times,
compliance requirements, late calls, routing, system status and posting and call priority
assignment. Introduction to the Merced County street and highway system, city and
county axis, addressing system, major landmarks and basic mapping.

Day 4
Assaultive Behavior Management
Billy James, a local Merced County expert in self-defense and de-escalation techniques
conducts a 4-hour lecture combined with self-defense skill development specifically
tailored to the EMS environment. Topics covered include early recognition of aggressive
behavior, the agitated patient, risk assessment, verbal de-escalation, and body positioning
and posture, listening and patient and responder safety.

Vehicle Maintenance
Introduction by the Riggs Fleet Manager to the Riggs vehicle maintenance program, daily
vehicle checks and the required daily Outstation Ambulance Checklist. Includes hands-on
training on all daily vehicle operational and safety checks.

Emergency Vehicle Operators Course (EVOC) Didactic
Conducted in-house by nationally registered EVOC instructors, this 4-hour course (the
first half of the complete EVOC training program) utilizes the U.S. Department of
Transportation national standard curriculum. Additionally, participants receive an in-depth
orientation to Road Safety from Zoll, an active driver monitoring and feedback system
which alerts drivers to unsafe operations such as speeding, rapid acceleration, hard
braking and high-speed turns
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Day 5
Emergency Vehicle Operators Course (EVOC) – Driving Course
Hands-on component to the 8-hour EVOC course and conducted at the Merced County
Sheriff EVOC facility at Castle AFB. Participants are instructed in the safe operation of
Riggs ambulances, safe vehicle operations in tight quarters, smooth driving techniques
and vehicle backing, parking and docking.

Castle AFB and Merced Airport Operations
Introduction to the specific policies and procedures for air evacuation operations at the
two primary Landing Zones in Merced County.

Advanced Airway Management
A 4-hour (Provider Approved by the Merced County Emergency Medical Services Agency.
C.E. Provider #24-0201), didactic and interactive course on advanced airway
management techniques. Topics include, landmark recognition, patient positioning,
external laryngeal manipulation and the “team” concept to airway management.
Conducted by Riggs Education Coordinators and suitable for both BLS and ALS
providers.

Textbooks Required: The Riggs Ambulance Service Employee Orientation Binder will
be provided on Day 1.

Student Evaluation: Students will be evaluated for comprehension on an ongoing basis
by each instructor. Additionally, pass/fail exams are required for HazMat FRA, EVOC and
Advanced Airway Management. Attendance for all orientation hours is mandatory.
Field Training
Field orientation for new employees is a four-phase program:
Phase I Orientation (40+ hours) As describe above.
Phase II Orientation (120 hours): Phase II orientation is conducted under the supervision
of a Merced County Accredited Field Training Officer and consists of 120 hours of EMT-
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level training. In this phase of orientation our new employees learn to function as the EMT
partner of a Riggs Paramedic. Topics covered in phase II orientation include advanced
mapping, safe code 2 and 3 driving, patient lifting and moving, equipment location and
use, paramedic assist skills and basic patient care. Trainees must pass a comprehensive
exam with an 80% to be successful in Phase II Orientation.
Phase III Orientation (240 hours): Employees who have successfully completed Phase II
Orientation are eligible to proceed to Phase III. This phase consists of 2 curriculums
depending on employee classification (EMT of Paramedic).
EMT: Phase III EMT Orientation is a continuation of Phase II with continued
focus on being a self-sufficient and competent EMT partner. During this phase,
candidates are expected to integrate into the field team with little on-scene
intervention of the FTO. Feedback is provided post-call with areas of improvement
noted and re-assessed daily. Candidates must consistently score greater than 4
on daily all daily evaluation criteria (1-7 scale),
complete a variety of call-types or successfully
complete scenario-based exams for call-types not
encountered. Lastly, candidates must pass a Phase
III Orientation exam with a minimum of 80% and a
“second look” with an FTO other than their primary
FTO.
Paramedic: Phase III Paramedic Orientation is
where candidates demonstrate their ALS skills and
learn to operate as an ALS provider in the Merced
County EMS System. Candidates are the primary
care-giver on all calls with direct supervision of the
assigned FTO. Feedback is provided to the
candidate after every call and after every shift.
FTO’s intervene immediately if they witness any
inappropriate interventions. Candidates must
consistently score greater than 4 on daily all daily
evaluation criteria (1-7 scale), complete a variety of
Sample Preceptor Daily Evalution Form
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call-types or successfully complete scenario-based exams for call-types not
encountered. Candidates must demonstrate mastery of all MCEMS Treatment
Protocols, Riggs Policies and Procedures related to patient care and the ability to
function competently within the MCEMS system. Lastly, candidates must pass a
Phase III Protocol exam with a minimum of 80%, a “second look” with an FTO
other than their primary FTO, a scenario-based exam with a score greater than
80% and 10 ALS calls review by Merced County EMS.
Phase IV Orientation: After successfully completing Phase III orientation EMT and
Paramedic candidates enter Phase IV orientation which consists of 100% chart review for
the emloyees first 100 charts (20 for EMT). Charts are reviewed for completeness,
adherence to protocol, adherence to RIGGS Policy and Procedures and appropriate
patient care. The CQI and Education Manager (or their delegate) review a variety of calls
(trauma, cardiac, AMA, pediatric, etc.) and may extend Phase IV if further education or
evaluation are needed. Employees in Phase IV must not have any major breach of
protocol or patient care standards in order to be successful.
Our Field Training Officers (FTO) are selected for their tenure, experience, and superior
patient care. In addition to attending a 6-hour, Merced County Approved FTO course and
passing the MCEMS FTO Exam, all FTOs must meet the following qualifications:


Employee must meet all qualifications and certifications for their job classification



Employee must be in good standing with both MCEMS and Riggs Management



Meet local EMS FTO Policy (MCEMS 235.00)



EMT FTO- Employee must have completed 1-year or full-time employment with
Riggs



Paramedic FTO- Employee must have completed a minimum of 1-year full-time
employment with Riggs and 2-years total full time as an accredited paramedic



Pass a written exam based on RIGGS policy, driving and mapping with a minimum
of 80%



Pass the MCEMS FTO exam based on medications carried, adult and pediatric
treatment protocols and policies and procedures (Paramedic)



Meets or exceeds performance standards consistently on performance evaluations



Be approved by both the Riggs CQI Committee and Riggs Management
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Roles and Responsibilities of RIGGS Field Training Officers:


Under the direction of the CQI Manager, serve as a Preceptor for employees.



Serve as a leader reflecting the highest level of patient care and professionalism as
expected of RIGGS employees.



Submit to the CQI Manager written progress reports on assigned employees at
prescribed time limits



Follow the training program and curriculum as set forth by the CQI department.



Serve as a Preceptor for employees placed in remediation as a result of quality
improvement activities or for disciplinary reason as deemed necessary by
management. Submit written progress reports on employees in remediation as
requested by management.



Complete assigned chart reviews in a timely fashion.



Assist the CQI Manager in special projects, audits and in continuous EMS
improvement.



Assist in the continuous evaluation and improvement of the FTO Program.



Maintain strict confidentiality of all personnel matters.



Other duties as assigned.

Assaultive Behavior Management Training
All new and existing employees receive training in verbal de-escalation techniques,
assaultive behavior management and self-defense. Billy James, a local Merced County
expert in self-defense and de-escalation techniques conducts a 4-hour lecture combined
with self-defense skill development specifically tailored to the EMS environment. Topics
covered include early recognition of aggressive behavior, the agitated patient, risk
assessment, verbal de-escalation, and body positioning and posture, listening and patient
and responder safety. Training also focuses on non-aggressive, physical techniques to
prevent injury to the aggressive patient while obtaining compliance and provider safety.
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(3) Driver Training
Field employees must successfully complete an Emergency Vehicle Operator’s Course
(EVOC) before being authorized
to operate any RIGGS vehicle in
an emergency response mode.
Nationally registered EVOC
trainers using the U.S.
Department of Transportation
national standard curriculum, four
hours of classroom instruction,
teach the EVOC course. EVOC
training is followed by an
additional four hours of driving instruction, practice and testing. As a side note: RIGGS
will be moving to the “Coaching the Emergency Vehicle Operator (CEVO) driver training
program” in the summer of 2014 which we have determined to be a superior course of
instruction specific to ambulance driving. Following completion of the EVOC program,
the individual must demonstrate an appropriate understanding of the specific policies,
procedures and considerations
that apply to emergency response
before receiving authorization to
operate vehicles in an emergency
response mode. The employee’s
driving will continue to be
monitored by an assigned fieldtraining officer during the course
of field training and thereafter by a
supervisor as part of the
employee’s annual review
process. A refresher EVOC
training course is required biannually to maintain emergency
vehicle operator status. The

Sample Road Safety Report
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refresher EVOC training course will consist of four hours of classroom instruction
highlighting important points covered in the initial training.
The didactic portion of the course is taught annually to all field employees and the driving
portion is taught every other year to all field employees by experienced EVOC instructors.
In addition to EVOC training, RIGGS uses the “Road Safety” product in all of our
ambulances. Road Safety provides proactive alarming which greatly reduces aggressive
driving – immediately resulting in improved safety, reduced liability and lower maintenance
costs. Road Safety’s active driver monitoring and feedback system alerts drivers to
unsafe operations such as speeding, rapid acceleration, hard braking and high-speed
turns. Instead of “racing to the rescue”, Road Safety encourages drivers to operate
smoothly and safely. In many cases, safer driving actually results in better patient care
(more pleasant environment for the patient and the crew in
the ambulance) and lower response times. Stopping an
accident before it happens greatly reduces potential
liabilities. Comprehensive incident reporting and event
analysis can be used to either reward or coach our drivers.
Easy access to second-by-second event data can be
critical to exonerate staff or prevent lawsuits. From fuel to brake pads, tires and more,
responsible driving reduces the fleet operations and maintenance cost. Onboard vehicle
monitoring allows our fleet manager to schedule preventative maintenance, increasing
vehicle lifespan, and reducing expensive repairs. Further, we produce weekly driving
performance reports that are shared with all management staff and drivers without
infractions are rewarded weekly.
(6) Infection Control
RIGGS has a culture focused on infection prevention that includes aggressive hygiene
practices and proactive personal protective equipment donning. Our policy on infection
control, cross contamination and soiled
materials disposal to decrease the chance of
communicable disease exposure can be
viewed at Proposal Exhibit #8. We are proud
to have four advanced level designated Infection Control Officers taught by Katherine
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West, BSN, MSEd, CIC, nationally renowned expert on EMS infection control, OSHA
compliance inspections, and disease control issues.
Our immunizations program follows the guidelines established by the Centers for Disease
Control and Prevention and Cal-OSHA. RIGGS also will follow recommendations issued
by the Merced County Public Health Department. Currently at the time of hire, employees
are offered: Tdap, Hepatitis B series, seasonal influenza, MMR, Varicella, and TB testing.
Annually, employees are offered seasonal influenza, and TB testing. RIGGS employees
undergo annual qualitative fit testing on N95/P100 respiratory protection devices.
RIGGS embraces the highest standards of vehicles and equipment sanitization. We
enforce strict cleanliness guidelines contained in our Cleaning and Sanitizing Policy that
can be viewed at Proposal Exhibit #9.
RIGGS recognizes that no manner of Personal Protective Equipment or engineering
controls can keep an employee safe. Rather, it’s the culture of safety, introduced during
the hiring process and reinforced throughout each employee’s career that keeps
employees safe. This is the cornerstone of our program, and our leadership team
promotes this attitude.
(7) Critical Incident Stress Management
RIGGS proactively addresses the effects of chronic and acute stress on our care
providers. We regularly take steps to combat stress and to provide our employees with
the tools necessary to cope. This process starts during the new employee orientation
process. Employees receive information on all aspects of maintaining a healthy lifestyle,
including information on diet, exercise, and stress relief as part of our employee wellness
policy (see Proposal Exhibit #10). We also offer reimbursement for gym membership.
As part of our standardized response plan, RIGGS assigns a supervisor to each critical
call, such as respiratory and cardiac arrest if they are available. If they are on another
assignment the On-Call Manager will be dispatched to meet the crew at the hospital after
the transport. The purpose is twofold: it provides a seasoned and experienced
paramedic to assist the responding crew and second, it allows our supervisors to evaluate
the crew’s mental well-being immediately following a high-stress incident. If necessary,
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the supervisor can initiate a defusing process immediately. Supervisor’s work closely with
the Human Resources Manager to provide employees information regarding the
Employee Assistance Program (EAP) offered as part of the employee’s benefits package.
RIGGS is an active member of the Merced County Critical Incident Stress Debriefing
(CISD) Program. We have three full-time field employees who are trained members of the
Merced County CISD team. Our supervisors or any of our management team can initiate
a team response. This program is available to all RIGGS employees 24 hours a day, 365
days a year.
8) Homeland Security
Each RIGGS field employee and communicators are trained to the level of Hazardous
Material (HAZMAT) “First
Responder Awareness” level.
The training is required every
two years. On alternate years
we shift the focus from
Standard Hazardous Materials
to instruction on Weapons of
Mass Destruction (WMD).
RIGGS Field Supervisors and
Managers are trained in
HAZMAT and WMD to the

RIGGS – Tactical EMS Team

“First Responder Operational
(FRO)” level. Rob Smith, one of our paramedic supervisors is trained to the “HAZMAT
Technician” level, is performing at the FRO level and is designated our “HAZMAT Officer”
in charge of education and training, and is certified by California Specialized Training
Institute. Rob is our liaison with fire departments and our lead
instructor on these topics. Rob also sits on the Merced County
HAZMAT Committee.
Through our partnership with SEMSA’s International Center for
Prehospital and Disaster Medicine (ICPDM), RIGGS offers the
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Core, Basic and Advanced National Disaster Life Support courses to the community in
general and the Homeland Security Medical Executive course to appropriate healthcare
executives and senior management of RIGGS.
(9) HIPAA Compliance
HIPAA training is part of the RIGGS new hire orientation and is part of our ongoing
training programs. An overview of the RIGGS HIPAA Compliance Manual can be viewed
at Proposal Exhibit #11. Michael Williams, the SEMSA VP & COO is the HIPAA
Compliance Officer.
(10) Compliance
RIGGS provides initial and ongoing compliance training for all personnel. This training is
in accordance with the OIG Compliance Program Guidance for Ambulance Suppliers. An
overview of the Compliance Manual can be viewed at Proposal Exhibit #12. This manual
is in compliance with the OIG Compliance Program Guidance for Ambulance Suppliers.
Glenn Rung is the RIGGS Compliance Officer. In addition our Medicare Compliance
Procedure can be viewed at Proposal Exhibit #36.
C. Operations
1. Operations Overview
Attestation:
Proposer understands and agrees to comply without qualification to provisions,
requirements, and commitments containted in Section IV.C.1. (a-d.)

2. Transport Requirement and Limitations
Attestation:
Proposer understands and agrees to comply without qualification to provisions,
requirements, and commitments containted in Section IV.C.2. (a-b.)
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3. Response Time Performance Requirements
Attestation:
Proposer understands and agrees to comply without qualification to provisions,
requirements, and commitments containted in Section IV.C.3. (a-c.)

4. Notification of Delays for Non-emergency Responses

5. Response Time Measurement Methodology
Attestation:
Proposer understands and agrees to comply without qualification to provisions,
requirements, and commitments containted in Section IV.C.4. and IV.C.5. (a-i.)

6. Response Time Exceptions and Exception Requests
Attestation:
Proposer understands and agrees to comply without qualification to provisions,
requirements, and commitments containted in Section IV.C.6. (a-c.)

7. Response Time Performance Reporting Procedures and Penalty Provisions
Attestation:
Proposer understands and agrees to comply without qualification to provisions,
requirements, and commitments containted in Section IV.C.7. (a-b.)
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8. Fleet Requirement

9. Coverage and Dedicated Ambulances, Use of Stations/Posts
Attestation:
Proposer understands and agrees to comply without qualification to provisions,
requirements, and commitments containted in Section IV.C. (8.-9.)

D. Personnel
1. Treatment of Incumbent Work Force
Attestation:
Proposer understands and agrees to comply without qualification to provisions,
requirements, and commitments contained in Section IV.D.1.

As the incumbent provider of ambulance service in Merced County, there will be NO change to
the incumbent work force. That means no loss of jobs in a County suffering from a depressed
economy and revenue that is reinvested back into the service by a not-for-profit organization.
RIGGS employees will have the ongoing security of working for a company that has operated
continuously in Merced County since 1948.
RIGGS agrees to not only maintain, but improve the current salary
and benefit levels for personnel as evidenced by our Collective
Bargaining Agreement (CBA) signed in March 2014 with the
Turlock Emergency Medical Services Union, part of the United
Steel, Paper & Forestry, Rubber, Manufacturing, Energy, Allied
Industrial & Service Workers International (USW) that will be
effective June 21, 2014 through June 20, 2017 and can be
reviewed at Proposal Exhibit #13. In addition, at Proposal Exhibit
#14 is a letter from Turlock Emergency Medical Services Union

"RIGGS management
team is by far the best
employer I have ever
worked for"
Robert Smith, EMT-P
Vice President, Turlock
EMS Assoc.

supporting RIGGS to provide services in Merced County.
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As the incumbent provider of ambulance services in Merced County, we have continuously
provided uninterrupted ambulance service in Merced County since 1948. The incumbent work
force has tenure and history with RIGGS. We are in the envious position of having a waiting list
of eligible candidates to work here that will serve our needs well into the future. Our wage and
benefits with the new CBA are VERY competitive for the region2 and reflect our commitment to
the workforce for the duration of the contract. Unlike other EMS agencies outside of Merced
County, our employees, for the most part, were born and raised in Merced County and are now
raising their own families here. This goes from our General Manager down through the ranks to
our Facility Maintenance Technician.
We offer an environment that puts patients first and we know that we can only do that with
outstanding employees that are supported with the best equipment, education and training,
career advancement opportunities, and a
“servant leadership” approach. This servant
leadership allows them to realize their full
potential. Our standards are high. Our
philosophy on is to provide long-term
employment without disruptive to employees’
personal lives. When our employees have
difficulty at work, our primary focus is on
coaching, counseling and education to
correct problems. When our employees
have difficulty at home, our focus is to
provide the help they need through an active
Employee Assistance Program. We support
our employee’s family members with good wages, a handsome benefit package, and
engagement in the activities at RIGGS. We know without a secure and supportive family, our
employees will not be able to realize their full potential. We have established a stable and
thriving veteran workforce that is proud of being part of the RIGGS family. The Management is
local and the employees are local. Not strangers who are unfamiliar with the area, the needs,

2

2013 JEMS Salary Survey
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and the culture unique to Merced County, they are vested in this community and their roots are
deep.
2. Character, Competence and Professionalism of Personnel
All open positions at RIGGS are posted and managed online. The Human Resources
Department screens each applicant initially. Screening includes pre-employment application,
aptitude and skills testing. If the applicant holds the appropriate EMT/Paramedic certifications,
they must pass a written and skills test to be considered for a panel interview which consists of
management and peer employees. Final applicants will then be considered for a 12-hour ride-along prior to final selection by senior leadership. All conditional hires receive a physical
examination, TB Test, and drug and alcohol screening from our Occupational Physician at
Olivewood Meadows Occupational in Merced. The background screenings of all conditional hires
are conducted by HireSafe in Elk Grove, California includes Social Security Trace Report, County
Criminal, Federal Criminal, Sex Offender, Workers Compensation, Motor Vehicle and OIG
Medicare/Medicaid Sanctions. The Human Resources Manager also completes verification of a
10-year DMV history, California Driver’s License, Medical Examiners Certification, Ambulance
Driver Certification, CPR Certification, Merced County Certification, State of California
Certification, National Registry, ACLS, ITLS/PHTLS PEPP/PALS, and AMLS. In addition,
conditional hires whose job duties require they perform strenuous lifting, receive a physical lifting
demand test from a Physical Therapist at Yosemite Physical Therapy in Merced. Conditional
hires also receive education on body mechanics and back injury prevention, and brief education
on the importance of warm-up and flexibility. Conditional hires must read and agree with our
strict zero-tolerance alcohol and substance abuse and testing policy.
3. Internal Health and Safety Programs
We take the health and safety of our workforce very seriously. This starts with the candidate preemployment process outlined above. We employ a Health and Safety Supervisor, Carly Alley,
who oversees our program. Our Health and Safety Coordinator is a full-time field employee who
is experienced in Health and Safety programs and serves as a liaison in the field. Our Human
Resources Manager, Melissa Martin is our Risk Manager. Together, they assure we are
operating in compliance with all County, State and National standards and more importantly, that
our employees are performing in a safe manner for our patients and themselves.
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Safety training at RIGGS includes Life Safety, work related injuries, security procedures,
department safety, Hazard Communications Program, OSHA Blood borne Pathogens Standard
and Assaultive Behavior Management Training.
Employees receive annual safety training including but not limited to the following topics:


Life Safety (Fire)



Infection Control and Tuberculosis



Electrical Safety



Security



Emergency Preparedness Plan



Hazardous Materials



Bio-hazardous Waste



Ergonomics



Blood borne Pathogens



Active Shooter Training

New employees receive a new-hire physical from our
Occupational Health Physician and the following vaccinations
are offered:


Hepatitis B



TDAP (Tetanus, Diphtheria and Pertussis)



Seasonal Influenza



MMR (Measles, Mumps and Rubella)



Varicella



Annual Tuberulosis Screening

We provide an annual TB skin test and N95 Respirator Mask fit test
to all clinical personnel. Our ambulances are stocked with exam
gloves, isolation gowns, eye protection, and high visibility vest crews
are required to wear at the scene of traffic incidents or anytime they
are out of the ambulance on the roadways. At a minimum, all
personal protective equipment (PPE) provided complies with EMSA
#216 and includes appropriate head, respiratory and flesh protection
for employees. Policies and procedures clearly describe the routine
use of PPE on all patient encounters may be viewed at Proposal
Exhibit #8.

“Earlier this year, Riggs
participated in an active
shooter drill held at Golden
Valley High School. Their
participation I the drill and
the subsequent debriefing
was invaluable in the
development and planning
for a real life situation”
V. Scott Scambray, Ed. D.
Superintentent, Merced
Union High School District
Exhibit #38
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HEALTH AND EMPLOYEE BENEFITS
RIGGS will continue to provide a comprehensive benefits package that addresses both the security and
safety of our employees and their families. The following offerings have been designed to provide peace
of mind for our employees in the event of illness or injury and to help us retain our highly skilled labor
force. Our high retention rates are attributed, in part, to the following:
Medical Insurance: Full-time employees are provided with a PPO medical plan that includes a
prescription drug plan. RIGGS pays 70% of the employees’ premium and 80% of the dependents
premium.
Dental Insurance: Full time employees are provided with an EPO/PPO dental plan that includes child
orthodontics. RIGGS pays 100% of the employees’ premium and 75% of the dependents premium, for
the first three years of full-time employment, then 100% for employee and dependents after three years
of full-time employment.
Vision Insurance: Full-time employees are provided with a PPO vision plan. RIGGS pays 100% of the
employees’ premium and 75% of the dependents premium, for the first three years of full-time
employment, then 100% for employee and dependents after three years of full-time employment.
Supplemental Health Reimbursement Account: RIGGS reimburses employee-incurred out-of-pocket
annual medical deductible dollars $501-$2,000, up to $3,000 per family.
Continuation of Insurance Benefits (COBRA): Eligible employees covered under the RIGGS
Employee Benefit Plans may choose continuation of their health, dental, and vision coverage if they lose
their coverage because of voluntary or involuntary termination of their employment or because of a
reduction in hours.
Life and AD&D Insurance: RIGGS provides life insurance of two times the employee’s annual base
salary up to $165,000. RIGGS pays 100% of these premiums.
Voluntary Plans: Voluntary plans are available for full-time and part-time employees who wish to
purchase disability, additional life and other types of insurance.
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Years of Service Bonus: To recognize our tenured employees, RIGGS awards $100 for five years of
service, $250 for ten years of service, $500 for fifteen years of service and $1,000 for 20 years of service
along with an additional $1,000 for every five years beyond that.
Employee Assistance Program (EAP): The EAP is a confidential counseling and referral service. Its
philosophy is one of wellness through proactive problem solving, early intervention, and prevention. The
goal of the program is to help the employee and family lead happy and productive lives. The RIGGS
EAP program includes, but is not limited to, in-person counseling appointment, financial management
consultations, and expert legal consultation. Management may mandate an EAP referral for employees
who are experiencing a behavioral problem at work.
Workers’ Compensation Program: RIGGS carries Workers’ Compensation coverage as required by
law to protect employees injured on the job. The cost of this coverage is paid completely by RIGGS.
Paid Time Off (PTO): We believe that a period of continuous time off each year is beneficial to our
employees’ well-being and is therefore encouraged. All full-time employees are eligible for PTO. The
PTO program is a bank of days that provides time off for vacation and other unscheduled absences.
PTO hours are determined by the hours worked by the employee and the length of their full-time
employment and accrued as follows:
Length of Employment

Accrual Rate

Upon full-time hire employees will start to accrue PTO .0385 hours per hours worked
during months 0-48
During months 49-108 of full-time employment
.058 hours per hours worked
During months
employees

109+

of

full-time

employment .077 hours per hours worked.

Sick Time: We provide all full-time employees annual sick hours. A wellness incentive allows for
remaining sick hours to be cashed out at the end of the year. EMTs and paramedics earn 72 hours a
year and dispatchers earn 48 hours a year.
Holiday Pay: We compensate employees who work the following holidays a half-time benefit in addition
to their regular and/or overtime earnings:
New Year’s Day

Martin Luther King Day

President’s Day

Memorial Day
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Independence Day

Labor Day

Thanksgiving Day

Family Day (the day after Thanksgiving)

Christmas Day

Paid Leave: Employees receive paid leave for Witness Subpoenas (company related) and for
Bereavement.
401(k) Retirement Plan: All full-time employees, with one year of service, may participate in the 401(k)
program administered by Poly-Comp Administrative Solutions. RIGGS matches the employee
contributions to the plan on a dollar-for-dollar basis up to a maximum of six (6) percent of the employee’s
annual salary.
Employee: Employees can receive assistance from our fleet maintenance department for vehicle
repairs, new tires, etc. on a space available basis and
have it deducted up to five pay periods. This is not
only a great deal for our employees but helps us
ensure our employees have reliable transportation to
and from work for improved on-time attendance.
Free Cab-Ride Home Program: RIGGS will not
tolerate use of any substance, including alcohol at
work. We understand that employees may drink
alcohol outside the work environment. We want our
employees to be safe at all times and offer a cab ride
home at RIGGS expense for all of our employees any
time they may feel they might be unsafe to be behind
the wheel.
STAR CARE Program: The care received by our

•One of our current employees who RIGGS has sponsored to Paramedic
training is Jose Castillo. Here is a brief segment of why he was selected to
be sponsored to Paramedic training:
•Jose Castillo was born at Mercy Hospital in Merced on 11/11/1985. He is a
lifetime resident of Merced County. He grew up in Winton and is now a
resident of Atwater. He is a graduate of Atwater High School and took his
EMT course at Merced College. He is a FT EMT with Riggs Ambulance and a
Paid Call Firefighter (Merced County’s version of a Volunteer Firefighter)
with Station 63 in Winton. He is currently enrolled in WestMed College
Merced Paramedic Program with an expected completion date of December
2014.
•During his senior year of high school, one day he experienced abdominal
pain and went to a local clinic. The doctor at the clinic handed him an
envelope and instructed him to go to Mercy ER. He was subsequently
admitted for observation. After a few days, a bone marrow biopsy was
completed. When the results came in he was advised that he would be
transferred to Stanford Medical Center by ambulance. This was his first
experience with RIGGS. At Stanford he was diagnosed with Acute
Lymphoblastic Leukemia. Treatment consisted of radiation therapy and
chemotherapy for 3 years. He went into remission and then relapsed after
2 months. This was followed by 2 more years of more intense treatment.
He has now been in remission for 5 years.
•During the 5 years of his treatment he had multiple encounters with
RIGGS, which had a great impact on him. He felt the need to serve his
community and has a strong desire to provide compassionate medical care.
He truly has “walked in the patient’s shoes”.

patients, their families, co-workers, and community
members are of utmost importance to RIGGS. We
expect our employees to perform under the STAR
CARE guidelines; employees, supervisors, and
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managers may nominate any fellow employee to receive our monthly STAR CARE Award. The
employee who displayed the highest level of STAR CARE will receive a monetary award, certificate, and
be highlighted in the RIGGS monthly newsletter.
Uniform Allowance: Our employees are provided with uniforms or office polo shirts to wear at work.
Uniforms are provided free of cost and employees receive a uniform maintenance stipend.

Paramedic Scholarship Program: We offer full-time EMTs wishing to pursue a paramedic certification,
several scholarship options:
To be eligible for consideration, EMTs must have at least one year full-time experience with RIGGS, no
significant disciplinary issues in the past year, letter of recommendation from at least one paramedic
partner, one full-time operations supervisor and one allied healthcare professional involved in the Merced
County EMS system (i.e. MD, RN, hospital administrator, etc.). EMT candidates requesting sponsorship
must demonstrate a solid track record of participation within the organization, which may include minimal
absences/tardies, participation in community service events, and/or participation in advisory committees,
and/or participation in education programs.
Gym Membership: We offer a quarterly reimbursement for employees who choose to purchase a gym
membership.
Lucky Bucks: As described in STAR CARE, we have high
standards regarding the conduct and professionalism of our
employees. Our managers and supervisors award Lucky
Bucks, which can be redeemed for gift cards, and products
or services of their choice by employees that exhibit

Lucky Bucks - named after Kraig Riggs' Best Friend

exemplary behavior.
4. Evolving OSHA & Other Regulatory Requirements
RIGGS has procedures that meet or exceed the requirements for dealing with regulatory,
occupational safety and health, infection control, blood-borne pathogens and TB. We provide, at
no cost to its employees, all recommended immunizations and health screening to its high-risk
personnel.
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We have a comprehensive Employee Health and Safety Program specifically outlined above. We
comply with all Federal, State, and Local regulations related to workplace and employee safety.
The Human Resources Manager and the Health and Safety Supervisor manage our employee
safety programs.
5. Discrimination Not Allowed
Attestation:
Proposer understands and agrees to comply without qualification to provisions,
requirements, and commitments contained in Section IV.D. (2.-5.)

RIGGS is an equal opportunity employer and accepts applications in accordance with all EEOC
guidelines. We will not discriminate against employees or applicants for employment on any
legally recognized basis, including, but not limited to: race, religion, color, disability, national
origin, sex, sexual orientation, age, veteran status, uniform service member status, physical or
mental disability, genetic information or any other protected class under federal, state or local law.
RIGGS furthers this goal through its non-hasment policy which states that hasment of any kind
will not be tolerated, including hasment arising because of classification in any of the categories
outlined above.
E. Management
1. Data and Reporting Requirements
Attestation:
Proposer understands and agrees to comply without qualification to provisions,
requirements, and commitments contained in Section IV.E.1 (a.-d.)

F. EMS System and Community
1. Participation in EMS System Development

2. Accreditation
Attestation:
Proposer understands and agrees to comply without qualification to provisions,
requirements, and commitments contained in Section IV.F. (1.-2.)
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We have been accredited by the Commission on Accreditation of Ambulance Services (CAAS)
since 2010. During its reaccreditation by CAAS in 2013, RIGGS passed the site visit inspection
with zero deficiencies from the CAAS eva luators.
This is a recognition not easily achieved. It is
worth noting that there are only 17 ambulance
services in the entire State of California that are
currently CAAS accredited. As further evidence of
our ability to meet the industry “gold standard”, we
have committed to achieving the dispatch “Center

“Our most sincere congratulations on your
accreditation. The Panel members asked that
you receive their special commendation for an
outstanding achievement.”
Sarah L. McEntee. Executive Director
Commission on Accreditation of Ambulance
Services
Exhibit #38

of Excellence” from the International Academy of
Emergency Dispatch (IAED) within two years of contract award. This designation is achieved by
only 3% of dispatch centers in the world. The accreditation letter from CAAS can be viewed at
Proposal Exhibit #15.
3. Multi-casualty/Disaster Response

Both SEMSA and RIGGS leadership have significant training and experience in handling disasters and
multi-casualty incidents.
Below are just a few examples:
Hyatt Regency Skywalk Collapse
One July 17, 1981 the Hyatt Regency Hotel in Kansas City, Missouri was the site of a tragedy where two
overhead walkways collapsed onto a dance floor full of people competing in a dance competition. The
collapse killed 114 and injured another 216 people. At that time, it was the deadliest structural collapse
in US history. The rescue operation lasted 14 hours with 34 EMS units / Fire Apparatus along with
doctors from 5 different hospitals. This tragedy re-shaped EMS / First Responder response,
coordination, communication, and operations on multi-casualty incidents and disaster responses. Patrick
Smith (current SEMSA CEO) was the Assistant Director of Kansas City MAST (Metropolitan Ambulance
Service Trust) that responded to the incident.

Subsequently, Patrick Smith and Jack Stout co-authored

an article in JEMS that helped to reshape disaster responses.
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Reno Air Race
On September 16, 2011 the third-deadliest air show disaster in US history occurred at the Reno Air Race
in Reno, Nevada. REMSA was the EMS provider contracted to handle to the special event standby
coverage. In 62 minutes, they treated and cleared 54 patients from the scene, 25 of them in critical
condition. Preparation, Training, and Communication were the key to such a coordinated response to a
horrific incident. Patrick Smith (current SEMSA CEO) was the CEO for REMSA, Mike Williams (current
SEMSA COO) was the Vice President of Operations of REMSA, and Dr. Joe Ryan (current SEMSA
Medical Director) was the Medical Director for REMSA at the time of the incident.
Rim Fire
RIGGS stands prepared to respond to requests for help across our county and state. On September 1,
2013, California was on fire and RIGGS responded without hesitation in partnership with
Westside Ambulance. The Rim Fire was
burning in the Sierra Nevada Region across
Tuolumne and Mariposa Counties. It was
the third largest wildfire in California’s history
and was the largest wildfire on record for the
Sierra Nevada Region. The fire burned
257,314 acres. RIGGS was requested to
provide medical support and ambulance
services for residents of the region and the
firefighters. We were on site from 9/1/13
through 9/27/13. RIGGS was the only nonfire based ambulance assigned to the Rim
Fire.
RIGGS will continue to cooperate with MCEMSA in rendering emergency assistance during a declared or
an undeclared disaster or in multi-victim response as identified in the MCEMSA plan.
In the event the County declares a disaster within the County, RIGGS will continue to assign a Field or
Dispatch Manager/Supervisor to deploy to the designated emergency operations center (when activated)
as a liaison upon request. RIGGS staffs a 24 hour Field Supervisor, 24 hour On-Call Manager, and 24
hour On-Call Dispatch Supervisor who is ready to respond to such requests.
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In the event the County declares a disaster within the County, or in the event the County directs RIGGS
will continue to respond to a disaster in a neighboring jurisdiction, normal operations may be suspended
at the discretion of MCEMSA and RIGGS will respond in accordance with the disaster plan. RIGGS will
use best efforts to maintain primary Emergency services and may suspend non-emergency services
upon notification on concurrence with MCEMSA.
At a multi-victim scene, RIGGS personnel will continue to perform in accordance with the MCEMSA
multi-victim response plan and within Incident Command System (ICS).
All RIGGS personnel are trained to the level as seen below on the Cal EMA NIMS Compliance Training
Reference Chart and are prepared to perform within the ICS structure at an optimal level.
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During a disaster declared by the County, MCEMSA will determine, on a case-by-case basis, if RIGGS
may be temporarily exempt from response-time criteria. When RIGGS is notified that multi-casualty or
disaster assistance is no longer required, RIGGS will return all of its resources to primary area of
responsibility and shall resume all operations as required under the Agreement.
Internal Disaster Response Notification
RIGGS has developed a plan for immediate recall of personnel during multi-casualty or widespread
disaster. This plan includes the capability of RIGGS to alert off-duty personnel as outlined in policy O-78
below:



In order to ensure that off duty staff is notified if it has been determined that additional staff may
be needed due to local, regional or statewide disaster plan activation. This procedure will outline
the basic methods that managers and departments should use to advise staff of disaster
conditions.



Human Resources Manager will maintain up-to-date employee contact lists to ensure that staff
can be contacted in case of an emergency.



Employee contact lists will be current and available in both paper and electronic form and easily
accessible by managers and communication staff. All employees are encouraged to enroll in the
Merced County Emergency Notification System and enrollment is made easily available.



The Community Services Manager is responsible for coordinating all messages and
announcements to the media and/or the Disaster Information Hotline, which may include requests
for staff to return to duty.



All RIGGS field qualified employees have a pager or receive pages directly to their personal
phone. All employees are required to provide current and valid contact numbers (CBA Section
18.8),
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All off-duty employees aware of a disaster situation should make themselves available by the
contact numbers listed on the Employee Contact List or instructions on the Merced County
Emergency Notification System.



Departments should await instruction from a Manager or Supervisor before beginning department
recall procedures; unless it is obvious they will need additional staff.



Upon direction from a Manager or Supervisor, dispatch personnel will follow appropriate disaster
planning procedures and activate contacting of off-duty personnel for availability and utilization.



The Manager or Supervisor will designate a contact person for each reporting site. The reporting
site will be designated by the Manager or Supervisor



The primary designated reporting sites are post 22 and post 51.



Crews will be directed to the most appropriate reporting site dependent on the needs of the
system.



In the event of a mass disaster where communications have failed or it is obvious to the
employee that their services will be needed they are to report directly to the nearest primary
designated reporting site.

Incident Notification
RIGGS will continue to have a mechanism in place to communicate current field information to
appropriate LEMSA or County staff during multi-casualties, disaster response, hazardous materials
incidents, and other unusual occurrences. RIGGS has a 24 hour communication center that is in direct
contact with MCEMSA agency staff. In addition, RIGGS Supervisors and Managers all have direct cell
phone contact with MCEMSA agency staff after hours.
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Ambulance Strike Team
Contractor will continue to assist in providing personnel, vehicles, equipment, and supplies in response
to a disaster mutual aid request for deployment of an Ambulance Strike Team. The RIGGS units will join
with units from other areas and be formed into
Ambulance Strike Teams as identified by the EMSA
Ambulance Strike Team Guidelines.
RIGGS currently houses a state of California Disaster
Medical Support Unit (DMSU) as part of our Disaster
Response Team (DRT). We currently have 2 F/T field
crew members trained to the level of Ambulance Strike
Team Provider and 3 F/T field crew members in the final
phase of Ambulance Strike Team Leader Training. Our DRT Leader Chris Clow, who is also our Tactical
Paramedic Team Leader is on the Federal DMAT Team CA-11 out of Sacramento, CA. His current
position on the team is Health Technician / Paramedic responsible for mass casualty and disaster
response in coordination with other medical providers to be deployed across the nation.
Interagency Training for Exercises/Drills
RIGGS will continue to be an active participant in all MCEMS sanctioned exercises and disaster drills
and other interagency training.

“I want to express my gratitude and appreciation in working with Riggs Ambulance Service during my three year tenure in
OES while participating in disaster preparedness and interagency cooperation . . . OES and RAS work cooperatively on
several commuttees that provide valuable input in resolving interoperability communications and disaster preparedness
planning. I look forward working with RAS staff on future operational area exercises in an effort to deliver the best
emergency care to the citizens of Merced County”
Ed Banks, BattalionChief, Deputy Director
Merced County Office of Emergency Services
Exhibit #38
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4. Mutual Aid and Stand-by Services
Attestation:
Proposer understands and agrees to comply without qualification to provisions,
requirements, and commitments contained in Section IV.F. (3.-4.)

RIGGS will continue to respond in a mutual aid capacity to other service areas outside of the County if so
directed by Contract Administrator or in accordance with mutual aid agreements. RIGGS will continue to
maintain documentation of the number and nature of mutual aid responses it makes and nature of mutual
aid responses made by other agencies to calls originating within the County.
In addition, RIGGS has mutual aid / automatic aid agreements signed with participating neighboring EMS
providers American Ambulance in Fresno County and Pistoresi Ambulance in Madera County. RIGGS
believes that sending the closest ambulance to a person in need regardless of county borders is just the
right thing to do. See charts below which indicate number of mutual aid responses provided and
received by RIGGS.

Stand-by Service
RIGGS will continue provide, at no charge to MCEMSA or any requesting agency, stand-by services at
the scene of an emergency incident within its emergency response area when directed by a County
designated public safety dispatch center upon request of a public safety agency. A unit placed on standby shall be dedicated to the incident. Stand-by periods exceeding eight (8) hours shall be approved by
Contract Administrator.
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5. Permitted Subcontracting

6. Communities May Contract Directly for Level of Effort
Attestation:
Proposer understands and agrees to comply without qualification to provisions,
requirements, and commitments contained in Section IV.F. (5-6)

7. Supply Exchange and Restock

8. First Responder Fees

9. Handling Service Inquiries and Complaints
Attestation:
Proposer understands and agrees to comply without qualification to provisions,
requirements, and commitments contained in Section IV.F. (7.-9.)

G. Administrative Provisions

1. Contractor Support of County Compliance, Contract Management, and Regulatory
Activities

2. No Subsidy System
Attestation:
Proposer understands and agrees to comply without qualification to provisions,
requirements, and commitments contained in Section IV.G. (1.-2.)
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3. Contractor Revenue Recovery
Attestation:
Proposer understands and agrees to comply without qualification to provisions,
requirements, and commitments contained in Section IV.G.3. (a.-b.)

4. Federal Healthcare Program Compliance Provisions

5. State Compliance Provisions

6. Billing/Collection Services
Revenue management accounts for all of our operating budget. We operate our own business
office in Merced County, which is responsible for all billing
and collection services. Our employees have many years of
experience in the complexities of Medicare and Medi-Cal
ambulance billing as well as a remarkable gp of the day-today billing and receivables management for insured patients
and private paying customers. Programs addressing
discounts and indigent patient write-offs are in place. We feel in the particularly hard hit economy
of Merced County it is VERY important to provide billing and collections services that have a
personal understanding of the financial circumstanced local customers are experiencing. With
the changing landscape of healthcare reimbursement, it is critically important to have a
compassionate and locally focused billing and collections staff that can work positively with their
customers.
Our experience and education in Medicare, Medi-Cal, and insurance
reimbursement issues, best practices and patient privacy issues are
contemporary, tested and serve the customer well. Billing operations
are locally managed and operated, not outsourced to a disinterested
third party or at a corporate billing center representing a vast number of operations.
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Compassionate, responsible, effective billing practices are a significant quality measure and a
driver of high customer satisfaction levels. We watch this closely. The citizens of Merced County
have benefited greatly from the skill and expertise of our business office. This skill and expertise
maximizes revenue from ambulance operations, which allows us to keep our base rates as low as
possible. These skills also factor into the base rate included as part of our bid.
Our business office staff uses Zoll’s RNDB software, which is fully integrated with our Zoll
Computer Aided Dispatch (CAD) system. This software is comprehensive, flexible and an
industry standard software application. RNDB allows us to evaluate accounts receivable from
many different perspectives. The workflows are flexible and make it possible for our billing staff
to focus on particular accounts, payers, or issues as needed. Accounts are routinely evaluated,
and redeployed using various filters. Daily billings are generated overnight and claims processed
at the beginning of the next workday.


RIGGS electronically bills Medi-Cal and Medicare claims through an automated process in
RNDB. Medicare delivers payments to us in an electronic format, reducing the manual data
entry quite common in medical billing systems.



All statements and/or invoices have detailed information regarding charges, allowed amounts,
and patient responsibility amounts.



Our business office strategy is two-fold. On the front-end, claims enter the billing system and
are initially processed after the date of service. The back-end involves follow-up of all claims
once the claim has been billed. Employees are assigned accounts based on their primary
area of expertise according to payer type and number of accounts within a payer type. This
structure is fluid and has altered over the years to accommodate changes in healthcare and
types of insurance claims.



All billing/business office employees are National Academy of Ambulance Coding (NAAC)
certified and cross-trained and familiar with the specific complexities of all payer types. This
staffing flexibility makes it possible for every staff member to understand and assist with
issues or problems related to all claims.
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7. Accounting Procedures

8. County Permit

9. Insurance Provisions

Attestation:
Proposer understands and agrees to comply without qualification to provisions,
requirements, and commitments contained in Section IV.G. (4.-9.)

10. Hold Harmless / Defense / Indemnification / Taxes / Contributions

11. Performance Security Bond

12. Term of Agreement

13. Earned Extension to Agreement

14. Continuous Service Delivery
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15. Annual Performance Evaluation
Attestation:
Proposer understands and agrees to comply without qualification to provisions,
requirements, and commitments contained in Section IV.G. (10.-15.)

16. Default and Provisions for Termination of the Agreement

17. Termination

18. Emergency Takeover

19. Transition Planning

20. LEMSA’s Remedies

21. Provisions for Curing Material Breach and Emergency Take Over

22. “Lame duck” Provisions
Attestation:
Proposer understands and agrees to comply without qualification to provisions,
requirements, and commitments contained in Section IV.G. (16.-22.)
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23. General Provisions
Attestation:
Proposer understands and agrees to comply without qualification to provisions,
requirements, and commitments contained in Section IV.G.24 (a.-o.)
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SECTION XI - COMPETITIVE CRITERIA
A. Clinical
1. Competitive Criterion: Quality Improvement
a) Minimum Requirements – Demonstrable Progressive Clinical Quality Improvement
Attestation:
Proposer understands and agrees to comply without qualification to provisions,
requirements, and commitments contained in Section V.A.1.a.

RIGGS has reviewed LEMSA’s quality management program requirements and agree/support it in its
entirety. We maintain a ‘commitment of quality’ to the communities we serve. We are focused on system
quality and high internal standards. Our robust Continuous Quality Improvement (CQI) programs, both
internal and external, have created and updated new employee training programs, better educational
opportunities and improved outreach to the community. We use quality improvement methodology in
every area of focus.
The Institute for Healthcare Improvement (IHI) is leading the transformation of the healthcare industry for
the future. IHI’s Triple Aim, the best
care for the entire population at the
least cost, is the core principal
guiding health policymakers
reforming the US system. RIGGS is
a healthcare company and has
adopted IHI’s “Model for
Improvement” as the framework for
our improvement program. Dr. David
Williams, PhD, a former paramedic
and noted IHI consultant for the EMS
community guided the development
of our quality program The IHI
approach is based on the classic
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Deming/Shewhart PDSA cycle emphasizing innovation, rapid cycle testing in the field, and broad
implementation of lessons learned.
The Model for Improvement is based on clear principles: What are we trying to accomplish? How will
we know that a change is an improvement? What changes can we make that will result in improvement?
Our CQI/Education Manager has the primary responsibility for clinical quality assurance and
improvement activities. He works directly with our local Medical Director, SEMSA’s Medical Director and
the SEMSA Director of CQI to ensure we are meeting the needs of the local community. The
CQI/Education Manager’s role is expanded from the traditional functions to include employee mentoring,
clinical quality team involvement, and clinical training. Our CQI/Education Manager has been selected for
his experience, aptitude, and attitude. His ability plus the regular observations of the local Medical
Director in the clinical setting makes the CQI process at RIGGS unrivaled in the nation.
The CQI/Education Manager, with assistance from internal and external stakeholders, addresses both
clinical and operational quality issues for field employees. The CQI/Education Manager oversees and
directs orientation for new employees, provides one-on-one orientation on new equipment, procedures
and policies, and acts as each employee's advocate and facilitator for quality assurance and
improvement issues.
Our current Continuous Quality Improvement (CQI) plan is multi-faceted (see Proposal Exhibit #16). It
starts with selecting the right employees. New employees receive a multi-phase
orientation to the company and the EMS System's policies, protocols, and
procedures. They are also given immediate access to these policies, protocols and
procedures through our RIGGS App (Android and iOS). The skills necessary to
perform under these requirements are obtained from classroom and practical
education methods and verified through formal evaluation. Once employees are
working within the EMS system, they receive continuous education from a standard
curriculum. Sentinel and frequency-based indicators are gathered through our CQI
process. This process uses performance data, and County EMS recommendations
to educate and improve employee performance.
Our approach to employee continuing education is comprehensive and unified with our CQI program.
Our continuing education program provides employees with relevant training that is directly tied to CQI
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Manager’s Dashboard, an online, secure, web-based visualization of progress with the PDSA cycle and
current status of each element entered.
Internal Quality Assurance Monitoring
Procedures for quality assurance monitoring include retrospective patient chart audits, monitoring and
evaluation of seldom used skills and quality indicators that focus on system or individual performance
improvements.
Patient Care Reports (PCRs) are audited for provider skill proficiency, high-level of patient care and
protocol compliance. The CQI Manager or designee (Supervisors and Education
Coordinators) audits one hundred percent (100%) of all Merced County EMS
and RIGGS defined clinical indicators. In addition, any indicators developed
through the PDSA process, internal Core Measures or system initiatives (i.e.
STEMI or Trauma Activations) all receive 100% chart review. All charts with
ALS2 or medication administration are reviewed within 48 business hours of the
call and feedback is provided directly to the paramedic through our electronic messaging and CQI
Feedback system. The billing department provides documentation feedback and Field Training Officers
(FTOs) assist with random documentation reviews. As an additional check to ensure compliance with all
protocols, policies and procedures, SEMSA’s Director of CQI performs further audits and may refer
issues of concern to the local Medical Director or will consult with the CQI/Education Manager address
issues. Finally, the local Medical Director reviews all Sentinel Events and may be involved in the
resolution of identified clinical issues.
We provide feedback to employees on the quality of
patient care report (PCR) documentation. Special
attention is directed to incidents where clinical
decision-making requires use of high risk, seldom
used skills (intubations, needle thoracotomy, etc.)
Those cases where a patient is directed outside the
local system for specialty care such as STEMI or
trauma triage for appropriateness of decision making.
HealthEMS CQI Dashboard

We integrate the Sansio “Health EMS” ePCR
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documentation system into a searchable database along with our dispatch database to evaluate
individual and system-wide quality indicators. Traditional indicators include intubation success rates,
defibrillation attempts, compliance with trauma triage criteria, aggressive airway management of children
with altered mental status (aggressive management of children’s airways focuses on good basic airway
management – not necessarily advanced techniques), and individual paramedic percentages for patients
released at-scene and released against medical advice. This robust database allows for a wide variety
of query filters for in-depth data mining.
Quality indicators are data that prompt in-depth review of events in ambulance operations. Our indicators
are developed as part of the monthly internal CQI Committee meetings and feedback from our
healthcare partners such as first responders, hospitals and other allied healthcare providers. Seldomused skills (i.e. intubation, cardiac arrest management, trauma care, etc.) are constantly monitored to
insure appropriate decision making and skill competency. We carefully evaluate any new prehospital
treatments, equipment and interventions to insure they would be appropriate for use in the Merced EMS
system using the PDSA cycle.
Clinical Evaluations
Clinical evaluations are incorporated into ongoing training that is provided to our employees. Annually, all
paramedics and EMTs undergo evaluation and scenario based review training for all low frequency/high
risk skills (seldom used skills). This facilitates “teamwork” concepts and provides additional opportunities
to introduce changes to standards of care, such as focusing on BLS airway management to improve
patient outcomes. The RIGGS CQI/Education Manager and the local Medical Director create the
curriculum for this annual training with input from the Merced County EMS Agency and the County
Medical Director. The station instructors are experienced Paramedics from our education staff, local
hospitals and air medical programs.
External Quality Improvement Monitoring
The Merced County Continuous Quality Improvement Reporting policy #650.00 is the basis for external
Quality Improvement Monitoring. Through cooperative efforts by representatives from RIGGS, the
Merced County EMS Agency, local hospitals, and first-responder agencies, this monitoring process
works well to document and track interagency sentinel quality issues. A unique level of trust and
collaboration between RIGGS, the County EMS Agency and the Base Hospital allow for an open and
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objective CQI process that brings combined expertise to the task of improving the quality of service
provided at RIGGS.
Linkages between evaluations and in-service training are divided into either individual employee issues
or system-wide trends, and then incorporated into our continuing education programs. This creates a
direct and intentional link between issue identification and continuing education, which is critical for
improvement to occur.
Individual Issues
When quality indicators identify an employee with specific quality issues, a thorough investigation is
conducted to determine the root cause. If, as a result of the investigation, the employee's performance is
considered deficient, we develop remedial education and a review process through a formal
Performance Improvement Plan (PIP). Opportunities for improvement in operations are referred to the
Operations Manager and CQI/Education Manager for review, root-cause analysis, and a plan of action
using Institute of Healthcare Improvement (IHI) principals.
System Issues
System issues are generally monitored through frequency-based quality indicators to evaluate broad
trends. Operational examples include distributions for log-on times, out-of-chute times, scene times,
hospital turn-around times, dispatch times, Road Safety low forces driving scores and other key
operational performance indicators. Clinical examples include call type frequency, individual procedure
success rates, and frequency of procedures performed. This information often forms the basis for
process improvement and helps us select topics for our continuing education. System issues that have
been formally addressed through our well-defined CQI processes using IHI principals include Mass
Casualty Incident response and reporting, trauma triage review and feedback, and steps to make a more
rapid STEMI (ST segment elevation myocardial infarction) center destination decision.
Process to identify and routinely correct clinical, dispatch, and operational problems
The predominant goal in quality improvement is to create an atmosphere in which problems are
prevented. Unfortunately, it is not possible to prevent all issues; therefore the secondary goal of a
comprehensive CQI plan is rapid detection and reporting of the defect. To assist in this critical second
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component we have implemented policies and processes for rapid notification. A Sentinel Event policy
outlines those events that require an immediate management response (see Sentinel Event policy at
Proposal Exhibit #17). It is important to note that any serious issues are also forwarded immediately to
the Merced County EMS Agency along with a suggested plan of action. Another critical component of
this phase is to establish a non-punitive, teaching culture in which employees are encouraged to report
problems so we can all learn from our errors and, hopefully, not repeat them. Finally, we follow
established processes for root cause analysis to determine what factors led to the defect. As much as
possible this information is shared across the organization.
This environment is created with a five-step process:
Step One: Management Commitment
No CQI program can be successful without absolute buy-in at the management level along with a
management philosophy that values our employees as our most important asset. Our
management team realizes the benefits of improved employee relations, improved clinical and
operational activities and reduced cost are a result of our CQI program, and are firmly committed
to maintaining and advancing our CQI processes.
Step Two: Set the Expectations
Identifying and correcting problems begins with setting
expectations for employees. Those expectations are
described in employee job descriptions and standard
operating procedures. Our frontline people are our most
valuable feedback on the effectiveness of our policies
and procedures and our culture of open communications
supports quick recognition of potential areas of
misunderstanding or processes that are not efficient.
Step Three: Facilitate Success
Once the expectations are set, our employees are assisted to ensure they are meeting or
exceeding those expectations. This is achieved through proper training, the purchase and
maintenance of quality equipment and supplies, and creating a positive environment with
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reasonable and prudent policies, procedures, and guidelines to help them do their job.
Step Four: Measure Desired Outcomes
With the employees well equipped to do their jobs, processes are set to measure desired
employee performance. Our CAD system and our electronic PCR program allow us to measure
individual as well as system performance with relative ease.
Step Five: Feedback on Employee Performance
After the performance has been measured, employees receive immediate feedback. Individual
employee performance of the frequency-based indicators is provided to individual employees
during their annual evaluation. Additionally, the positive feedback comes in forms of ongoing
recognition by the QI Team. Negative feedback differs by the type of indicator but generally is
handled in the following progressive approach:


Advise employee of deviation and seek to understand all the components of the
deviation (root cause analysis)



Provide remedial training or coaching



If necessary, incorporate a formal Personal Improvement Plan (PIP)



In extreme instances it may be necessary to refer the employee to MCEMSA.

Proactive Utilization of Quality Improvement
One of the most important undertakings an organization can conduct is to become involved in quality
improvement studies. Participation in such studies demonstrates a commitment to constant
improvement. It is one thing to have a Quality Improvement (QI) team, and quite another to be involved
in quality improvement studies. These studies are the lifeblood of an organization’s CQI process,
because to assure quality requires constant vigilance for methods improvement.
RIGGS has been involved with the Merced County EMSA with numerous studies that:


Evaluate the extent, severity, and impact of a need or problem.



Assess and compares the effectiveness of various clinical or operational approaches to
care.
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Identify areas for agency educational efforts.



Set performance goals and track performance improvements.

An example of an effective study concerned STEMI and Chest Pain Center of Excellence referrals –
The nation has developed a focus on the quality of Cardiac Care or Chest Pain care. Initially focused
on hospital care, the Chest Pain Center of Excellence accreditation for
hospitals focuses not only on the care a Chest Pain patient gets in the
hospital but how the patient gets to the hospital as well. To that end,
these programs, with input from local EMS agencies, work in
partnership with ambulance services to develop protocols and
procedures for getting chest pain patients with a cardiac monitor
determined STEMI (ST elevation Myocardial Infarction) to the most
appropriate hospital in the quickest amount of time. RIGGS and Merced County EMS developed
standards for getting off scene and enroute to Chest Pain/STEMI Receiving Centers in Modesto (one
hour drive time north of Merced) as quickly and efficiently as possible to reduce damage to the heart
and have the best patient outcomes. Part of this process includes outreach education by facilities to
encourage early contact with the 911 system to get to an appropriate hospital early rather than
waiting. In partnership with our primary STEMI receiving center, Emmanuel Medical Center (EMC) in
Turlock (30 minute drive north of Merced), we are now transmitting 12 lead ECG’s directly to EMC
through our Phillips monitors so the STEMI center receives ECG’s prior to the patient’s arrival.
We actively interact with and collaborate with area stakeholders in many ways. Our involvement
includes:


Merced County Contract Compliance Committee meetings



Emergency Medical Care Committee meetings



Merced County Technical Advisory Group meetings



Merced County Healthcare Partnership meetings



Disaster Preparedness meetings



Merced County HAZMAT Committee meetings



Merced Operational Area Regional Interoperability Communication System meetings



Public Safety Answering Point (PSAP) meetings



and other ad hoc meetings when they occur.
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We have worked diligently on our relationships with our public partners to foster communications that
promote “just picking up the phone and calling if you need something or have a concern.”
b) Higher Levels of Commitment – Quality Management
As described above, we are committed to a comprehensive model of quality management that, while
patient centered, encompasses all vital functions within our system. To this end, RIGGS currently
provides targeted educational programs derived from what we learn through analysis of our key clinical
performance indicators (KPIs). Through our relationship with SEMSA, we can draw from a larger
resource of educational programs that have also been developed based on the experience of EMS
agencies outside our local area. Educational programs developed and presented by RIGGS will be
proactively offered to our partner responders in the County.
Merced PULSE (Public and Professionals Unified Life Saving Effort)
Our efforts to improve the quality of healthcare in Merced County incorporate clinical performance
indicators that are used to develop education.
For example, in 2013 we identified that
although we train many individuals in CPR, it
was rarely applied by bystanders prior to first
responder or ambulance arrival. The result
was the creation of the Merced PULSE
program, which the Merced Fire Chief and the
RIGGS General Manager created together.
Merced PULSE (Public and Professionals Unified Life Saving Effort) is a program focused on improving
cardiac arrest survival rates in Merced County through a unique partnership between professional
responders and CPR trained citizens. The three key components are community-wide hands-only CPR
campaign and training, and a coordinated response to cardiac arrest victims using citizen responders,
law enforcement, fire department first responders, and EMS. Program organizers are RIGGS, the
Merced County EMS Agency, and American Red Cross in Merced County, the Merced City Police
Department, the Merced Fire Department, CalFire’s Merced County Fire Department, Mercy Air,
Westside Ambulance, Mercy Hospital in Merced, and more partners joining daily. Key to the program is
a new smartphone app that lets residents become “everyday heroes” by lending a hand in saving lives of
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cardiac arrest victims. The free PulsePoint application reinforces how to administer “hands only” CPR,
which takes about five minutes to learn. Then the app alerts users when someone goes into sudden
cardiac arrest in a public place within a half-mile of their current location.
The app uses GPS technology available on any smartphone to immediately notify users when someone
suffers cardiac arrest in a public place. Users can respond to that location and begin CPR until help
arrives. The app is tied to the RIGGS 911 dispatch system and receives
notification of cardiac arrest calls within the county. The phone
application provides a map to the victim’s location and tells users where
they can find an automated external defibrillator, which are usually in
public places such as shopping centers and airports. Despite being the
first program of its kind in the Central Valley, the program has already
gained nearly 400 users in the first few months. The immediate goal is
reach 1,000 people and eventually several thousand. RIGGS has initiated a major public awareness
campaign on the PULSE program. Its efforts include an area television blitz, newspaper articles, its own
Facebook page and a Twitter account. These have resulted in a short time in two television newscast
specials (see attached video), articles in local newspapers and multiple public appearances and
presentations. More information can be found at www.pulsepoint.org.
Baldrige Project
RIGGS is working to adopt the principles and practices set forth in the National Highway Safety
Administration’s A Leadership Guide to Quality Improvement for Emergency Medical Services (EMS)
Systems. RIGGS will commit to evaluate with the LEMSA an application for the California Award for
Performance Excellence (CAPE), the California version of the National Baldrige Award within two years
of receiving the contract.
Proactive EMS and Quality Management
SEMSA’s CEO, COO and Medical Director were the principal authors of REMSA’s Community Health
Intervention Project. They were awarded a $10 million grant from the Centers for Medicare and Medicaid
Services (CMS) of the Department of Health and Human Services (HHS) funded by the Affordable Care
Act (ACA). Federal officials have made it clear that ambulance service delivery and reimbursement will
be rapidly changing in the next few years. Ambulance services will no longer be reactive in responding
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only to incidents after they have occurred. Instead, ambulance services will maintain data to determine
the health status of their communities and measure key disease processes that contribute to death and
disability.
In the future, EMS will be proactively be engaged in resolutions to problems. Chronic diseases will focus
of EMS activities to provide interventions that will limit hospitalizations andreduce readmissions. We will
do this through enhanced emergency medical dispatch processes (EMD) and 911-integrated nurse triage
in the dispatch center that will provide
telephone consultation, care advice and
health care navigation connecting the right
patient, at the right time, with the right
resource. Further, community paramedics
who receive additional training in identifying
and managing common disease processes
can be dispatched by the call center or an
attending physician to the home of the
patient to provide initial and ongoing care to
the patient under the orders of the patient’s
physician and within the State’s Paramedic
Scope of Practice. Finally, EMS will no

Centers for Medicare & Medicaid Services- Notice of Award

longer transport only to emergency
departments but to appropriate centers of care (i.e. urgent care centers, mental health facilities, alcohol
treatment centers, clinics, etc.) to provide the patient the best care, at the right place and the right price
resulting in more appropriate, affordable, and satisfying care for the patient. Refer to Proposal Exhibit
#41.
This system of care is not science fiction or a dream of the future. It is a reality and is being practiced in
Reno, Nevada under the CMS grant described as envisioned by the SEMSA leadership. The Director
and staff of the California EMS Authority (Cal EMSA) have been to Reno and consulted with the SEMSA
leadership on how the same program could be implemented in California. Currently there are a few pilot
projects beginning in the state to demonstrate their efficacy. Once legislative action fully authorizes such
programs in the state, nobody will be better prepared and ready to implement them than RIGGS.
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REMSA’s novel innovations are being validated by the University of Nevada – Reno (UNR)
through performed through data analysis on our performance measures by Wei Yang, MD, PhD,
MPH and Trudy Larsen, MD, PhD, MPH and Chairperson of the UNR School of Community Health
Sciences.
2. Competitive Criterion: Clinical and Operational Benchmarking
a) Minimum Requirements – Clinical and Operational Benchmarking
Attestation:
Proposer understands and agrees to comply without qualification to provisions,
requirements and commitments contained in Section V.A.2.a.

RIGGS monitors and measures performance in all aspects of our operation. We benchmark Clinical Key
Performance Indicators (KPIs) and Operational KPIs and report many of them monthly to Merced County
EMS Agency (MCEMSA). From time-to-time we will add and eliminate KPIs based on the need to track
them.
RIGGS submits an annual CQI Annual Report to Merced County EMS (see 2013 CQI Report at Proposal
Exhibit #18). The report and associated run charts are updated monthly. Benchmarks, comparative
data, and goals are derived from a variety of sources including Merced County EMS protocols and
policies as well as system-wide and industry best practices. The CQI Plan and selected run charts are
reviewed monthly by the RIGGS Medical Director, the SEMSA Medical Director and the SEMSA Director
of CQI and are submitted to MCEMSA.
Compliance with Merced County EMS Protocols is monitored daily through our chart review process.
Daily monitoring of protocol compliance ensures that serious issues are addressed in a timely and
effective manner.
b) Higher Levels of Commitment – Clinical and Operational Benchmarking
RIGGS/SEMSA welcomes external benchmarking of its processes and outcomes. We recognize that the
best benchmark measures incorporate the things that matter to patients, care providers, our County
Health Department, the State EMS Authority and the public we serve. RIGGS/SEMSA’s EMD, ePCR,
and internal training data sets are fully CEMSIS compliant and capable of providing these benchmark
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measures. As evidence, RIGGS has voluntarily contributed its EMS clinical, operational and response
performance data to the state EMS Authority’s pilot Core Measures Project for the last three years. This
well designed external benchmarking program incorporates the best clinical and operational measures of
things that matter in EMS. It includes benchmarking recommendations from NAEMSP, the Consortium of
US Metropolitan Municipalities Medical Directors, and the California EMDAC. The benchmarks measured
include:












Trauma
Acute Coronary Syndrome/Heart Attack
Cardiac Arrest
Stroke
Respiratory
Pain Intervention
Pediatric
Skill Performance by EMS Providers
EMS Response and Transport
Public Education Bystander CPR

If RIGGS is the winning proposer, we will,
in cooperation with the MCEMSA and its
Medical Director, incorporate the CA EMS
Core Measures into our CQI program and
provide monthly reports on our
performance for comparison with other
participating state EMS organizations. This
report summarizes the program, providing
the data elements measured and
corresponding data defiinitions.
http://www.emsa.ca.gov/Media/Default/PDF/C
oreMeasuresFinal01-31-2013.pdf)


RIGGS is committed to continuously improve the
effectiveness of Merced County’s EMS system
and our organization. We apply our KPIs to help
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us focus process and performance improvement efforts on relevant and immediate needs. Our current
KPIs include several clinical measures such as:
Pleural Decompression

ET Intubation – Oral

King Airway

BLS Airway

Cricothyrotomy

IV Peripheral Lines

IV Exernal Jugular Lines

Intraosseous Lines

CVA

Cardioversion

Pacing

Cardiac Arrests

Return of Spontaneous

DOA

DOA in Field

Circulation

As an example of how we have used clinical benchmarking to improve patient care in Merced County
please refer to the 2013 CQI Annual Report (Proposal Exhibit #18). A 2011 study of data generated by
RIGGS determined that the use of Continuous Positive Airway Pressure (CPAP) would have marginal
results in Merced County compared to national data. In 2013 the RIGGS CQI Committee revisited the
viability of CPAP in Merced County. In early 2013 a retrospective chart review of all respiratory patients
for the period of July through December,
2012 was performed. Mountain Valley EMS
Agency (MVEMSA) Respiratory Distress

Q3/Q4 2012 Respiratory Distress Patients
Meeting MVEMS CPAP Guidelines

n=161

protocols were applied to this group of
patients and the following was determined:


25% of all COPD, Bronchospasm and
Acute Pulmonary Edema patients
would have been a candidate for

CPAP
Indicated:
Possible CPAP
Candidate:

25%
64%

11%

CPAP Not
Indicated:

CPAP


11% of all of these patients may have
benefited from CPAP



64% of all COPD, Bronchospasm and Acute Pulmonary Edema patients were not candidates for
CPAP based on the MCEMS protocols.



RIGGS then applied the IHI “Plan, Do, Act, Check” principals in the following manner:



PLAN: We waited two years from our first study and then reapplied the same efforts to
determine if there had been any change in the number of patients who could benefit from CPAP.
If we could conclusively determine that there were a statistically significant number of patients
that could benefit, then we would proceed to Merced County with that evident and propose a
protocol change.



DO: As planned, findings were presented to MCEMS after which approval was received to
implement CPAP into adult respiratory distress treatments protocols. In coordination with
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MCEMS, appropriate field protocols were developed, training for all field employees was initiated
and appropriate equipment was purchased. After this process was complete, CPAP was
launched in November 2013.


STUDY: In November and December 2013, field paramedics initiated CPAP on 41 patients in
severe respiratory distress.
Empirical data and feedback from
field crews indicate improved
patient condition during
prehospital treatment. Data
collection will continue and a
review at the six month and one
year marks will be conducted. In
addition, 100% of charts in which
CPAP was used will be reviewed
for protocol adherence for the
first 12 months.



ACT: Individual remediation has
been provided where the CQI process has discovered protocol deviation. Additionally, CPAP
training has been incorporated into new hire orientation and FTO/field training. Follow-up
research with field crews uncovered instances where receiving hospital RNs had removed CPAP
prior to MD evaluation, resulting in a decline in patient condition. Education and training were
provided to the hospital liaison who initiated training to all emergency department nursing staff.
The need for further education/process change will be evaluated at the six month and one year
reviews.

FirstWatch / FirstPass Clinical Measurement Tool
RIGGS is committed to bringing the FirstWatch/FirstPass Clinical Measurement Tool to the Merced
County EMS System. FirstPass is a near real-time clinical measurement and protocol monitoring
enhancement module designed to watch for deviations in expected treatments to medical protocols. Web
based and flexible in design, FirstPass is a workflow driven tool that is highly customizable to meet the
unique needs of the various stakeholders throughout the organization with access anywhere there is
Internet connectivity. It provides continuous monitoring of electronic patient records to quickly identify
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and provide real-time alerts concerning protocol deviations, incomplete “care bundles,” missing data
elements or urgent patient safety issues. The goal is not just quality improvement; it is the quality of care
to the patient.
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FirstPass can used as be a critical tool used to enhance and/or build Community Paramedicine programs
that aim to reduce the number of patients using EMS as an extension of their primary healthcare. For
example, the ability to track and monitor incidents like elderly falls, readmitted patients, recall cases, or
diabetic calls in real-time.
Included with the purchase of the FirstPass Enhancement Module is a recommended bundle of 5
protocols, at no additional cost. These protocols are designed to provide measures against predefined,
evidence based quality metrics for; STEMI, Stroke, Cardiac, Trauma and Airway patients. While the initial
5 protocols included in the bundle are preconfigured, the customer agency will also have the ability to
add or vary unique metrics specific to their locality.
Here are 3 sample protocols, with examples of metrics for each one:
 STEMI/ACS: Each year over thousands of American die from myocardial infarctions
making this the number one cause of death from disease.
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Metrics
 Response Time Metrics
 ECG Performed
 Time to ECG <10 Minutes – Patient Arrival to ECG Performed
 Aspirin Administration
 Scene Time <15 Minutes – From Patient Contact to Enroute Hospital
 NTG Administered
 IV established
 Oxygen given
 Vital Signs Documented
 Transport to PCI Center

Trauma: Trauma is considered the number one cause of preventable death in the young male
population. The CDC estimates a reduction in mortality by 23% if patients are treated at a trauma
center.
Metrics
 Response Time – 911 Ring to Patient Contact
 Scene Time <10 Minutes – From Arrival on Scene to Enroute Hospital
 IV established
 O2 Delivered
 Spinal Precautions for Blunt Trauma
 Vital Signs Documented
 Transport to TC
 Transport Time – From Left Scene to Hospital Arrival
 Total Episode Time – 911 Ring to Hospital Arrival

Stroke: Every year thousands of Americans suffer a CVA or stroke. EMS plays a large role in
their care including assessment and transport to a certified stroke center.
Metrics
 Response Time – 911 Ring to Patient Contact
 Scene Time – From Arrival on Scene to Enroute Hospital
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 Stroke Score Performed – Cincinnati or LA Stroke
 Glucose Test Performed
 Scene Time <15 Minutes
 IV Established
 O2 Delivered
 Vital Signs Documented
 Transport to Stroke Center
 Transport Time – From left Scene to Hospital Arrival
 Total Episode Time – 911 Ring to Hospital Arrival

Other examples of clinical measures & protocols for FirstPass could include:
o

Elderly Falls

o

Respiratory

o

Endotracheal Intubation

o

Patient Restraint

o

Response Time Compliance

o

Readmitted Patients

o

Diabetic Calls

o

Seizures (Status Epileptics)

o

Controlled Substances

o

Patient Refusals of Care

3. Competitive Criterion: Dedicated Clinical Oversight Personnel
a) Minimum Requirements – Clinical Leadership Personnel
Attestation:
Proposer understands and agrees to comply without qualification to provisions,
requirements, and commitments contained in Section V.A.3.a.
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RIGGS enthusiastically commits to pursuing a higher level of EMS clinical excellence in Merced County.
Every employee understands the importance of clinical and operational excellence and is committed to
making it happen. We understand that this starts with leadership. Our General Manager, while
responsible for all daily operations, takes personal responsibility for all performance KPIs. He is
not only the General Manager but is a highly experienced practicing paramedic who regularly responds
to calls to witness his field team in action, better understand his team’s needs and to lend a hand in the
form of mentoring and leading by example. Our Strategic Deployment
Manager is responsible for daily production of system compliance data
and benchmarking the performance KPIs. He is also a certified EMD who
actually works in the dispatch center and is its former Manager. Our
CQI/Education Manager is responsible for all daily clinical activities and
produces and benchmarks clinical KPIs. Our Communications Manager
uses the Medical Priority Dispatch Systems AQUA review system to
provide CQI of the call taking and dispatch function of communications.
All of this activity culminates in the Daily Performance Review that meets
every day at 1:30 p.m. in the General Managers office. This group

"From day one I have
been impressed with the
performance of each
and every crew
member"
Raffi Djevalikian, MD,
Medical Director

includes the General Manager, Scheduling Coordinator, Community
Service Manager, Strategic Deployment Manager, Communications
Manager, CQI/Education Manager, Operations Manager, on-duty Operations Supervisor, and the Human
Resources Manager. Their meeting focuses solely on the clinical and operational performance of the
organization for the previous 24 hours, analysis of KPIs that are out of
tolerance, strategy development of how to correct these deviations, and
planning for the next 24-hour period. When the SEMSA COO, Medical
Director, or the local Medical Director is at the Merced facility, they also
participate in these meetings.

RIGGS leaders participate in EMS, public health and safety activities
coordinated by the LEMSA and actively participate in projects designed
to improve the quality of EMS in Merced County. Our General Manager
and members of the Leadership Team regularly participate in organized
meetings:


Merced County Contract Compliance Committee

“This ‘teamwork’ between
EMS provider and hospital is
crucial in supporting a
cardiovascular program
with an aim to promote
evidence based practices. I
have found RIGGS to be a
favorable partner in this
endeavor with a common
goal to improve our
Community’s heart health”
Chris O’Brien RN, CEN
Emanuel Medical Center
Exhibit #38
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Emergency Medical Care Committee



Merced County Technical Advisory Group



Merced County Healthcare Partnership



Disaster Preparedness



Merced County HAZMAT Committee



Merced County Quality Improvement Committee



Merced Operational Area Regional Interoperability Communication System meetings



Public Safety Answering Point (PSAP)



Westside Ambulance Board

We regularly participate in meetings in Stanislaus County to the north of our operating area:


Mountain Valley Emergency Medical Care



Dispatch and System Status Committees



Monthly STEMI Committee meetings hosted by our STEMI Receiving Centers



Quarterly Mountain Valley EMS Regional STEMI Committee



Mountain Valley EMS CQI

We are proud to also host the Central Valley EMS Providers Consortium and a multitude of ad hoc
meetings that occur between prehospital and hospital groups.
While all of RIGGS’ leadership team is responsible for quality; daily clinical quality has the oversight of
the RIGGS and SEMSA Medical Directors through the following individuals:
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MIKE WILLIAMS, SEMSA CHIEF OPERATING OFFICER

Mike Williams, MBA, MA, BSOE, AS, is the Vice President and Chief Operating Officer of SEMSA. Mike
has been involved in virtually every type of EMS system since 1971. He also completed a 20-year
career in the U.S. Air Force retiring from the USAF Reserve in 1995. For
six years he was the EMS Director for the State of Florida. The following
six years he was a Regional Chief Administrative Officer for the Southeast
United States, then Chief Executive Officer for the Gulf Coast Division and
finally Chief Executive Officer (CEO) for the Southwest United States for
American Medical Response (AMR). He spent three years in Atlanta
turning the nation’s oldest ambulance service (since 1892) into the sole
911 high performance ambulance provider for the City of Atlanta as Vice
President of EMS and Trauma at the Grady Health System. In 2005 he
joined REMSA in Reno, Nevada as its Vice President of Operations and in
February 2014 moved to SEMSA full-time to oversee its operations in
California and as Dean of its International Center for Prehospital and Disaster Medicine (ICPDM). His
track record on quality patient care can be traced through the outstanding EMS organizations he has
held leadership positions with and the fact that each was accredited by the Commission on Accreditation
of Ambulance Services and/or the Commission on Accreditation of Medical Transport Services and none
of these organizations have ever taken a write-up by these accrediting bodies. He is a graduate of the
Institute of Healthcare Improvement and was the principle author of the Community Healthcare
Intervention Program that was awarded a $10 million grant from the Centers for Medicare and Medicaid
Services Innovation Center. Mike is an active member of the California Ambulance Association as the
Chair of its Ethics and Professional Standards Committee. He serves as the RIGGS HIPPA Officer.
Mike works with the CEO of SEMSA, Patrick Smith and its Medical Director Dr. Joe Ryan. Mike
Williams’ resume and job description can be found at Proposal Exhibit #19.
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STEVE MELANDER, RIGGS GENERAL MANAGER

Steve Melander, EMT-P, CCEMT-P, AS is the RIGGS General Manager since March 2013, a California
licensed and actively practicing paramedic since 1999. He has been employed
by RIGGS for over 10 years functioning in the roles of Paramedic, FTO, Clinical
Field Evaluator, Tactical Paramedic, Paramedic Field Supervisor, Operations
Supervisor, Health and Safety Manager, Designated Infection Control Officer,
and Operations Manager. In addition to his experience at RIGGS, he served
as the Clinical Coordinator and Paramedic Program Instructor for WestMed
College. He was responsible for bringing the first Paramedic Program to
Merced County. He has also held positions at Westmed Ambulance as a field
Paramedic, Critical Care Paramedic, ALS Program Coordinator, CQI
Coordinator and Director of Clinical Operations. He has also worked as a Flight
Paramedic, Crew Chief, Training Officer for REACH air ambulance services. As a testament to his
commitment to clinical excellence, he was the recipient of the National Dr. McDonald award for clinical
excellence in competition with all the Flight Nurses, Flight Paramedics and Flight Respiratory Therapists
at REACH nation-wide. He carries a variety of EMS related certifications including California certification
as an Adult Vocational Instructor and is a graduate of the American Ambulance Association’s Ambulance
Service Management course. Steve reports to the SEMSA COO Mike Williams. Steve Melander’s
complete resume and job description can be found at Proposal Exhibit #20.

LANCE DOYLE, RIGGS CQI/EDUCATION MANAGER
Laurence “Lance” Doyle, EMT-P, MBA, BS, has been involved in EMS for
the past 9 years as both a Firefighter and field Paramedic. He has worked
as a field paramedic at Riggs since 2009 and became involved in the CQI
Department in 2012, first as a CQI Assistant and most recently as the CQI
and Education Manager. Through his experience in private business, Lance
has extensive management, statistical, employee relations, education and
mentoring experience. As the CQI and Education Manager he is
responsible for CQI Plan development and annual reporting, statistical
reporting to the Merced County EMS Agency and the development,
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implementation and monitoring of Riggs and MCEMS Core Measures. In addition, he is involved in all
process improvement and PDSA cycle development, monitoring protocol compliance, sentinel event
investigation, employee development and remediation, the new hire orientation and Field Training Officer
program, the paramedic internship program and oversees the Riggs Education Program. Lance is an
active member of the Riggs Surge Team and frequently runs 911 system calls and is a Certified
Emergency Medical Dispatcher. Lance reports directly to the RIGGS General Manager Steve Melander
and for clinical issues to the RIGGS Medical Director. We are happy to have Lance as a member of the
Riggs management team as his strong education and management background as well as his
experience as a paramedic in the Merced County EMS system brings strong leadership to the Clinical
Department. Lance reports to the General Manager. Lance Doyle’s complete resume and job
description can be found at Proposal Exhibit #21.

ALAN DOBROWOLSKI, SEMSA DIRECTOR OF CQI AND EDUCATION

Alan Dobrowolski, RN, RP, ASN is an EMS-RN and has been a Critical
Care Nurse since 1987 and a paramedic since 1985. From 1990 to
2002, Alan was a Flight Nurse and Officer-In-Charge of Continuing
Education with the U.S. Air Force at the Air National Guard. Since 1997
he has been a Flight Nurse and paramedic with REMSA in Reno,
Nevada serving in a variety of senior leadership positions including
Clinical Director, Director of Deployment, and Director of Special
Operations. Since 2008, he has been the Director of ICPDM. He is an
instructor for a wide array of EMS related courses, is a National Academy of Emergency Medical
Dispatch call-taker and dispatcher and maintains his “Q” certification to perform CQI analysis of the EMD
functions. Alan reports directly to the SEMSA COO, Mike Williams. Alan Dobrowolski’s complete
resume and job description can be found at Proposal Exhibit #22.
b. Higher Levels of Commitment – Clinical Leadership Personnel
RIGGS fully engages its employees in a wide array of activities that are specific to our clinical operations.
For example, all patient care providers are encouraged and welcomed at the monthly CQI Committee
meetings. A culture of non-punitive, improvement and education based relationships has been promoted
whereby any employee may meet with any or all members of management including the Medical
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Directors to raise issues of concern or request any kind of assistance. Field Supervisors, Education
Coordinators, the CQI/Education Manager and the Medical Directors review ePCR’s for clinical
appropriateness. Perhaps the most effective part of the RIGGS culture is employee participation in all
committees in the organization including the Scheduling and Deployment Committee, Equipment
Evaluation Team, Health and Safety Committee, ePCR Committee, and the Communications Center
Committee. These are all employee driven committees. Our training center provides, at no cost to the
employees, all the continuing education they need to recertify at the National Registry level and also
provides selected other topics that are dictated by the Medical Director or for global issues discovered
through the CQI process.
The competencies of the RIGGS leadership team are exemplified by the Daily Performance Review
Meeting described in depth elsewhere. At this
meeting the leadership team uses KPIs from all
areas of the organization to drive performance for
the next day or week to come. We really do take
the approach that “if we can’t measure it, we can’t
manage it”. Virtually every system in the
organization produces data for us that is mined,
reviewed, analyzed and used to draw conclusions
and strategize the management approach on each
Team Support

topic. We realize that collecting KPI data can take

an inordinate amount of time, not to mention collating and reporting on that information. Traditionally,
once that is done, the KPI data is historic, it doesn’t allow you to act in a timely manner on the
information, limiting opportunities and ways to improve our performance. We utilize an on-line platform
to create, manage and analyze KPI data. The software allows us to enter KPI data into one specially
designed system rather than use conventional methods such as spread sheets which, by their nature,
are prone to error and don’t always present a full picture of the entire organization. We benefit from
faster and more accurate data collection and analysis, instant reports on performance and alerts when a
KPI is over or under achieving, allowing us to react and make adjustments throughout our entire system.
The KPI software also provides simplified data visualizations such as graphs and dashboards. These
tools allow us to keep a real time view of performance, and if in any doubt of the cause of variations in
performance, drill down functionality easily finds the cause. We encourage you to view this powerful tool
at www.riggs.simplekpi.com. The login is rfpevaluator@riggsambulance.com and the password for you
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is 911Evaluator (case sensitive). RIGGS communicates openly with the workforce through information
technology tools developed by our own experts. Our KPI software is a HIPAA compliant (264 bit
encryption) intranet based computer program that allows our management team to communicate through
secure email messages directly with
crew members individually on issues
of importance such as asking for the
thought process used for any given
issue identified in a chart review.

It

also is where all our occurrence
reporting happens, both internal and
external, and allows the General
Manager to have a daily update of all
unusual incidents.
Further, we have developed an inhouse, web-based “Crew Dashboard”
that identifies current road closures,

Snapshot of our KPI on-line tool

provides access to submit forms, and
register for courses, all while they are sitting at post.
The CQI/Education Manager has a closed-loop communication tool that allows him to confirm receipt of
feedback, catalogue by search terms/feedback type and track interactions and remediation
frequency/severity/type with all employees. This database is permanently archived and contains all CQI
Feedback Forms and Occurrence Reports. Our Team Support program can be viewed at the URL:
app.teamsupport.com. The user name for you is rfpevaluator@riggsambulance.com the password is
“911Evaluator”.
The “Ninth-Brain” Suite of programs is used by the organization to document employee credentials. It
also provides an 24/7 on-line vehicle to offer education and training programs in a convenient format to
the employees and is used to present information on-line to employees such as updates to protocols and
ensures the employee has actually read and understands the content through a test following review of
the course content. All didactic portions of our annual refresher program is offered through this media.
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Finally, our ePCR system, SANSIO, is a powerful tool that not only provides an electronic charting format
but analyzes our clinical performance on virtually every data point documented which allows us to
produce reports on any clinical data point we choose. For example, in the Daily Performance Review
meeting the leadership team chooses a random or, in some cases a specific
data point such as first attempt success rates for any given time on intubations.
Further, we can track and trend this kind of information in real time to better
manage our organization.
Without a doubt, RIGGS is a process-driven, highly automated ambulance service which allows us to be
efficient, effective and provide ongoing communication with all of our employees in a media they
understand, appreciate and will use.
Star Care Program
RIGGS promotes all employees using appropriate, legal and ethical practices at all times with its STAR
CARE program. STAR CARE is a program developed by
well-known EMS lecturer and leader Thom Dick that
uses checklist employees can reference to analyze
almost any patient care issue they might encounter. They
are educated to go through the list, in order from top to
bottom, and ask themselves if their care meets each criterion. If it does, chances are that they can
defend their actions in almost any forum:
SAFE: Were my actions safe for me, for my colleagues, for other professionals and for the
public?
TEAM-BASED: Were my actions taken with due regard for the opinions and feelings of my coworkers, even those from other agencies?
ATTENTIVE TO HUMAN NEEDS: Did I treat my patient as a person? Did I keep him or her
warm? Was I gentle? Did I use his or her name throughout the call? Did I tell him or her what to
expect in advance? Did I treat his or her family and/or relatives with respect?
RESPECTFUL: Did I act toward my patient, my colleagues, my first responders, the hospital
staff and the public with the kind of respect that I would have wanted to receive myself?
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CUSTOMER ACCOUNTABLE: If I were face-to-face right now with the customers I dealt with on
this response, could I look them in the eye and say, “I did my very best for you?”
APPROPRIATE: Was my care appropriate – medically, professionally, legally and practically,
considering the circumstances I faced?
REASONABLE: Did my actions make sense? Would a reasonable colleague of my experience
have acted similarly under the same circumstances?
ETHICAL: Were my actions fair and honest in every way? Are my answers to these questions
fair and honest?
Most of our leadership team members have graduated from the American Ambulance Association’s
Ambulance Service Manager (ASM) course, which instills these values that have become part of the
culture at RIGGS. The Ambulance Service Manager program is a certification course designed to
immerse participants in an engaging learning environment. A small group of 40 participants moves
together through two weeks of face-to-face instruction and experiential learning led by industry leading
faculty bridged by several weeks of online discussion and group project work. Along the way, lifelong
relationships are formed and a professional network is established. To date, the following managers
have completed the Ambulance Service Management (ASM) or Communications Service Manager
(CSM) course:


Steve Melander, General Manager



Greg Petersen, Operations Manager



Dave Axsom, Operations Supervisor



Glenn Rung, Corporate Financial Officer



Greg Bonifay, Special Projects Manager



Kim Alford, Communications Manager



Kevin Daniel, Strategic Deployment Manager

Breaches of ethical behavior are identified through ePCR reviews, information received through
customer feedback, other first responder feedback or through our 1-800 Hotline. All are elevated into our
Sentinel Event electronic reporting process which is brought to the immediate attention of the General
Manager, SEMSA COO, SEMSA CEO and other appropriate members of the leadership team who take
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appropriate action to resolve the behavior through education, counseling, referral to the Employee
Assistance Program, or use of the progressive disciplinary process.
One of the RIGGS Field Supervisors is designated as the Health and Safety Manager. She has received
training from her counterpart at REMSA, our insurance provider, and formal health and safety training
courses. We’ve tried to create a culture of safety by making it prominent in our policies and procedures,
a part of all annual training, and through blogs on our dashboards. We provide bi-annual Health and
Safety training for all employees, teach and reevaluate safe driving practices with Emergency Vehicle
Operations Courses and use the Road Safety driver monitoring system. We have an aggressive
Personal Protective Equipment program that ensures each employee has the equipment they need and
the training to use it.
We review each and every vehicle accident, injury, and exposure that occurs and discuss cause,
outcomes, and resolutions. There is full disclosure to the employees to help all learn from one.
We have procedures in place to handle situations that have or may have had an adverse impact on
patients or the public. Our Sentinel Event automated system notifies appropriate leadership about these
events so they can respond quickly. These types of events initiate an immediate investigative process to
get to the root cause of the problem. Our Medical Director is informed if these events that are clinical in
nature or have caused an adverse impact on a patient. As always, we will take appropriate action with
the employee involved which may require counseling, coaching, education, a referral to the Employee
Assistance Program, a referral to the Medical Director, or use of the progressive disciplinary process. All
Sentinel events are voluntarily self-reported to the Merced County EMS Agency.
4. Competitive Criterion – Medical Direction
a) Minimum Requirements – Medical Direction
Attestation:
Proposer understands and agrees to comply without qualification to provisions,
requirements, and commitments contained in Section V.A.4.a.

EMS is the practice of medicine and we never forget that its patient care providers practice under
protocols driven by medical direction. Because of this, RIGGS employs a local Medical Director who
actually practices emergency medicine in Merced County. He is the ultimate and final authority for all
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clinical practices at RIGGS in close coordination with the SEMSA Medical Director. Additionally
SEMSA’s corporate Medical Director is nationally renowned and a Clinical Professor and Attending
Physician at Stanford. He regularly reviews clinical activities at RIGGS and engages with staff from his
unique perspective. SEMSA employs a Director of CQI who is a veteran field paramedic and a practicing
aeromedical Critical Care Registered Nurse who participates in patient care report (PCR) audits and
assists the RIGGS CQI/Education Manager in developing strategies to solve problems.

DR. RAFFI DJEVALIKIAN, RIGGS MEDICAL DIRECTOR

Raffi Djevalikian, MD has been the Medical Director for RIGGS since September 2013. Dr. Djevalikian is
board certified in Family Medicine and completed a fellowship in
Emergency Medicine at the University of Oklahoma in Tulsa. He is a
member of the National Association of EMS Physicians (NAEMSP)
and a graduate of the EMS Medical Directors course developed by
NAEMSP and the American College of Emergency Physicians
(ACEP). He has exclusively practiced emergency medicine since
2001 in California and Oklahoma. In addition to his work at RIGGS,
he has served as an attending physician in the emergency
department at Mercy Medical Center in Merced since 2006 and is a
base station physician providing on-line medical oversight for area
paramedics. He currently serves as a member of Mercy Medical Center’s Peer Review Committee and
Director of Patient Satisfaction for the Emergency Department. Dr. Djevalikian attended Ross Medical
School and his residency and fellowship at the University of Oklahoma, Tulsa. Dr. Djevalikian directs the
Riggs CQI committee and provides medical oversight, reviews care and plans strategies to resolve
issues identified through the CQI process. As an ED physician at our largest receiving hospital, he
regularly interacts with each of Riggs paramedics and EMT’s in the emergency department and is in a
unique position to observe the quality of their prehospital care.
Dr. Djevalikian brings the unique perspective of the Merced medical community through his participation
in local activities and daily interaction with our crews in the emergency department. He also serves on
the Medical Review Committee at Mercy Medical Center in Merced. He can regularly be found in the
RIGGS offices interacting with staff and participating in CQI activities. He is also a trusted consultant,
advisor and participant with our leadership team.
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Dr. Djevalikian’s complete resume and job description can be found at Proposal Exhibit #23.
We are very proud to have two distinguished physicians providing Medical Direction giving from the
Local, State and National perspectives to the organization.
b) Higher Levels of Commitment – Medical Direction

DR. JOSEPH RYAN, SEMSA MEDICAL DIRECTOR

Joseph L. Ryan, MD is board certified in emergency medicine by the American Board of Emergency
Medicine (ABEM) since 1983,and in 2013, was one of the first
physicians awarded subspecialty certification in EMS by ABEM. He
graduated from the University of Missouri School of Medicine (UMKC) in
1976 and Emergency Medicine Residency at Truman Medical Center in
Kansas City in 1980. He is a Charter Member of the National
Association of EMS Physicians, a founding Fellow of the International
Academies of Emergency Dispatch and a founding member of the First
Watch Medical Directors Special Interest Group. He served as physician
consultant for the Fourth Party since 1986. Dr. Ryan is a career
academic physician and educator in Emergency Medicine (EM) serving
as faculty at the University of Missouri in Kansas City, the University of
Pittsburgh’s Center for Emergency Medicine,the University of South
Florida in Tampa, the University of Nevada in Reno, and is currently Clinical Associate Professor in the
Department of Surgery/Division of Emergency Medicine at Stanford University in Palo Alto, CA. As
creator and co-editor of NAEMSP’s National EMS Medical Directors Course and Practicum, Dr. Ryan
educated, over fifteen years, 1500 EMS physicians and others in the principles of EMS medical
oversight. Dr. Ryan was contributing editor in 1994 and 2002 on “Quality and Value Management” to
Prehospital Systems and Medical Oversight, the core textbook on EMS published by NAEMSP for
medical directors. In 1994, Dr. Ryan presented “EMS Primary Health Care: Patient-Centered Quality
Comes of Age” a keynote address to NAEMSP’s Annual meeting, introducing the EMS community to the
core concepts of community paramedicine and mobile integrated healthcare.

Most recently, Dr. Ryan served for thirteen years as Authority Medical Director for REMSA and Care
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Flight in Reno, NV. He continues to work as a thought leader and innovator in EMS serving as SEMSA
Medical Director since its formation in 2001. He is fully engaged in the CQI program at RIGGS and
regularly attends CQI Committee meetings in Merced County either in person or via webmeeting.
Dr. Ryan’s complete resume and job description can be found at Proposal Exhibit #24.

5. Competitive Criteria: Focus on Patients and Other Customers
Attestation:
Proposer understands and agrees to comply without qualification to provisions,
requirements, and commitments contained in Section V.A.5.a.

a. Minimum Requirements – Focus on Patients and Other Customers
RIGGS understands and agrees to comply without qualification to provisions, requirements, and
commitments contained in Section V.A.5.a.
Our mission is “To Improve the quality of your life through patient-centered prehospital care.” In
accomplishing its mission with superior patient care and the most skilled and talented employees in
EMS, we promote all employees using appropriate, legal and ethical practices at all times with our STAR
CARE program.
We are committed to actively seeking, listening, and responding to the needs, preferences, concerns,
and grievances of patients, their designated representatives, and their families through a network of
procedures and programs designed for that purpose.
We are committed to continuously improve the Merced County’s EMS system by soliciting feedback,
including service complaints and suggestions for improvement from our colleagues in the Fire Service,
Law Enforcement, Hospitals, Clinics, and Extended Care Facilities.
RIGGS PATIENT SERVICE EXCELLENCE PROGRAM
The over-reaching goal of the Patient Service Excellence Program is to resolve issues and complaints in
an exceptionally responsive and effective manner. By policy, any staff member receiving a complaint
should attempt to resolve it. The first step to resolution is at the point of contact. If the complaint cannot
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be resolved at the point of contact the staff member shall immediately notify the appropriate supervisor or
manager and enter this information into our electronic tracking system.
Managers are responsible for investigating the circumstances surrounding the complaint, making
necessary referrals, taking appropriate actions to resolve the complaint, and responding to the patient,
designated representative, or other complainant. Managers are expected to initially contact the
complainant within 24 hours. The Manager or his designee will acknowledge the complaint and briefly
explain the steps we will take to investigate and resolve the issue. A complaint is considered resolved
when the patient is satisfied with the actions taken on their behalf.
RIGGS COMPLAINT MANAGEMENT PROCESS
RECEIVING
Complaints are received through personal contact, telephone hot lines, the Webmaster, e-mails, survey
comments, and written correspondence.
INVESTIGATING
Complaints are entered into our electronic incident reporting system. Clinical complaints are
automatically referred to the CQI/Education Manager. Operational complaints are automatically referred
to the Operations Manager. The investigating manager
will attempt to resolve the complaint and will document the
resolution or outcome of the investigation in the electronic
incident reporting system. Billing issues or complaints are
referred to the Business Officer Manager who has the
authority to write-off accounts if appropriate. The General
Manager will be notified of unresolved, multidisciplinary, or
complex complaints.
Complaints with medical-legal implications are
automatically routed to the CQI/Education Manager.
Unresolved complaints will be considered a grievance.
Billing issues are not usually considered grievances by CMS. The SEMSA COO be utilmately
responsible for grievance resolution.
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The CQI/Education Manager will notify the local Medical Director of complaints about quality or standard
of care. Complaints resulting from individual performance issues will be resolved through remediation,
coaching, or, when appropriate, the progressive disciplinary process.
RESOLVING


Complaints resulting from system or process issues will be resolved by taking action to correct or
improve the process or system failure.



Complaints will be updated as appropriate regarding the outcome of the investigation and actions
taken.

TRACKING
We use an electronic incident reporting system to manage CQI Feedback, complaints, grievances, and
safety concerns. The system tracks referrals to key staff for information and follow-up. This powerful
database allows us to design focused studies that identify trends and patterns that require or would
benefit from corrective action.
CUSTOMER ACCESS HOTLINE
In addition to our patients, other key customers include hospital staff members, medical professionals,
fire service personnel, law enforcement professionals, public health agencies, skilled nursing facilities,
and the community. To ensure our customers have a convenient way to ask questions, provide
feedback, and voice concerns, we have established the Customer
Service Hotline (1-888-725-7001). We prominently display this
number on our web site, at all Merced County Hospitals and Fire
Department stations and have submitted it to the Merced County
Yellow Pages for publication. The actual phone is red and resides on
the receptionist desk Monday through Friday between 8 a.m. and 5
p.m. The receptionist will refer all calls during these normal business
hours to the senior manager on duty or the appropriate manager if
available. After hours and on holidays and weekends, the hotline will
be answered in our dispatch center who will refer it to the appropriate
manager. In all cases, the call will be returned within 30 minutes or less, 90% of the time.
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Personnel answering the hotline are trained to answer basic questions regarding the RIGGS organization
and ambulance operations. If unable to answer the caller’s question, callers are elevated to the
appropriate Manager. Hotline calls regarding concerns about safety, quality of service or patient care are
referred to the General Manager or his designee immediately.
RIGGS will include a report to the Merced County EMS Agency of complaints and suggestions, including
final resolution and commitments contained in our annual CQI report.
b. Higher Levels of Commitment – Focus on Patients and Other Customers
California’s Health 2014
Cardiovascular disease, cancer, stroke, diabetes, asthma, chronic obstructive pulmonary
disease, obesity, mental health conditions, substance-use disorders, dental caries, arthritis,
Alzheimer’s disease and unintentional injury are the leading causes of death, disability,
diminished quality of life in California. These chronic conditions impact some populations more
than others, resulting in significant inequities in health outcomes and quality of life within
California’s population of approximately 38 million people.

Fourteen million people in California are estimated to be living with at least one chronic
condition; more than half of this group has multiple chronic conditions. Chronic disease and
injury not only cause the majority of deaths, but also contribute to poor quality of life, disability,
and premature death. The prevalence of chronic disease raises public health concerns and has
significant economic impacts. And, the costs of chronic disease continue to rise. In 2002, the
most recent year for which data are available, approximately $70 billion, or 80 percent of
California’s health care expenditures, was spent on people with chronic conditions.

California Wellness Plan
Published February 2014
California Department of Public Health
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While we recognize our patients as our primary customer, their family, friends and loved ones,
particularly those present at the time of our patient’s event, also become our customer. We have an
even larger group of customers that include fellow responders to the scene, the physicians and nurses
we communicate with during transport, the receiving hospital staff, the hospital as an organization, the
County who contracts with us and the citizens of Merced County. Our customer base is very broad and,
in one way or another, includes every resident and visitor to Merced County.
RIGGS is in the process of increasing patient surveys from 20% to 100%. Unlike many surveys, this one
is simple and provides us a gold mine of information about how well we’re meeting all the needs of our
customers. To ensure that we
receive the surveys in a timely
manner and information about all
aspects of our service, the
surveys are included in the bills
the patient receives so the
thought of value for their money
is prominent in their mind. The
surveys come with a postage
paid return envelope that is
already addressed back to
RIGGS so the only effort the patient, or in some cases a relative has is to fill in the open ended questions
on the survey.
The written feedback from our patients or their families are entered into
our database that includes every comment submitted, exactly as it was
written. The individual that inputs the information is also paying attention
to particularly noteworthy comments that require immediate attention and
brings those immediately to the attention of the General Manager. Every
negative or questionable comment earns a phone call from an
appropriate manager or supervisor within 48 work hours of its receipt.

“There is no doubt in my
mind that Merced County
could not have a better
provider of ambulance
service that RIGGS and
consider them to be a
trusted partner who is
always willing to assist us
whenever the need may
arise”

The details of those phone calls are entered into the database where it is
tracked until positive assurance the issue has been resolved. If the issue
cannot be resolved, it is forwarded immediately to the General Manager

Monte Pistoresi
Pistoresi Ambulance Service
Exhibit #38
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for final resolution. Otherwise, if the process works like it usually does, the first week of the following
month, the Community Service Manager reviews the comments from our patients along with the
responses from the manager or supervisor that resolved issues to determine if the patient’s needs have
been satisfied and what we are doing to resolve issues to ensure we don’t see the same comments
again. On the other hand, the vast majority of responses to the surveys are very positive. The
Community Service Manager may forward to the crew or individual identified in the positive comment and
provide his own reinforcing comment to the staff member(s) praising them for their excellent customer
service with our patients. In many instances, individuals receiving exemplary comments are nominated
for the monthly Star Care award.
To address the needs of our customers, we participate in a series of forums described elsewhere where
our performance and how well we are meeting their needs are discussed. If our performance and
relationships is not an agenda item of the scheduled meetings, our representative never leaves the
meeting without asking how we are doing for others and sincerely waits for an answer, which is
documented in an on-line database. Our General Manager, Operations Manager, CQI/Education
Manager and Scheduling Coordinator are all practicing paramedics who actually respond to calls on a
regular basis not only to keep their own skills current but, to observe our staff in the field functioning as
care givers and interact with other agencies on scene and at the hospitals. Our Managers are not
administrators who exist in distant locations, they live, work and practice their skills in Merced County.
For the greater group of customers, the Merced County citizens, there are a number of forums for us to
elicit feedback. The most formal is through the many reports, data and statistics we provide the Merced
County EMS Agency and their need to verify we are in compliance with our contract. But, it is our very
active public outreach program described elsewhere in this submission, led by our Community Service
Manager. This Manager spends countless hours in the community attending civic meetings, interacting
with specific cultural, ethnic and social organizations where she is not only imparting information about
RIGGS but is collecting information about our performance and the personal interactions individuals have
had with us. She also monitors social media sites and comment blogs to check on RIGGS related
comments and to take positive action in response. This information is documented and shared weekly at
the Leadership Team meeting so strategies can be developed and plans implemented to solve problems
or meet the community’s needs. This is a particular challenge in Merced County with its vast cultural and
ethnic diversity. The Community Service Manager visits each of these unique communities and
addresses issues that require attention or educate the public on our many community service projects.
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This entire approach to focusing on patients and other customers is unique only to RIGGS as our
employees, for the most part, have been born, raised, educated, and live in Merced County. Our
employees represent the cultural and ethnic makeup of the community and socialize in those same
circles. This includes each of our onsite members of the Leadership Team. They are not only meeting
the needs of their patients and other customers but the needs of their own family, neighbors and friends.
When the Community Service Manager or any other member of the RIGGS team walks into the grocery
store, they are met by the same people they interact with daily and somehow a conversation about
RIGGS always seems to come up. Our people are not only held accountable by our patients but by our
families, neighbors and friends. It is our employees who provide the best customer feedback and
interaction just by living their lives in Merced County and bringing problems or issues to the leadership
team in face-to-face discussions.
In the rare case where a specific employee is identified as not having a STAR CARE attitude when
working with a customer, the “Craig Kelly” training program is
implemented. Craig Kelly is the third most senior Paramedic at RIGGS
with more than 25 years of experience. He is an FTO, Preceptor and a
member of our CQI Committee. Craig embraces and exemplifies STAR
CARE. He has received countless positive surveys and unsolicited
phone calls, notes, etc. for his exceptional customer service skills.
Whenever we have an employee who is struggling with delivering
exceptional customer service either through customer complaints or
witnessed by Supervisors or Managers on calls and reported through a

Paramedic Craig Kelly

Field Safety Observation Form, Craig Kelly is brought in to assess and
intervene. He rides with the employee on their shift and evaluates or assists in developing a corrective
action plan. Employees have actually stated that when they are struggling to deliver exceptional
customer service with a challenging patient that they harness their “inner Craig” to get the job done.
RIGGS has the capability of using its SANSIO ePCR database to provide data on traditionally
underserved patients such as the elderly, substance abusers and mental health patients as well as
patients identified by their zip code (community they live in), age, gender or ethnicity. We are able to use
that data, to assess and monitor the effectiveness at meeting the needs of patients from any specific
group identified through patient charting.
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We have implemented policies and procedures that are designed to protect patients from contamination.
These can be found at Proposal Exhibit #9. There is a policy on cleaning and sanitizing our ambulances
in our exposure control plan, which provides for infection control for employees, system partners and
patients. We have a trained DICO (Designated Infection Control Officer) on duty at all times who have a
process for how exposures are reported to us and subsequently to our partners as detailed in our
exposure control plan (Proposal Exhibit #8).
RIGG’S Community Mobile Integrated Healthcare Program
RIGGS fully supports the California EMS Authority’s Health Workforce Pilot Projects Program Application
in Community Paramedicine. We recognize that, if approved, the pilot projects will be limited in scope
and location and require several years to generate results.
If RIGGS is the winning proposer, we will cooperate fully with the MCEMSA and the California
EMS Authority to include Merced County as a Community Paramedicine Pilot Project Site. RIGGS
experience in providing mobile integrated healthcare services, however, enables us to provide
key community interventions today using EMS-RNs overseen by our medical directors. In
addition to providing air and ground critical care coordination and patient care our EMS-RNs are
trained, licensed and credentialed to meet the community’s unmet needs today.
RIGGS EMS-RNs
REMSA has provided emergency responses and care with EMS-RNs for over 25 years. Nevada’s Board
of Nursing and State EMS office have collaborated to credential Nevada nurses in the unique skill sets
and care environments required for out-of–hospital care. Nurses are integral to REMSA’s care mission in
Washoe County. RIGGS will leverage its considerable experience with EMS nursing to enhance its
service delivery to Merced.
IF RIGGS is the winning proposer, it will leverage the knowledge and skills of our EMS-RNs to
improve the care of our most seriously ill patients and frequent system users.
RIGGS partnership with Mercy Air provides a workforce of EMS-RNs to Merced County that significantly
leverages the company’s care assets and capabilities. RIGGS EMS-RNs, appropriately credentialed to
provide care within the Merced County EMS system will provide 24/7 access to the best care for our
most seriously ill patients.
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EMS-RNs will work collaboratively with our partners to coordinate the right care team and mode of
transport for local and regional interhospital transfers. RIGGS EMS-RNs will enhance our critical care
response to patients in the field.
RIGGS Care Transitions
The burden of chronic disease, particularly in the frail elderly will increasingly consume healthcare dollars
and EMS resources. Improving out-of-hospital care and utilization of care resources for these patients is
a core strategy of community paramedicine and mobile integrated healthcare.
If RIGGS is the winning proposer, we will provide EMS-RNs to partner with Merced hospitals and
nursing homes to improve transitions of care and provide alternate methods of reimbursement
for services for the frail elderly and patients with chronic disease using INTERACT (Interventions
to Reduce Acute Care Transfers).
INTERACT is a quality improvement program designed to improve the early identification,
assessment, documentation, and communication about changes in the status of residents in
skilled nursing facilities. The goal of INTERACT is to improve care and reduce the frequency of
potentially avoidable transfers to the acute hospital. Such transfers can result in numerous
complications of hospitalization, and billions of dollars in unnecessary health care expenditures.
INTERACT was designed in a project supported by the Centers for Medicare and Medicaid
Services (CMS). http://www.interact2.net
Reducing early hospital readmissions for patients with chronic disease is a major focus for improvement
by CMS and IHI. In 2014, penalties for 30 day readmissions of patients with myocardial infarction (MI),
congestive heart failure (CHF), pneumonia, exacerbations of chronic obstructive pulmonary disease
(COPD), elective hip and knee surgeries, and all-cause readmissions will significantly impact Medicare
reimbursement for area hospitals
Across these patient groups, poorly managed transitions of care account for a large percentage of
returns to the hospital. Many of these patients are transported from home to hospital, from hospital to
rehab or nursing facilities by RIGGS. Our program will coordinate care transitions with our partners to
improve information flow and decision-making at these various sites to reduced unnecessary
readmissions.
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This program leverages RIGGS current assets and capabilities with oversight and support from RIGGS
EMS-RNs and our medical director.

RIGGS Community Patient Advocate
In 2013, over 2% of RIGGS emergency responses came from a group of twenty addresses in the
community; the majority of responses from only four. Variously described in EMS as frequent flyers,
loyalty program members or system abusers, these patients rely on our healthcare safety net for
transport to care but our systems have failed to meet their needs. As community paramedicine programs
throughout the country have discovered, we can improve these patients’ lives and health only by thinking
outside the box. Our experience at REMSA surprised us. Many people only needed an advocate to
connect the dots for them to healthcare, mental health, and social service resources that already exist in
the community. Others just needed help to afford, pay for, and stay on their medications. We were
shocked to learn how often the solution was just a ride.

Each of these
bars
represents an
individual
address in the
community,
none of which
are
healthcare
facilities.

If RIGGS is the winning proposer, we will continue and expand the role of our Community Patient
Advocate. RIGGS will provide access to and continuously update our Community Health and
Social Services User’s Guide.
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RIGGS Rides
It’s just a ride.
It’s not a wheelchair transport or an ambulance. It doesn’t require a care provider, just someone who
cares. Often it’s just a bus pass for a day, or a taxi to an appointment, or a few hours of someone’s time
and a car.
If RIGGS is the winning proposer, we will partner with the medical and social services
communities and public transportation providers in Merced to get people in need to the places
and appointments that can change their lives.
Our ride to recovery program is radical, but it’s not new. The American Cancer Society has, for years,
offered its “Road to Recovery” through local chapters that matches cancer patients with volunteers who
provide them transportation to their appointments and treatment. The local chapters recruit volunteer
drivers (often cancer survivors themselves), vet their driving records and auto insurance coverage, then
match them with patients in need. Drivers accept responsibility for their passenger, and the Cancer
Society reinsures the program against unusual loss.
Our program builds on this experience of success and our internal expertise. We will provide volunteer
screening and vetting, orientation to RIGGS and the EMS system, basic first aid and CPR training, safe
driving instruction and fail-safe processes for encountered problems. Our passengers will be screened by
our Patient Advocate to determine their unmet medical, social service and special needs, then provide a
bus pass, taxi voucher or matched with an appropriate volunteer driver. A schedule of passenger
appointments will be integrated into our CAD to facilitate reminders to passengers and drivers to get to
their appointments and follow-up when the transport is completed.
RIGGS Research
RIGGS is a population-based healthcare provider in Merced County. In its partnerships with Westside
Ambulance and Mercy Air we provide all emergency response and transport services to the community.
RIGGS reach into the community gives it an unparalleled lens to study the public’s health.
If RIGGS is the winning proposer, it will commit to partnership with the Health Sciences Research
Institute (HRSI) at the new UC Merced campus to cooperatively develop research opportunities
for the MCEMSA, the county health department and the University leveraging RIGGS assets.
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ABOUT HRSI at UC Merced:
“HRSI is the focal point for health and medical research at US Merced with over 40 faculty across the
three schools (Engineering, Natural Sciences and Social Sciences). HRSI’s collaborative
multidisciplinary research clusters and community emphasis provide an opportunity to rapidly develop,
test, and disseminate new ways of improving health and delivering healthcare.
Its research focus includes:
o

Health disparities and inequalities in health

o

Health systems and policy

o

Poverty, health interventions and evaluation

HRSI’s Community Research Unit understands that organizations and individuals in the community have
valuable insights and programs. They, too, can be equal partners in the research endeavor. Too often,
these community leaders lack the funding, staff, capacity and resources to develop and apply their ideas
to benefit their constituencies.
UC Merced, as part of the UC Tier I research system, can help community programs and innovators to
fully develop their ideas through research. This community research would lead to more effective
programs and more widely disseminate Ideas and findings to improve communities”

6. Competitive Criterion: Continuing Education Program Requirements
a. Minimum Requirements – Continuing Education
Attestation:
Proposer understands and agrees to comply without qualification to provisions,
requirements, and commitments contained in Section V.A.6.a.

RIGGS operates an education and training center in Merced to meet all the continuing education needs
of our employees and the first response community in Merced County. We assure our employees that
every course required for State of California or for National Registry continuing education is offered either
in person in Merced County or on-line and frequently at both locations.
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Our CQI/Education Manager has the direct responsibility for ensuring this mandate. He does this with
the assistance of a multitude of credentialed instructors or subject matter experts who are RIGGS
employees or become contractors to us.
Annually, RIGGS offers the following courses in Merced County or on-line to our employees:


Healthcare





Skills review

Provider CPR


Emergency

Hazardous
Communications



Vehicle Operator

Bariatric Access



Services training

Blood borne
Pathogens/Infection Control

Course


Fire Extinguisher
safety



STEMI criteria and



Call/Run Reviews

12-lead EKG
recognition



Others requested by the local or SEMSA Medical Director

Bi-annually RIGGS offers the following courses in Merced County or on-line to our employees:


ACLS initial/refresher



PEPP initial/refresher



PALS initial/refresher



AMLS initial/refresher



ITLS initial/refresher



Infrequent skills review



HAZMAT FRA

All courses offered by RIGGS are at no cost to the employees and comply with state and national
regulations. All Medical Director mandated continuing education programs and content are submitted to
the Merced County EMS Agency for review and approval and a schedule of offerings is provided so they
may audit.
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b. Higher Levels of Commitment – Continuing Education
RIGGS enjoys a close working relationship with the EMS program at Merced College. Their offering is
the primary EMT training program. National
University/WestMed College in Merced teaches the Paramedic
program (see attached letter at Proposal Exhibit #25). As they
are the lifeblood of future employees, RIGGS provides
equipment (in 2014 included the donation of one ambulance to

Brian Donnelly, Merced College EMT professor
accepting our donation of an ambulance for the
College EMT Program

each institution along with their ongoing
maintenance), personnel and expertise
to assist their programs in any way we
can. Many of our employees are proud
graduates of these fine institutions and
we currently have two students in the
Paramedic training program at RIGGS
expense. We consider both these institutions full partners in the delivery of EMS to Merced County. We
also welcome their students to do their internships at RIGGS and work under the guidance of our
seasoned preceptors.
In partnership with National University /
Westmed College Paramedic Program,
RIGGS has full-access to the Human
Simulator Lab. The RIGGS Education Team
in collaboration with the Westmed Paramedic
program instructor provide training for RIGGS
paramedics in advanced airway
management, infrequently used skills, and
true-to-life medical and trauma scenarios with
live-time feedback in a controlled

RIGGS Paramedics training in the Sim Lab
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environment.
We promote Merced College and WestMed’s programs when we participate in High School Career Days
and local Job Fairs.
All responders in Merced County including Fire Departments, Westside Ambulance Service, and other
agencies are welcome at any educational programs offered by RIGGS at no expense to the individual or
their employees. Some courses we offer are in full partnership with those agencies such as disaster
response or vehicle extrication.
RIGGS makes it easy for employees to register and complete courses, at their convenience, through our
“Ninth Brain” software. In addition, our “Ninth Brain” suite, an online suite of EMS management tools,
which allows 24/7/365 access to additional Continuing Education courses that all meet California
continuing education requirements is readily available to all employees. The didactic portions of courses
are provided on-line so employees can watch at their convenience either on-duty or off through their
computer, tablet or smart phone. At the end of each course is a test to assure they have viewed the
course and can demonstrated their proficiency. The Ninth Brain Suite documents all training for
employees and notifies them when continuing education is due, pursuant to local and State
requirements. With the touch of a button, a report can be generated by management to see what
training each employee has had, the date, and that they are in compliance with local and State
requirements. It also sends out alerts to the employee and management when they are nearing
deadlines to recertify.
RIGGS conducts annual skills testing to ensure all employees remain proficient with skills and
techniques required to perform at the EMT or paramedic level. Our local Medical Director, the SEMSA
Medical Director and the SEMSA Director of CQI consult with our
CQI/Education manager in determining what skills and techniques should
be emphasized. They can also focus on specific skills and techniques that
have been identified by our CQI process and feedback from the larger
medical community.
Through the relationship with SEMSA, RIGGS benefits from the
International Center for Prehospital and Disaster Medicine (ICPDM) they
operate which is affiliated with the University of Nevada, Reno, the
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University of South Florida’s Global Center for Disaster Medicine and Humanitarian Assistance, and the
Medical College of Georgia. RIGGS employees may participate in any ICPDM course at no cost.
ICPDM also brings to Merced County courses that otherwise are only taught in limited locations
throughout the country. For example, ICPDM is a Regional Training Center for the National Disaster Life
Support series of classes. They also teach a large variety of courses for tactical medics. RIGGS also
has a partnership with the REMSA Education Center for Prehospital Medicine in Reno, Nevada, it is an
Education and Training center that is accredited by the Commission on Accreditation of Healthcare
Education Programs. They are affiliated with the University of Nevada, Reno, the University of Maryland
at Baltimore County, they are a Regional American Heart Association Training Center and offer a wide
array of programs including cadaver labs and other EMS related courses beyond the standard ones.
RIGGS personnel are welcome to attend any and all courses at REMSA at no cost or paid for by
SEMSA. For some classes deemed important to a larger audience in Merced County, the REMSA staff
will travel to Merced to conduct hands-on training.
All of the programs described above are important and are vital parts of our business and activities. We
validate employee competency, proficiency and understanding including written examinations, practical
examination, simulator labs, cadaver labs, and employee statement of understanding.
B. Operations
1. Competitive Criterion: Dispatch and Communications
a. Minimum Requirements – Dispatch and Communications
Attestation:
Proposer understands and agrees to comply without qualification to provisions,
requirements, and commitments contained in Section V.B.1.a.

RIGGS provides a secondary Public Safety Answering Point (PSAP) in Merced County at our
headquarters in Merced which allows for frequent contact and interaction with field personnel and
leadership staff. It has been a Designated Secondary PSAP in Merced County since 1987. It is staffed
with Emergency Medical Dispatchers (EMD) certified through the International Academy on Emergency
Medical Dispatch. We maintain all equipment and software (fixed and mobile linkages) necessary to
receive requests for emergency ambulance services made by the primary PSAPs.
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As soon as possible, when a call is
determined to be a medical call, a
Primary PSAP will transfer the call to our
Communications Center. The
Communications Center staff then
performs call prioritization as to the
acuity and provides medical Pre-Arrival
Instructions in accordance with the
International Academy of Emergency
Medical Dispatch using their Medical
Priority Dispatch System (MPDS),
ProQA, and MCEMSA approved
standards. Staffing levels are such that

RescueNet Call-Taking Screen

electronic or telephonic notifications
from the Primary PSAP’s are answered
or responded to within fifteen (15)
seconds, 95% of the time.
We use the latest dispatch technology
by partnering with ZOLL. We
incorporate the full suite of RescueNet
Dispatch and Billing (RNDB), enabling
the dispatcher to see in real time, the
location of all resources. RNDB uses
computer programming and mapping to offer the dispatcher the most advanced and efficient method of
resource management. This includes the MARVLIS computer system that recommends unit posting
locations based on geographic coverage positions that will ensure the quickest response based on the
number of units available, where they are located, time of day, day of week and other parameters based
on historical call demand. RIGGS dispatchers have the ability to accurately process transportation calls
from start to finish.
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The International Academy of Emergency Dispatchers credentials all RIGGS dispatchers before they are
allowed to begin their training as an Emergency Medical
Dispatcher (EMD). Each new dispatcher goes through a
40-hour general orientation to the dispatch center.
Following that, they begin their internship under the
guidance of a Communications Training Officer. This
internship requires a minimum of 240 hours learning radios and the system status plan, 120 hours calltaking and dispatching. The average dispatcher has 496 hours of training before they are allowed to
perform communications functions without a preceptor. All communicators participate in the company
new hire orientation program, are oriented to the Merced County EMS system, and go through an
orientation and internship in the communications center. Many of our communicators are prior field
providers who know the Merced County EMS system first hand.
RIGGS already meets or exceeds all dispatch center performance requirements spelled out in the
County’s RFP. Our existing mobile radio equipment and cellular phones for use in the field meet or
exceed all parameters spelled out in the County’s RFP.
1. The RIGGS communications system is capable of receiving and transmitting information
necessary to provide emergency ambulance services as required in the County’s RFP. This
includes communicating with hospitals and other
public safety agencies as required in a declared
disaster situation. Radio equipment used for
ambulance-to-hospital communications is
configured so that personnel actually providing
patient care are able to directly communicate with
base or receiving hospital staff about the patient.
2. We have equipped all ambulances and
supervisory vehicles with radio equipment for
communications with the Dispatch Center, suitable

Riggs Ambulance Service - Dispatch Center

for operation on the (CALCORD) California OnScene Emergency Coordination Radio System and for communication with hospital receiving
facilities.
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3. We operate the two-way radios in conformance with all applicable rules and regulations of the
Federal Communication Commission (FCC) and in conformance with all applicable LEMSA rules
and operating procedures.
4. RIGGS ensures access to cellular telephones for use on ambulances and supervisory units
through Verizon, the predominant provider of cell service in Merced County.
5. RIGGS equips all ambulances with Automatic Vehicle Location (AVL) devices.
b. Higher Levels of Commitment – Dispatch and Communications
1. RIGGS is supportive of developing electronic CAD-to-CAD interfaces with any and all PSAPs in
Merced County.
2. RIGGS believes a regional dispatch system will be key to reducing response times across the
entire system. We are fully supportive and invested in the process. Until that time, we are
working with our PSAP partners to give them access to our on-line vehicle location system so
they can view our calls / activities. For helicopter response, we have developed a system for
simultaneous notification of the helicopter when our unit is being dispatched. We then contact
their dispatch center via landline. This has resulted in reduced launch times, faster response
times, and reduced overall transport time to the trauma centers.

3. RIGGS is in the process
of implementing the new
Zoll “RescueNet
Navigator” (Navigator)
system. Navigator
provides electronic twoway communication
between dispatch and
crews to ensure that
critical information is
communicated accurately
and in real-time.
Navigator also tracks
crew status by activity time and location while providing routing guidance. Time stamps are
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automatically logged and sent so there is an accurate recording of events as they happen. If
Navigator loses internet connectivity and goes into offline mode, time stamps are saved and
automatically sent when connection resumes. This ensures that no matter where our ambulance
is, our information is accurate. The Navigator user-interface is intuitive and easy to learn. Critical
buttons are enlarged making important information and actions easily accessible. Instant visual
notifications alert the crew when new information is sent, keeping them constantly informed and
eliminating the possibility of vital information being missed on a radio call. This system adds the
features of a mobile data terminal, a Garmin type quickest route system, and verbal dispatching
on one easy to use screen. This system is already on some of our vehicles being beta tested for
reliability before full installation.
4. RIGGS is committed to achieving “Center of Excellence” accreditation from the International
Academy of Emergency Medical Dispatching. We commit to achieving this goal within 2 years of
contract award.

5. LEMSA staff members already have access to the RIGGS CAD to audit and create reports for
system performance monitoring. Further, RIGGS has contracted with “First-Watch” and provides
syndromic surveillance and real-time On-line Compliance Monitoring to Merced County on a realtime basis. Further, First-Watch has committed to producing any reports on any time frame
requested by the MCEMSA from data contained in our CAD and may cross reference that same
information from our electronic patient care reporting system. This capability is currently utilized
by the MCEMSA.
6. RIGGS is constantly involved in strategies to reduce response times. We have automated the
“dispatch time” through the use of CAD and MPDS to
ensure the quickest time possible from the time we receive
a call until the time we dispatch a unit to respond. We
have policies that require crews to be enroute to a call
within 60 seconds of notification that are strictly enforced. When the volume of calls strain the
system, we dispatch supervisors and managers to area hospitals which help expedite the turnaround of crews to get them back in service for the next call. When hospital emergency
departments get jammed and cannot accept patients in a timely basis, our supervisors or
managers will take charge of waiting with patients to free our crews to get back in service. At
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times like these, we do not hesitate to add additional units to the system to meet demand and if
we have long distance transports occurring at the same time, we will bring in off-duty crews to
take the long distance transport to keep system units available for calls. We use the MARVLIS
computer system in our dispatch center to recommend post locations based on historical
information of where the next call will come from and where the most strategic location is based
on time of day, day of week.
All to expedite the response
time for our ambulances to a
request.

RIGGS has radio
interoperability with each of
the PSAPs through the
Office of Emergency
Services radio system.

As an additional service to
the community, our Dispatch
Center uses Mercy Hospital’s Nurse Hotline as a referral number when 9-1-1 callers in Merced
County don’t want an ambulance but are seeking advice.
The Merced Fire Department, Westside Ambulances, Pistoressi Ambulance Service and Sierra
Ambulance Service have approached us about performing all dispatch functions for their
respective services. This will improve response time and coordination in our region.
2. Competitive Criterion: Critical Care Transport Services
a. Minimum Requirements – Critical Care Transport Services
Attestation:
Proposer understands and agrees to comply without qualification to provisions,
requirements, and commitments contained in Section V.B.2.a.
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RIGGS commits to providing CCT services 24 hours per day, 365 days per year to respond to requests
for CCT services originating from Merced County Healthcare Facilities.
b. Higher Levels of Commitment – Critical Care Transport Services
Critical Care Transportation (CCT) has been a
difficult issue to solve not only in Merced, but many
other counties throughout the Central Valley.
Tackling the problem for the critical patients and our
hospitals RIGGS began thinking “outside the box”.
We examined solutions that required an integrated
partnership solution.
We arrived at a partnership solution with Air
Methods, Inc., the parent company of Mercy Air that
provides exclusive air ambulance service in Merced
County. The partnership will provide ground and air
critical care service to Merced’s patients every day.
It will further integrate responses in the County for major events such as accidents, medicals, MCI’s, etc.
improving responses, especially in rural areas.

The partnership will enable:
 Critical care nurse staffing for ground and air services;
 Critical care paramedic staffing for ground and air services
 Enhanced educational and CQI services
 Enhanced career ladder for employees
 Integrated dispatch of resources, improving responses an d response time
Further, at the hospitals discretion, integrated “Direct
Call” transfer services can be explored. Direct Call is
a service by Air Methods that provides transfer
coordination of patients into and out of hospitals,
seamlessly. Many hospitals are using this service to
free-up valuable in-house employee time for better
care. It has the possibility to further integrate care,
transfers, and transports.

“We rely on RIGGS to not only transport patients
to and from our facility, but to assist us in
meeting the needs of our critically ill population . .
. We feel they are an integral part of our health
care team at Memorial Hospital Los Banos”
Jennifer Nunes, ED ManagerMemorial Hospital,
Los Banos
Exhibit #38
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This partnership is an EMS system improvement of immense importance to the citizens and
visitors to Merced County. Merced will be one of the few counties nationwide that has a fully
integrated EMS system poised to meet healthcare’s needs and changing landscape.
RIGGS has had dialog with the local hospitals in Merced County to determine their individual transfer
and critical care needs. As our new partnership works together we believe we will meet their needs and
improve care and responses.

3. Competitive Criterion: Vehicles
a. Minimum Requirements – Vehicles
Attestation:
Proposer understands and agrees to comply without qualification to provisions,
requirements, and commitments contained in Section V.B.3.a.

All RIGGS ambulances meet the standards of Title XIII, California Code of Regulations. Our ambulances
used in providing contract services bear the marking of the County logo and “Merced County Emergency
Medical Services” in four (4) inch letters on both sides. They also display the “9-1-1” emergency
telephone number and state level of service, “Paramedic Unit” on both sides exactly as requested by the
County Health Officer. Our ambulances are marked to identify the company name and do not display
any other phone number than “9-1-1” or any other advertisement. Each ambulance is equipped with
GPS route navigation capabilities.
RIGGS has and will continue to maintain 24 ambulances and 4 supervisor vehicles. Ambulance
replacement occurs at 250,000 miles. Based on the current state of the ambulance manufacturing
industry, RIGGS has determined that the Chevrolet Type II diesel ambulance best meets our need
because of its availability, reliability and performance in the particularly hot conditions we operate in. We
have established a close relationship with Leader Industries of California who manufacture the
ambulances we are purchasing to meet our specifications. We have already implemented 10 new
vehicles in 2014 in anticipation of being awarded the contract and have an agreement in place with
Leader to obtain 14 additional new ambulances upon contract award.
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b. Higher Levels of Commitment – Vehicles
All of our vehicles come with anti-lock brake systems, acceleration slip regulation, brake-assist, roll over
mitigation, roll movement intervention and under steering control. They have Whelen LED high visibility
lighting package, enhanced “wigwag” in headlamps and
additional grill and intersection LED lighting, back up
emergency start, redundant battery systems, additional
electrical outlets, separate HVAC systems, a shutdown
timer with five minute delay activated via the ignition
switch, and seat belts at all seating positions. Seat
belts at the medical attendant locations allow them to
access the patient while restrained and ceiling to floor
catch nets are provided for crew safety. We also install
the Road Safety driving system in each vehicle, backing came and back-up alarms. These vehicles
contain the new “environmentally friendly” upgrades offer by Chevrolet. These vehicles use the latest
emission control technology, reducing Nitrogen Oxide (NOx) emissions by a whopping 63%, when
compared to the 2010 model. GM engineers determined the best way to accomplish this remarkable
reduction of diesel emissions was to employ a Selective Catalytic Reduction (SCR) system that uses
Diesel Exhaust Fluid (DEF).
Chassis Specifications


Chevy 3500 Express
Cargo Van



Engine - 6.0 L V8
Diesel with 260 HP



GVWR - Diesel Engine 9,600
lbs



Wheelbase: 155



Ambulance Prep
Package



31 Gal Fuel Tank



Dual 145 Amp
Alternator



Halogen Perimeter
Lighting



Cab Center Console
Control Panel







LED Grille Lights

Halogen Patient



LED/Halogen Lightbar



Rear Powder Coated Step with
Grip Strut



High Back Attendant Seat

Compartment Dome
Lighting
Action Area Control
Center
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Holder for 3 Boxes



Ducted Heat/AC

Oxygen Storage

Customization Options




LED Perimeter
Lighting



Cargo Net at



Head End of
Squad Bench



LED Lightbar

LED Patient



Compartment
Dome Lighting


Cab Center
Console

Small Bottle
Oxygen Holders

Halogen or LED
Intersection
Lights



Emergency Start
System

Extension with
Cup Holders &
Map Storage

We also have a bariatric stretcher on the supervisor vehicle that can be taken to any scene when it is
needed and is capable of loading into any ambulance in the fleet.
ZOLL Road Safety
RIGGS uses the Road Safety System on each ambulance in its fleet. The Road Safety driver
modification system makes ambulances and other emergency vehicles safer and reduces operating
costs by focusing on safer, smoother driving. Road Safety’s
real-time driver monitoring and feedback system alerts
drivers to unsafe operation such as speeding, rapid
acceleration, hard braking and high-speed turns. Road
Safety reduces the risk by reducing unsafe driving – giving drivers the chance to
correct risky driving before it leads to a collision. A smoother ride means a better environment for patient
care. It also reduces a patient’s stress and fear during transport. From fuel to brake pads, tires and
more, driving with the Road Safety system drastically reduces fleet maintenance and operating costs.
The device provides incident reporting to be included in our KPI’s about unsafe backing, driving without
the seat belt fastened, unauthorized drug-box entry, driving with the emergency brake on, system
tampering, improper vehicle shutdown and many others.
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4. Competitive Criterion: Equipment
a. Minimum Requirements – Equipment
Attestation:
Proposer understands and agrees to comply without qualification to provisions,
requirements, and commitments contained in Section V.B.4.a.

RIGGS understands we have sole responsibility for furnishing all equipment necessary to provide
required service. All on-board equipment, medical supplies and personal communications equipment
currently, and will continue to, meet or exceed the minimum requirements of MCEMSA Ambulance
Equipment and Supply List. RIGGS will also comply with the specific pediatric equipment requirements
as specified in EMSA #188, Pediatric Equipment for ambulance and First Responders.

RIGGS agrees that equipment and supply requirements may be changed with the approval of the
Contract Administrator due to changes in technology.

RIGGS understands that MCEMSA may inspect our ambulances at any time, without prior notice. If any
ambulance fails to meet the minimum in-service requirements contained in the Ambulance Equipment
and Supply list as determined by MCEMSA we agree that MCEMSA may:

1. Immediately remove the ambulance from service until the deficiency is corrected if the missing
item is deemed a critical omission;
2. Subject the Contractor to a $500.00 penalty; and
3. RIGGS will not preclude dispatch of the nearest available ambulance even though not fully
equipped, in response to a life threatening emergency so long as another appropriately equipped
ambulance of at least equal level of service is also dispatched to the scene. We agree that
MCEMSA may adopt protocols governing provisional dispatch of ambulances not in compliance
with minimum in-service requirements and we shall comply with these protocols.
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b. Higher Levels of Commitment – Equipment
RIGGS commitment to researching and adopting innovative equipment solutions has kept us at the
forefront of those who understand the value of investing in the right tool for the right job. Our
commitment to quality, which incorporates the needs of the patient, the crew members, and the
efficiencies of the system are evidenced by an impressive list that surpasses minimum requirements.
The follow are some of that equipment provided on every ambulance.
Stryker Stair Chair
The Stair Chair helps the rescuer transport a non-ambulatory patient down a flight of stairs
in a safe and responsible manner. Independent ergonomic experts found that, compared
to competitive models, Stair-PRO users significantly reduce the relative risk of lower
back injuries when taking patients up or down stairs
Stryker Power Pro XT

Now the standard of care, the Stryker Power-PRO XT was designed with
extensive input from medics, resulting in a cot that reduces manual lifting.
The battery-powered hydraulic system raises and lowers the patient with the
touch of a button and the retractable head section shortens the cot for 360degree mobility.

Stryker Bariatric Cot
The Stryker Bariatric is the same as the Power-PRO cots described
above but can handle an 850 to 1,600 pound load. RIGGS has one
of these bariatric transport cots that is carried in the on-duty
supervisor vehicle that can be brought to a scene or hospital
promptly and loaded into any ambulance for safe patient transport.
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SLIPP Moving Device
The Slipp Moving Device is a unique patient moving device, which makes transferring and
repositioning easier than ever. Unlike other patient moving devices, the unique design of the
Slipp lets the patient (regardless of weight) move easily across a comfortable surface of
sealed fluid. By reducing the friction between the patient and the bed to a minimum, the
Slipp makes efficient use of the patient’s weight.
Philips MRx Monitor/Defibrillator
This is a rugged, reliable, easy-to-use monitor/defibrillator packed with meaningful innovations to help
drive the course of care. With two batteries, it provides 18 hours of
continuous ECG monitoring. It shows four waveforms and numeric, or you
can view all 12-leads at once on a large easy to read screen in the back of
an ambulance. It allows for continuous monitoring of oxygen levels, end
Tidal Co2 detection, pulse and blood pressure. With the incorporation of
telemetry (Wi-Fi and Bluetooth), the hospital receives the 12-lead data
prior to arrival at the hospital, further improving the diagnostic time of a heart attack and ultimately
reducing fatality rates. Also through Bluetooth, the ECG tracing is transferred to our ePCR. Philips
monitor is fully compatible with our primary STEMI receiving center which results in a more seamless
transition of care.
Panasonic Toughbook CF-19
All ambulances and supervisor vehicles are equipped with mobile data devices. The Panasonic
Toughbook (CF-19) is the platform that houses the SANSIO ePCR and Navigator software. The CF-19
is the first tablet PC to be certified for the Department of Defense Test Method
Standard for Environmental Engineering (MIL-STD-810G and IP65). Its full
magnesium alloy case will withstand a 6-foot drop. SANSIO’s ePCR mobile
technology allows flexibility in patient care reporting while on the go. The ePCR
is an application locally installed on the Toughbook that enables the medic to
process a patient care report anytime, anywhere. When the CF-19 establishes
a Wi-Fi or cellular Internet connection, the ePCR automatically connects with
the host servers to upload/download secure information, providing seamless data transfer from dispatch
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to crew to billing. The SANSIO reporting tools allow our operations and clinical quality control personnel
to monitor efficiencies and effectiveness of the ambulance crews. GPS technology allows the
ambulance crew to route themselves to the call from their current location. Utilizing current mapping
data and data feeds from dispatch, the crew is able to pick the default routing preference or change to a
more commonsense route. Either way, the crew remains in the response profile to achieve optimum
safety and efficiency.
CPAP System

The O-Two Single-Use “Open CPAP” Delivery System provides incredibly
accurate CPAP delivery. CPAP, form 5-20 cm H2O, is provided by simply
selecting the stated flow rate from the chart on the device from 8-25
L/minute. A Luer port is provided for attaching a pressure gauge. The air
intake port and inline hose eliminate the possibility of accidental occlusion.
Nebulizer treatments can be provided “in line” between the mask and the device.
EZ-IO
EZ-IO provides the medical professional immediate vascular access to the central circulation within
seconds, delivering medications, intravenous fluids and blood products to adult and
pediatric patients alike. With a specially designed cutting IO needle and small power
driver, the EZ-IO allows the clinician complete control – avoiding the use of force. EZIO provides rapid, smooth entry into the bone’s medullary cavity, creating an
immediate conduit to the central circulation.
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MASIMO RAD 57 Carbon Monoxide Monitor
"Any firefighter exposed to CO or presenting with headache, nausea,
shortness of breath, or gastrointestinal symptoms at an incident where
CO is present should be assessed for CO poisoning."
NFPA 1584 (2008). Standards on the
Rehabilitation Process for Members During Emergency
Operations and Training Exercise

"Firefighters who ignore the serious dangers of CO exposure are
risking heart attack, stroke, neurological disorders, lifelong disability,
and death."
Mike McEvoy
Director, New York State
Association of Fire Chiefs

EMS

At RIGGS, we take the safety of our partners seriously. We want to ensure that we provide the best
monitoring tools available. We respond an ambulance and a Supervisor vehicle to every reported
structure fire. Our Supervisors will be equipped with Carbon Monoxide Monitors.
5. Competitive Criterion: Vehicle and Equipment Maintenance
a. Minimum Requirements – Vehicle and Equipment Maintenance
Attestation:
Proposer understands and agrees to comply without qualification to provisions,
requirements, and commitments contained in Section V.B.5.a.

RIGGS is responsible for all maintenance of ambulances, support vehicles and on-board equipment
used in the performance of its work. All Ambulances and equipment used in the performance of the
proposed contract will be maintained in an excellent manner. Any Ambulance, support vehicle, and/or
piece of equipment with any deficiency that compromises, or may reasonable compromise its function is
immediately removed from service.
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RIGGS understands that the appearance of ambulances and equipment impacts customers’ perceptions
of the service provided. Any ambulance
that has defects, even significant visible
but only cosmetic damage, is removed
from service for repair without undue
delay.
RIGGS ensures that its ambulance
maintenance program is designed and
conducted to achieve the highest
standard of reliability appropriate to
modern high performance ambulance
service by using appropriately trained

Vehicle Status Board

personnel, knowledgeable in the
maintenance and repair of ambulances, has developed and implemented standardized maintenance
practices and has maintained an electronic maintenance program which records all repairs and services.
All costs of maintenance and repairs, including parts, supplies, spare parts and inventories of supplies,
labor, subcontracted services, and costs of extended warranties is at RIGGS expense.
We have developed an in –house computer application to track the location, servicing, stocking of all
ambulances. The “Vehicle Status Board” is prominently displayed in the service area for immediate
viewing and installed on the mechanic and dispatch computers for “on-the-fly” updating.
b. Higher Levels of Commitment – Vehicle and Equipment Maintenance
RIGGS is very proud of our vehicle and equipment maintenance program. We employ two full-time
mechanics that are veterans in the maintenance and repair of ambulances and the support vehicles we
use. Our fully stocked maintenance facility is located at our headquarters in Merced County, which
allows for the quickest turn-around possible of our vehicles. Many of our ambulances are still under
warranty and Merced has both Ford and Chevrolet dealers who are authorized to perform warranty work
on our ambulances and gives them priority over other schedule service which allows for the quickest
turn-around time possible. Our vehicle and equipment maintenance program was reviewed in our 2013
site visit by the Commission on Accreditation of Ambulance Services and took zero deficits for any
deviation from the standards.
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A comprehensive mechanical and safety inspection occurs every 4,500 miles or sooner. This inspection
includes but is not limited to:



















Air conditioning systems
All windows and glass
Battery charge status & level
Brake fluid level & condition
Brake lights
Brake system, pedal height &
pressure
Chassis / frame
Clearance lights
Cooling system & hoses
Directional indicators front & rear
Drive train, U-joints & seals
Emergency lights rotating & flashing
Exhaust system / leak check
Fuel tank, venting system & cap
Headlight operation and aim
Heating systems
Horn
Outside rear view mirrors
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Power steering fluid level & hoses
Siren
Steering mechanism
Suspension system
Tail lights & parking lights
Tire wear , tread depth, inflation pressure
Vehicle antennas
Visual check of all exposed wiring
Wheel bearings, adjustment & lubrication
Windshield washers & wipers
Shock absorber inspection
Tie rod inspection
Air filter inspection
Engine oil and filter change

All equipment we own and operate meets or exceeds all manufacturer suggested maintenance
requirements. Our ECG monitor/defibrillation devices are serviced directly by Philips at intervals they
determine. Our mechanics are certified Stryker trained to do inspections, maintenance and all repairs.
All other durable medical equipment is handled by FS Medical Technology. FS Medical Technology is
an independent service organization involved in all aspects of the medical equipment support industry.
Services are provided to medical facilities throughout northern California and Nevada who are
dependent upon increasingly complex equipment used for patient care. The company provides
inspection, preventative maintenance and service for these devices to ensure that they perform per
manufacturer specifications and do not create hazards endangering the health and safety of either
patients or staff.
FS Medical Technology was founded in 1992 as a full service biomedical engineering firm. The
company expanded into the medical gas field in 1998. As a member of the Association for the
Advancement of Medical Instrumentation (AAMI), all medical
equipment reports are designed to meet TJC specifications.
Services are provided to a wide range of facilities, including:
hospitals, clinics, laboratories, surgery centers, nursing homes
and general industry. The company also serves aviation
emergency service providers with comprehensive airborne medical equipment services.
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All FSMT programs are developed and administered in strict compliance with current laws and
regulations using equipment and techniques approved by AAMI, NIOSH (National Institute of
Occupational Safety and Health), OSHA (Occupational Safety and Health Administration) and NFPA
(National Fire Protection Association). Biomedical equipment repairs are performed using recognized
procedures recommended by manufacturers. Service equipment used by FSMT during calibration and
performance checks are selected based on current industry recognized standards, and is maintained and
calibrated in accordance with the respective manufacturer’s recommendations. FSMT field technicians
are trained in electronics, mechanics, pneumatics and optics to ensure up-to-date equipment knowledge
6. Competitive Criterion: Deployment Planning
a. Minimum Requirements – Deployment Planning
Attestation:
Proposer understands and agrees to comply without qualification to provisions,
requirements and commitments contained in V.B.6.a.

RIGGS will work continuously to refine and improve its coverage and deployment plans throughout the
term of the Agreement.
RIGGS agrees to deploy its ambulances in such a manner to achieve the mandated response time
requirements set for by the MCEMSA. We also commit to modify and adjust our deployment strategies
in the event that response time performance is in compliance with the standards or if it is identified that
there are areas of the County, which are experiencing delayed responses.
We employ multiple strategies for ambulance deployment. Tools within the communications center and
available to the administration provide us with the ability to analyze data in a quick and efficient manner
to maintain a high performance standard.
We have a Scheduling Deployment Committee, which consists of eight members; four Paramedics, two
EMTs and four members of Management (the Strategic Deployment Manager and the General Manager,
Operations Manager and Scheduling Coordinator). The tenure of the field employees with the company
range from 1 to 24 years, several with greater than 10 years of experience in Merced County. This
committee meets at a minimum bi-annually before each schedule block; each schedule block is six
months in duration.
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We then use demand analysis which includes all priorities; from local emergencies to long distance
transfers, time on task, and the duration of a call from the start to the completion. Obviously the number
of calls varies by day of week and hour of day, therefore, we deploy the System Status Management
(SSM) method for calculating and comparing year to year for seasonal changes for an upcoming bid.
This ensures that less breakthroughs (defined as instances where the plan is saturated with EMS
requests or unforeseen delays) occur. The time period for the demand analysis is set for the previous 20
weeks, a common standard in EMS queries that provides valid trends, forecasting and preparation. In
the case we are presenting the 20-week period is May 22, 2013 through August 22, 2013, our busiest
20-week period the past year. RIGGS exports the data for the demand analysis three ways, once for the
Eastside (currently 24A & 24B), the Westside (24C & 24D) and then for the entire county. This data is
then placed into a program called RescueNet Resource Planner. We have been using the RescueNet
Resource Planner since 2007, which is a product distributed by Zoll Data Systems. The program easily
lets us import our data, quickly model and evaluate the appropriateness of different scenarios, number of
shifts, shift durations with our specific rules (required down time, etc.) and once the best coverage is
created by reducing the number of breakthroughs, the committee then creates shift bids that will cover
the recommendations for each full-time employee. This is how we create our core schedule. For the
breakthrough instances “part-time shifts/hours” are made available.
In the graphs below, you will see each day, by day of week and hour of day for the last 20 week cycle,
prior to a shift bid. The left axis is the number of calls or units, the bottom axis is the hour of the day.
The maroon colored line depicts the average number of incoming calls for service over the 20-week
period. The grey portion of the graph indicates the time on task, while the black solid line shows how
many units are scheduled while the grey dotted line indicates “actual” available units. For example on
Monday at 0200hrs the average shows 4 ½ calls during that time have been received into the
communications center over the 20 week period; but it also shows that 6 calls were still in progress, so
the system is designed to have 12 units scheduled, to meet and exceed the 90th percentile. As you will
see in the graphs, as many as 15 ambulances (at 1900hrs) are staffed to insure we will have sufficient
ambulances to support the system’s needs. This is how we determine that we will need 1948 unit hours
for deployment.
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The Scheduling Deployment Committee makes every effort to insure that the plan is consistent with the
growth of the system to insure adequate staffing and with an efficient UHU with the anticipated growth,
leaving a buffer. (UHU is defined as: for every unit hour that the unit is on duty, divided by each patient
transported within that shift).
The schedule is then posted and made available for the employees two weeks before its implementation.
This allows them the ability to make ‘buddy bids’ for schooling, family or other personal needs, while
remaining within the standards and regulations set forth by the County and the organization.
Deployment (Posting) Plan
We will continue to provide the most efficient and effective posting plan to insure the residents of Merced
County will receive service in a timely manner, which is depicted in the chart below. The post locations
identified gave us a 92% or higher reporting for the entire 2013 calendar year. Our posting patterns will
change slightly which will increase our on-time performance.
Eastside (24A & 24B) Deployment (Posting):
One Ambulance – Buhach Rd. and Hwy.
99
Two Ambulances – Buhach Rd. &
Sycamore and Bloss Avenues
Three Ambulances – W 14th St. & G St.
(Merced), Winton Way & Drakeley Ave.
(Atwater) and Sycamore and Bloss
Avenues (Delhi)

Eastside Deployment (Posting)

Four Ambulances – W 14th St. & G St. (Merced), Winton Way & Drakeley Ave. (Atwater) , Sycamore
and Bloss Avenues (Delhi), City of Livingston
Five Ambulances – W 14th St. & G St. (Merced), Winton Way & Drakeley Ave. (Atwater) , Sycamore
and Bloss Avenues (Delhi), City of Livingston, and Olive Ave., & M St. (Merced)
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Six Ambulances – W 14th St. & G St., (Merced), Winton Way & Drakeley Ave. (Atwater) , Sycamore and
Bloss Avenues (Delhi), City of Livingston, Olive Ave., & M St. (Merced) and Mercy Merced Parking Lot
(G St. & Mercy Avenue)
Seven Ambulances – W 14th St. & G St., (Merced), Winton Way & Drakeley Ave. (Atwater) , Sycamore
and Bloss Avenues (Delhi), City of Livingston, Olive Ave., & M St. (Merced), Mercy Merced Parking Lot
(G St. & Mercy Avenue) and Winton Way and Santa Fe (Winton)
Eight Ambulances – W 14th St. & G St., (Merced), Winton Way & Drakeley Ave. (Atwater) , Sycamore
and Bloss Avenues (Delhi), City of Livingston, Olive Ave., & M St. (Merced), Mercy Merced Parking Lot
(G St. & Mercy Avenue), Winton Way and Santa Fe (Winton) and Hwy. 140 & Plainsburg Rd. (Planada)
Nine Ambulances – W 14th St. & G St., (Merced), Winton Way & Drakeley Ave. (Atwater) , Sycamore
and Bloss Avenues (Delhi), City of Livingston, Olive Ave., & M St. (Merced), Mercy Merced Parking Lot
(G St. & Mercy Avenue), Winton Way and Santa Fe (Winton), Hwy. 140 & Plainsburg Rd. (Planada) and
Lander Ave. & Bloss Ave. (Hilmar)
Ten Ambulances – W 14th St. & G St., (Merced), Winton Way & Drakeley Ave. (Atwater) , Sycamore
and Bloss Avenues (Delhi), City of Livingston, Olive Ave., & M St. (Merced), Mercy Merced Parking Lot
(G St. & Mercy Avenue), Winton Way and Santa Fe (Winton), Hwy. 140 & Plainsburg Rd. (Planada),
Lander Ave. & Bloss Ave. (Hilmar) and State Hwy. 59 and State Hwy. 59 (El Nido)
Westside (24C & 24D) Deployment
(Posting):
One Ambulance – Los Banos or Gustine
Two Ambulances – Los Banos and
Gustine
Three Ambulances – Los Banos,
Gustine, Dos Palos
Westside Deployment (Posting)
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Four Ambulances – Los Banos, Gustine, Dos Palos and Santa Nella
Five Ambulances – *Double Post Los Banos, Gustine, Dos Palos and Santa Nella
Consciously using the information provided in the RFP and subsequently with the detailed maps and
other data, we believe we have been using the correct system status plan since 2013 as the above
compliance far above 90% indicates. We will continue with our SSM Plan, schedule and posting plan
with only very minor changes to allow for new response criteria for lower priority calls.
b. Higher Levels of Commitment – Deployment Planning
Surge Protection Plan
During times of unusually high system demand or in the event of a multicasuality incident, RIGGS has
the ability to rapidly staff and deploy additional units from our Merced Headquarters. We call this our
“Surge Protection Plan” (SPP). Our SPP Team consists of administrative, support, and leadership
personnel who are fully qualified and highly experienced EMTs and Paramedics. To include:
o

General Manager Steve Melander – Paramedic

o

Operations Manager Greg Petersen – Paramedic

o

CQI/Education Manager Lance Doyle – Paramedic

o

Scheduling Coordinator Chantale Pakosz – Paramedic

o

Operations Supervisor Dave Axsom – Paramedic

o

Operations Supervisor Carly Alley – Paramedic

o

Operations Supervisor Jesse Fernandez - Paramedic

o

Medical Biller Tessa Watson – EMT

o

System Status Technician Miguel Diaz – EMT

o

System Status Technician Janice Redfield – EMT
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Sophisticated Measurement Tools
RIGGS uses sophisticated processes it has developed to achieve exemplary Response Time
performance reflected in the above 2013 data. RIGGS also uses technologies and managerial
processes to enhance Response Time performance. The following is a summary of these processes
and technologies used:
Workload Monitoring and Compliance:
Workload and deployment monitoring is
provided to the dispatchers, 24 hours a day 7
days a week, 365 days a year. This gives the
dispatchers a way to fairly distribute the
workload between the ambulances for nonemergent events, like discharges to
convalescent hospitals, residences, etc. Any
and all requests for emergency services will
always be dispatched to the closest available
ambulance. See Figure 1.
The top half of the screen “RIGGS Workload
Monitoring” tracks and tallies when a unit

Figure 1

arrives on scene of the assigned incident and
provides transport. From left to right is translated like this:
The Unit ID, End of Shift Date and Time, C3R (Code 3 Responses), C3T (Code 3 Transports), C2R
(Code 2 Responses), C2T (Code 2 Transports), ITT (In Town Transfers), ITR (In Town Transfer
Responses), OTR (Out of Town Responses) OTT (Out of Town Transfer), TT (Total Transports), UHW
(Unit Hours Worked ~ Time on Duty), UHC (Unit Hours on Calls), W/L (Work load ~ The UHC divided by
the UHW or percentage of time on duty hours spent on calls), UHU (Unit Hour Utilization ~ Transports
divided by unit hours), OOC (Average Out of Chute time for all calls), HDT (Hospital Drop Time for all
calls), TMT (Time Management Total ~ Average time spent on a call). See Figure 2.
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Since the implementation of this Workload and Performance monitor in 2008, we have noticed a
significant drop in complaints from field
crews in the distribution of the workload
throughout their shifts, therefore
increasing employee morale and
efficiency. It truly does share the
workload between the crews.
The lower portion of the screen on the
left side is the System Pro Forma
Compliance Monitor. See Figure 3
This shows the Zone, Priority, current
compliance and buffer for our current
method of monthly reporting to Merced

Figure 2

County EMSA.
Zones: Our current zones are broken
up into 24A, 24B and 24C/D for different
areas of the county.
Priority: Priority 1 and Priority 2’s are
combined as they’re both light and siren
responses, Priority 3’s are no lights and
no sirens. Priority 1, 2 and 3’s are
determined by the requesting PSAP or
through NAEMD protocol.

Compliance: This shows the raw data
without any exemptions being granted.

Figure 3

Buffer: This tells the dispatcher how many late calls would have to occur before the zone will be under
90%. See Figure 3.
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This compliance software is essential for day-to-day operations and continuous monitoring of
compliance. It is a critical tool in immediate decision-making by a dispatcher.
This in-fact is the worst-case scenario of compliance, which translates to the first line of defense when a
zone is under 90%. RIGGS uses a Static Posting Plan, but if the compliance should become less than
90%, the plan becomes more of a Fluid Posting Plan. The dispatchers will alert the Field Supervisor,
and Operations Manager or the Strategic Deployment Manager and an alternative plan is deployed and
notifies all dispatchers and field personnel of our change in deployment and/or posting. We take an
aggressive stance to insure that all zones surpass the 90th percentile.
Additional deployment monitoring is done 365 days a year by the Strategic Deployment Department.
Compliance pages are sent out daily to all operations and communications supervisory staff. When a
zone(s) is/are near or under the 90th percentile compliance pages are sent twice a day, one at 0700 hrs
and again at 1800 hrs each day until that zone(s) is/are no longer under or near 90%.
FirstWatch
FirstWatch is an online program developed by Todd Stout and provides real-time data that we use in
conjunction with the MCEMSA to insure that the compliance
standard is being met. In fact, FirstWatch is designed to be
friendly–easy and fast to implement, with no change in the
processes already in place to capture data. FirstWatch team members have more than 200 combined
years of experience in public safety and software technology. Their role — from the engineers to
customer support representatives — is to provide solutions, drawing upon their technology expertise
and real-world experience in public safety to address your agency’s unique situations. Clients have
called FirstWatch their “lifeline”, with team members who understand their needs and won’t rest until a
solution is found.”
They use the data produced at RIGGS to present the following products for our use:


“Dashboards for Performance Monitoring and
Operational Reporting — FirstWatch dashboards
enable organizations to proactively monitor
response times, user-defined compliance rates, key
performance indicators (KPI’s), profitability, quality
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assurance, operational measures and business activities — all in real-time — to mitigate
threats before they fully develop.


Situational Awareness and Data Visualization Intelligence — FirstWatch protects
citizens and first responders by enhancing public safety with real-time situational awareness
dashboards and automated data visualization tools (including detailed drill-downs into
qualified incident data automatically rendered on interactive maps, charts and graphs.)
FirstWatch provides early recognition of suspicious activities, crime trends, arson patterns
and other incidents of interest, including activities near or around high-threat facilities, as
well as potential terrorism-related events.



Early Event Detection and Syndromic Surveillance — From potential pandemic disease
outbreaks to bioterrorism, FirstWatch provides real-time situational awareness and
automated alerting for public health directors, epidemiologists and other authorized team
members via interactive web-based tools. The secure, detailed data displays are
automatically created and updated by monitoring 911 calls, electronic patient care reports
and hospital data, which FirstWatch analyzes for potentially threatening health trends,
patterns or geographic clusters of occurrences, in real time, as they develop.”

RIGGS and MCEMSA have been using FirstWatch since January 2010 and it has proven to
keep both parties up-to-date with compliance and bioterrorism surveillance. Our Field
Supervisors are providing timely follow up with each “late call” so we can track and trend
any issues. The refresh periods on the FirstWatch software can be selected from every
minute to every 20 minutes.
RIGGS has had extensive dialogs with FirstWatch to extend the services they are currently providing.
Aside from syndromic surveillance and on-line compliance monitoring, which we currently use,
FirstWatch can integrate multiple data systems to provide an automatic solution to monitor:


Aggregates data for “big picture” regional view across city, county or provincial boundaries



Automatic Notification of Individual Calls, such as:
o

Incidents Near or Around High Profile Locations (or Special Events)

o

3 or more units on scene

o

Media notifications

o

Fireworks injuries, SIDS patients
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o


Other user defined criteria within CAD

Real-time CAD data monitoring (via FirstWatch) can provide authorized users the ability to
analyze data (that is 2 to 10 minutes delayed) by hour of day, day of week for:
o

Call-taking performance

o

Dispatch performance

o

Overall Response Time Performance

o

Time On Scene

o

Hospital Drop Times

o

Overall Task Times

MARVLIS
M.A.R.V.L.I.S. is another resource tool that RIGGS uses to deploy units based upon true-time demand
analysis. The MARVLIS acronym stands for Mobile Area Routing and Vehicle Location Information
System meaning it shows via the deployment monitor the only real-time analysis tool for the dispatch
center that combines historical demand data, automatic vehicle locator (AVL), computer aided dispatch
(CAD) information, traffic
congestion and vehicle status
to provide a complete overview
of the effectiveness of our
resource deployment. The
display indicates the hot-spot
map on the demand monitor,
overlaid with current vehicle
locations, vehicle status and
coverage area of each vehicle.
Together, this information aids
in the efficient management of

MARVLIS Demand Monitor

resources to assure that the
high probability areas can be covered by available vehicles yet minimizes the need for constant vehicle
move-ups based upon the past 20 weeks of data AND the previous year moving forward for the same
day of week, hour of day.
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We have chosen MARVLIS as a part of our dedicated system designed to reach the bottom line: saving
time and money by getting the right resources to the right location at the right time to best meet our
patients’ needs. Using geographic information system (GIS) technology combined with wireless
communication and the Global Positioning System (GPS), MARVLIS is bringing fundamental changes to
our management and deployment of time sensitive services for a higher level of performance. Dynamic
display of available resources, demand forecasting, real-time coverage analysis and intelligent routing
are just a few of the ways MARVLIS is helping to save our most important asset, lives.
Our MARVLIS Demand Monitor
MARVLIS Demand Monitor is an approach to managing call demand within our jurisdiction. Through
automatic and regular analysis of the geographical and historical properties of data from our CAD
system, Demand Monitor accurately predicts the location of upcoming calls. Demand Monitor increases
our overall effectiveness by providing a map of the areas with the highest probability of calls for the
current time and season of year.
Late Call Review
Each late call is reviewed daily during the work-week and placed into one of two categories, “Avoidable”
or “Unavoidable”. The avoidable late calls are reviewed by the Strategic Deployment Manager and
Operations Managers and Supervisors, so that future instances can be averted.
Daily Performance and Review
These are daily meetings that involve operations, communications, scheduling, clinical care, human
resources and community involvement were discussion is held regarding the previous day’s responses
and issues that may have occurred. This insures that our goal of providing the best in patient care is
provided. The information reviewed includes the previous day’s responses, late calls and their
categorization, the last 90 days, month-to-year comparison, and year to date. We are process-driven
and our methodology of complete system review and analysis is monitored every day.
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Daily Operational Analysis
RIGGS monitors the daily operation by the following methods:


Daily Operational Analysis – Review of 20 performance indicators



Review of KPI online analysis tool



Review of Team Support for reporting, tracking and trending and loop closure of all submitted
occurrence reports, ranging from minor incident to Sentinel Events.

At any given time, management can retrieve this information and provide it upon request with up to the
day performance for the company.
Key Performance Indicators
RIGGS has an in-house system of Key Performance Indicators, which includes monthly compliance both
Raw Data and anticipated compliance after review from the County EMSA. These KPIs are available
instantly with analysis through our KPI tool.
C. Personnel
1. Competitive Criterion: Field Supervision
a. Minimum Requirements – Field Supervision
Attestation:
Proposer understands and agrees to comply without qualification to provisions,
requirements, and commitments contained in Section V.C.1.a.

RIGGS will continue to provide 24-hours a day on-duty supervisory coverage within Merced County. Our
on-duty Supervisor is authorized and capable to act on behalf of RIGGS in all operational matters.
RIGGS Supervisors are able to monitor, evaluate and improve the clinical care provided by our
personnel and ensure that on-duty employees are operating in a professional and competent manner.
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The following is extracted directly from the job description for our supervisors to clarify what they do in
the course of their responsibilities:
•

Primary responsibility and oversight of day-to-day shift operations in the field.

•

Assure adequate shift coverage and staffing.

•

Maintain the staffing schedule in the most cost effective manner via prescribed
procedures.

•

Minimizes lost unit hours by continuously monitoring the schedule. Cooperate with other
members of management in correcting scheduling problems.

•

Constantly monitor the system for compliance, workload, and problems.

•

Ensures peak system performance by continuously monitoring the system and taking
aggressive actions, when necessary, to insure system integrity.

•

Notifies Senior Management and summons additional resources via established
procedures and, when appropriate, when not covered in procedure.

•

Responsible for timely, legible, highly accurate record keeping.

•

Responsible for timely feedback loop completion regarding follow-up on incident reports,
potential disciplinary issues, late calls, equipment damage/malfunction, employee and
customer complaints.

•

Provide guidance and leadership to crewmembers.

•

Continuously improve EMS leadership skills by reading books and periodicals, as well as
attending classes, meetings and seminars.

•

Dedication to the commitment of self-improvement and life-long learning.

•

Provides an exemplary, safe, professional and courteous demeanor at all times to all
customers.

•

Routinely evaluate the overall working environment and well-being of the Paramedic,
EMT, and SST positions.

•

Provides a catalyst for absolute professionalism, integrity, confidentiality, and competency
with patients, their families, the public, other agencies, coworkers and RIGGS
management.

•

Provides feedback to management for improvement of working conditions, patient care,
and system performance.
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•

Assumes the role of educator for the public, students, and coworkers.

•

Manage via the philosophies and culture of RIGGS, supporting exceptional clinical
performance, customer service, diversity, and innovation.

•

Make recommendations for improvement of service in all areas of the organization.

•

Respond to all MCIs as a member of the management staff.

•

Support public education and community relations activities.

•

Investigate all injuries, accidents and exposures.

•

Re-supply units in the field when necessary.

•

Work with other RIGGS managers in achieving the overall goals of the organization.

•

Develop and support positive relations with Co-responders (fire and police departments)
and Allied Health partners (physicians, nurses, hospitals).

•

Staff an ambulance as required.

Our Supervisors and Managers constantly monitor, evaluate, and have direct
involvement in the improvement of clinical care and are able to ensure that
on-duty employees are operating in a professional and competent manner.
We staff a 24-hour Operations Supervisor who is a well-qualified and
experienced Paramedic.
The Operations Supervisor is also an active participant in the system. They
routinely respond to calls to provide clinical care, support, supervision, and
guidance. Each and every time they respond to a call they complete a Field
Safety Observation Report (FSOR) evaluating the performance of the RIGGS
personnel on scene.
Each time a FSOR is submitted, it is automatically emailed to the General
Manager, Operations Manager, Health and Safety Manager, and

Snapshot - Page 1 of the

CQI/Education Manager who retrieve this information real-time on company
provided smart phones via secure email. We have the ability to track and trend all fields to identify
specific areas for improvement and make necessary adjustments.
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Here are components of the FSOR:


Vehicle positioned
appropriately?



Parking brake engaged?



Appropriate warning devices
on?



Reflective apparel worn by all
crew members?



MCI vest worn by all crew
members on MCI?



Professional appearance /
hygiene?



Portable radios in holsters and
monitored by primary crew?
Appropriate sharps / bio haz /
disposal?
Appropriate use of break a way
flat?
Appropriate use of lifting tarp?





Appropriate PPE?



Equipment handling with good
body mechanics?
Safe patient lifting techniques?



Proper use of manpower?



Appropriate use of stair chair?





Appropriate use of SLIPP
device?



Appropriate use of bariatric
gurney?
Patient has shoulder restraints
in place?



Pediatric restraint used
appropriately?



2 person gurney lift technique
used?





Crew wearing restraints in back
of ambulance?



Star Care practiced in dealing
with all customers during
observational period?





Equipment secured for
transport?

In addition to the Operations Supervisor we have a 24-hour on-call Manager (consisting of the General
Manager and Operations Manager on a weekly rotating basis). The OnCall Manager is the backup resource to the Operations Supervisor. The
On-Call Manager is fully field qualified and has an active role in field
operations as well.
All field supervisory staff have frequent contact with the CQI/Education
Manager. In the event that a training opportunity for improvement is
identified, the Supervisor or Manager can submit a Training Concern Form
to the CQI and Education Manager for prompt follow-up and feedback.
The Supervisors and Managers are active participants in the daily DPR
meetings, weekly leadership meetings, and CQI meetings. Clinical care is
of paramount importance from the top down. This is why our General
Manager, Operations Manager, Health and Safety Manager, CQI/Education

Snapshot - Page 1 of the Training Referral
Form

Manager, and Operations Supervisors are all fully field qualified
Paramedics with routine patient contact, field crew contact, and providers of oversight.
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b. Higher Levels of Commitment – Field Supervision
In-house training is conducted by the Operations Manager, General Manager, and CQI/Education
Manager. RIGGS leadership also provide continuing education training on leadership, management,
organizational behavior and lessons learned from years of experience managing and leading EMS
organizations throughout the United States. Further, our Operations Supervisors are allowed to
participate, free of charge, with all management and leadership courses offered at the Regional EMS
Authority in Reno and offered through the International Center for Prehospital and Disaster Medicine.
We also have been very successful using “Fred Pryor Seminars and CareerTrack, divisions of PARK
University Enterprises, Inc. which are offered
in our immediate area. They are one of the
most respected international providers of
professional seminars. Since pioneering the one-day seminar in 1970 as Fred Pryor Seminars, their
organization has built a reputation for high-quality, convenient, and practical business-skills training
around the world, in every industry and sector.”
Fred Pryor / Career Track Seminars we have sent Operations Supervisors and Managers to include:


Making the Transition from Staff to Supervisor



Management and Leadership Skills for Managers and Supervisors



The Ultimate Supervisor

In addition to these courses, we send our Operations Supervisors to the Ambulance Service
Management course offer by the American Ambulance Association by Fitch & Associates.
This consists of two one-week sessions in Kansas City and is designed “For aspiring,
new and experienced managers who wish to develop their leadership competencies
and sharpen essential management skills, the Ambulance Service Manager program
provides a broad foundational curriculum that matches cutting edge management
theory with real-life practical applications. The core faculty includes experts in the art
and science of EMS management, as well as distinguished guest faculty representing
current leaders in emergency medical services management. The American
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Ambulance Association, the leading ambulance service advocacy organization across the United States,
sponsors this program.”
The following are the exemplary qualification requirements for our Operations Supervisors taken directly
from their job description:


A self-starter requiring no oversight.



Must possess an ability to make critical decisions based upon objective findings.



Must be able to handle customer and employee complaints using established guidelines and
common sense.



Must possess excellent written and verbal skills.



Must be adaptable to a variety of working conditions and situations.



Must have an intimate knowledge of company policy and procedure, as well as local and state
regulations that govern EMS.



Three (3) years ambulance service / paramedic and management experience preferred



Other Special Qualifications are the same as Paramedic.

Our Operations Supervisors are highly qualified, highly experienced, and Star Performers in our
organization. Our Supervisors also must have the following certifications:


State of CA Licensed Paramedic



Merced County Accredited Paramedic



BLS-HCP



ACLS



AMLS



ITLS / PHTLS



PALS / PEPP



Tactical Operations Medical Support (TOMS)



ICS 100, 200, 300, 400, NIMS 700 & 800



Haz Mat First Responder Operational Level



Merced County Specific Advanced MCI Training



State of California Ambulance Strike Team Leader Training
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In addition to our full-time Operations Supervisors and on-call Managers, we have a Westside and a East
Side Liaison. These individuals are highly experienced and fully qualified Field Supervisors. Therefore,
RIGGS has the ability to quickly deploy 4 Field Supervisors at a moment’s notice. Our East Side liaison
lives and works on the east side of Merced County. He takes a supervisor vehicle home when not onduty and will respond to significant incidents from home. His primary function in this role is to serve as a
liaison to all First Responder agencies and civic groups to ensure RIGGS is a full partner in East Side
activities. He also meets all the job requirements as an Operations Supervisor and fills-in as such when
needed. Our Westside Liaison fills the same role. Again, two outstanding individuals in the RIGGS
family who live their jobs in the communities they serve and are ready to respond.
Job duties of the Liaison position include, but are not limited to the following:


Responds to customer issues involving the westside/eastside of Merced County.



As requested, responds to emergency calls as a Field Supervisor



Assume role of Operations Supervisor as needed on the east side of Merced County.



Acts as a liaison to and maintains dialog and contact with co-responder and community
customers on the eastside/westside of Merced County.



Provides feed back to the operations team on issues affecting operations, communications and
quality improvement on the eastside/westside of Merced County.



Responsible for timely feedback loop completion regarding follow-up on incident reports, potential
disciplinary issues, late calls, equipment damage/malfunction, employee and customer
complaints.



Provide guidance and leadership to crewmembers.



Provides a catalyst for absolute professionalism, integrity, confidentiality, and competency with
patients, their families, the public, other agencies, coworkers and RIGGS management.



Provides feedback to management for improvement of working conditions, patient care, and
system performance.



Assumes the role of educator for the public, students, and coworkers.



Manage via the philosophies and culture of RIGGS, supporting exceptional clinical performance,
customer service, diversity, and innovation.



Make recommendations for improvement of service in all areas of the organization.



Respond to MCIs as a member of the management staff.
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Support public education and community relations activities.



Other duties as assigned.

2. Competitive Criterion: Work Schedules
a. Minimum Requirements – Work Schedules
Attestation:
Proposer understands and agrees to comply without qualification to provisions,
requirements, and commitments contained in Section V.C.2.a.

Work Schedules
Using the employee-based Scheduling Committee, RIGGS develops schedules that provide for three (3)
and four (4) days off per week; creating a healthy work/life balance, and a continued ability for
employees to enjoy their experience with their company. In policy and within the collective bargaining
agreement (CBA) RIGGS adheres to the requirement to limit shift schedules to 24 hours and to insure a
minimum of 12 hours off between shifts. RIGGS commits to limiting shifts to no more than 24 hours,
including shifts worked at outside employment to mitigate fatigue which results in care providers that are
alert, attentive, and deliver exceptional patient care.
Fatigue Prevention
The National Transportation Safety Board (NTSB) estimates that 100,000 crashes and about 1,500
fatalities annually are caused by driver fatigue, and the development of effective fatigue
countermeasures has been on the Board's "Most Wanted" list of safety improvements since the list was
developed.

RIGGS has developed a comprehensive fatigue prevention program to ensure the safety of our crews
and patients.
Elements of the RIGGS Employee Duty, Fatigue and Rest Policy:
1. All employees should arrive on shift well rested and with a minimum of twelve hours off since
his/her previous shift.
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2. No employee will be scheduled to work more than 24 hours, except under emergency situations.
3. Any staff member that works more than 24 hours continuously must obtain approval from RIGGS
management.
4. Because we provide emergency patient care, keen judgment, skill, and safe performance of job
duties are required at all times. To do this, all personnel must report to work well-rested at the
start of his or her scheduled shift.
5. Any field crew member that feels he/she cannot safely perform their duties due to excess fatigue
must immediately contact the on duty supervisor. The supervisor will discuss the employee’s
condition and concerns and develop a plan to address the fatigue.
6. If it is decided to remove the employee from their regular duties due to excessive fatigue, the
employee will be returned to his/her assigned duty station (24 hour shifts) or RIGGS
headquarters (12 hour shifts) and will be allowed to rest for a minimum of 2 hours.
7. At the end of the 2 hour rest period, the Supervisor will communicate with the employee and
reevaluate the employee’s fatigue to determine he/she is fit for duty. The Supervisor may either
return the employee to duty or allow an additional rest period
8. Employees reporting excessive fatigue will not be allowed to go home as driving home could
cause the employee great risk.
9. An employee that reports excessive fatigue and is given this rest period will be paid during this
rest period.
a. Higher Levels of Commitment – Work Schedules

Work Schedules
Field Supervisors work (10) 24 hour shifts per month on a rotating Kelly
Schedule. On 6/21/14 under the new CBA, we will deploying 2 new work
schedules.

(4) 12 hour shifts per week (12/48) for EMTs and Paramedics working in the
higher call volume areas. (10) 24 hour shifts per month (24/56) on a rotating
Kelly Schedule for EMTs and Paramedics working in the lower call volume
areas. These highly-desired work schedules allow for more time off to

"Having worked in the field, in
both urban and rural sreas on
both 12 & 24 hours shifts for the
past 13 years in the Central
Valley, I feel that I have a better
understanding of the needs and
challenges of not only the
schedule, but also the field crews
and balancing their needs.
Combining my experience with
building a schedule, I feel is a
huge asset to the Team."
Chantale Pakosz, EMT-P, Scheduling
Coordinator
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ensure our care providers are properly rested and have a well-balanced life outside of work. It is
imperative that we provide our crews with the best possible schedule and working conditions which
ensures longevity. When it comes to the delivery of emergency medical services there is no substitute
for experience.
Fatigue Prevention
RIGGS Policy on Rest and Fatigue can be found at Proposal Exhibit #26. This policy addresses
employee duty and rest cycles and reporting of excessive fatigue. This policy was adapted from the air
ambulance industry standards for crew rest and fatigue. It spells out the stress and risks associated with
inadequate rest and strives to mitigate any issues through clearly defined expectations for field crews. It
is the responsibility of all of management and supervisory teams to ensure this policy is enforced. The
policy outlines that employees must have at least 12 hours of rest before and after each scheduled shift.
Employees may not work more than 24 hours without a 12-hour rest period. We monitor workload
through our workload monitor system already described to ensure that we have an even distribution of
work across the work force.
We have a Field Supervisor on duty 24 hours per day that is deployed in the system working
collaboratively with the field crews. The Field Supervisor has constant contact with all crews on duty
throughout their shift. They have open and honest communication regarding call volume, fatigue levels,
crew needs, and overall system performance. Supervisors monitor the system through the workload
monitor evaluating unit hour utilization, call volume, time on task, call type and severity. They make
frequent contact with the Lead Dispatcher to ensure the system is functioning at optimum performance
with an equal distribution of workload while balancing adequate crew rest. In the event a Supervisor
identifies a crew that appears fatigued or in need of a rest period they empowered to place the unit out of
service.
When specifically asked how our Supervisors monitor employee fatigue and impairment, Supervisor
Carley Alley answered this way:
“I would say that we do this by making sure the on-duty supervisor is called and made aware of any schedule
changes or shift trades so that we can make sure there is enough downtime and the employee doesn’t work over 24
hours. We make sure that our employees have 12 hours downtime before and after a 24-hour shift even if this
means the supervisor logs on to the employee’s upcoming shift so that the employee gets adequate downtime.
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Personally, I try and keep track of where all of the crews are going and have been
as far as transfers to make sure that they aren’t getting hit with long back-to-back
transfers if we can help it. On busy days I make sure I get to all of the crews when
I can with snacks and beverages. This also helps me monitor fatigue since at that
time I’m able to chat with crew-members and see them face-to-face. We also have
the policy for calling in fatigue and giving the employee a couple of hours to rest
which again the supervisor would log-on if necessary to cover that employee.”
After the employee has received adequate rest, an interview is conducted
by the Operations Supervisor, not as a disciplinary tool, but to determine
root cause of the fatigue. An occurrence report is completed by both the
Carley Alley, Field Supervisor

Supervisor and the employee. The occurrence report is then reviewed by
the Health & Safety Manager, Operations Manager, and General Manager.

A group discussion then occurs to what measures will be employed to prevent future occurences. The
sole purpose of this is to ensure we are operating a safe system that is functioning optimally to deliver
exceptional patient care. In building the schedules we keep the start and stop times across the
employee schedule consistent to assist with maintaining a stable sleep schedule.

Other fatigue prevention measures:


Consistent start and stop times on work schedules.



3 days off per week on 12/48 schedule and 20 days off per month on 24/56 schedule.



Fully furnished, climate controlled ambulance stations in Merced, Atwater, Livingston, Delhi, Dos
Palos, and Los Banos.



No street corner posting after 2300 hours or during periods of extreme weather (system status
allowing).



Snacks and drinks provided by our Operations Supervisor free of charge for all field employees.



During periods of high system demand in the event that crews are unable to take a meal break,
Operations Supervisor or On-Call Manager will deliver meals directly to the crews at the hospital
or post locations.
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3. Competitive Criterion: Internal Risk Management/Loss Control Program
a. Minimum Requirements – Risk Management
Attestation:
Proposer understands and agrees to comply without qualification to provisions,
requirements, and commitments contained in Section V.C.3.a.

We have implemented a comprehensive safety and risk management plan that involves employees,
analyzes processes, monitors safety activities, and incorporates all processes into policies, procedures
and training program designed to enhance safety for the workforce and patients.
RIGGS employs an Occupational Physician from Olivewood Meadows to review our related policies and
procedures, provide screening exams for new employees and to evaluate and treat employees or
manage their care by others following on-duty accident, illness or injury. We also provide all vaccinations
to our employees free of charge as outlined in the personnel section of this proposal.
RIGGS also partners with a Physical Therapy Firm to evaluate new employee’s ability to perform
required physical functions and they provide related training to our staff.
We conduct a monthly safety meeting hosted by Health and Safety Manager in collaboration with the
Health and Safety Coordinator. Representation is from all departments, including attendance and
participation from the General Manager and Operations Manager.
RIGGS has created a culture where employees feel comfortable bringing any type of safety concern to
supervisors or managers without any hesitation. The management takes each and every safety concern
very seriously and it takes top priority. The General Manager personally reads every Occurrence Report
as they are automatically forwarded to his smart phone so he can review them near in real-time.
Our entire approach to internal risk management and loss control can be summed-up with the idea that it
is part of our culture.
RIGGS has an aggressive health, safety, and loss mitigation program including:


Pre-screening of potential employees, including drug testing;



Initial and on-going driver training;
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Lifting technique training;



Review of current information related to medical device FDA reportable events, recall, equipment
failure, accidents; and



Reviews employee health/infection control related information such as needle sticks, employee
injuries, immunizations, exposures and other safety/risk management issues.

RIGGS planning for safety and risk mitigation processes includes, as a minimum:


Gathering all data on ALL incidents that occur among our workforce;



Have policies prescribing safe practices and providing intervention in unsafe or unhealthy workrelated behaviors;



Gather safety information as required by law;



Have implemented training and corrective action on safety related incidents as required by law;
and;



Provide safe equipment and vehicles.

Comprehensive Risk Management
Health and Safety Program
RIGGS has established several objectives for
the H&S Program which support the mission of

Health & Safety
Program

RIGGS. Those objectives are:


Inform staff, users, and visitors of the

Daily, Monthly,
Annual
Reviews

hazards present at the facility and

Effective
Communications
and Reporting

appropriate protective measures.


Provide training necessary for
personnel to safely perform their work
functions. Reduce the risk of injury or

Infection/
Exposure
Control Plan

Injury& Illness
Prevention
Program

Education &
Training

Emergency
Action Plan

property damage through the
implementation of accident prevention
techniques.


Provide on the job instruction to new employees and volunteers on how to work safely in an EMS
environment.
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The H&S program objectives can help to achieve the mission in the following
ways:


An effective H&S Program providing a safe workplace will provide a
better environment for current staff and prospective employees to the
EMS industry.



Organizations and agencies which provide support and monitoring
require reviewing safety programs and their effectiveness.



Employee productivity and moral will generally be higher when an
effective H&S Program is in place.



Accidents, injuries, and property damage cost money. By
implementing an accident prevention program as part of the H&S Program, we can reduce the
costs associated with accidents and have additional funds for facility and equipment upgrades
and replacement. See Health and Safety Program at Proposal Exhibit #37.

Infection/Exposure Control Plan
It is the intent of RIGGS to provide a safe work environment and to protect its employees from
exposure to Bloodborne Pathogens and Airborne Transmissible Diseases. This plan has been
developed to meet current OSHA requirements as outlined in 29 CFR § 1910.1030. See
Infection/Exposure Control Plan at Proposal Exhibit #8.

Injury & Illness Prevention Program
We are committed to maintaining a safe and healthy working environment. To achieve this goal, we have
implemented a comprehensive Injury and Illness Prevention Program (“IIPP”). This Program is designed
to prevent workplace injuries, accidents and illnesses. A complete copy of the Program is maintained in
on-line at http://.ninthbrain.com and is always available for review. See Illness and Injury Program at
Proposal Exhibit #27.
Comprehensive Policy & Procedures
RIGGS has a comprehensive policy and procedure manual that has met all CAAS standards. It includes
but is not limited to the following policies and procedures related to safety and risk management. All
referenced polices can be found at Proposal Exhibit #28.
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E-4 Required Training & Certification



G -18 Privacy and Security of Patient Information



G-11 Confidentially of PHI



G-14 Alcohol, Substance and Abuse Testing



G-15 Background Screening



G-24 Smoking and Tobacco Use



G-27 Workplace Searches



G-29 Driver Eligibility Standards



G-34 Reporting to Work Well Rested



G-7 Return to Work Program



H-20 Reporting Workplace Injuries



H-23 Sick Time



H-5 Selection Process



H-6 Workplace and Safety Committee



H-7 Workplace Violence



O-12 Placing a Unit out of Service



O-15 Patient and Passenger Restraints



O-16 Patient and Responder Lifting Safety



O-17 Required On-Scene Equipment



O-2 Cleaning and Sanitizing



O-23 Vehicle and Equipment Failures



O-25 Vehicle Safety



O-4 Controlled Medications



O-40 Ambulance Weight Restrictions



O-43 Firearms, Weapons and Explosives



O-44 Illness in the Workplace



O-45 Inclement Weather



O-49 Occurrence Reporting



O-54 Sentinel Event Reporting



O-56 Staffing Requirements



O-6 Emergency Vehicle Operations



O-60 Use of Alcohol while On-Duty or On-Call



O-61 Vehicle Collisions (Company Vehicles)



O-7 Equipment Maintenance



O-76 Employee Duty and Rest Cycles, Reporting Excessive Fatigue



O-79 Emergency Call Procedures



S-1 Body Mechanics



S-13 Injuries Sustained on the Job



S-14 Seat Belts



S-2 Head and Eye Protection



S-3 Oxygen Filling and Handling
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S-4 Respiratory Protection Program



S-5 Scene Safety





S-7 Office Safety



Emergency Action Plan
All employees receive instruction on this Emergency Action Plan as part of New Employee Orientation
upon hire. Additional training shall be provided:
• When there are any changes to the plan and/or facility;
• When an employee’s responsibilities change; and
• Annually as refresher training.

Items to be reviewed during the training include:

1. Proper housekeeping;
2. Fire prevention practices;
3. Fire extinguisher locations, usage, and limitations;
4. Means of reporting fires and other emergencies;
5. Names of Emergency Action Plan Manager and Coordinators;
6. Individual responsibilities;
7. Alarm systems;
8. Escape routes and procedures;
9. Emergency shut-down procedures;
10. Procedures for accounting for employees and visitors;
11. Closing doors;
12. Severe weather procedures; and
13. Emergency Action Plan availability

The complete Emergency Action Plan can be viewed at Proposal Exhibit #29.
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Education and Training
In addition to our comprehensive initial training program RIGGS is committed to providing on-going
training through our bi-annual mandatory training sessions and our Ninth Brain training platform. The
following is a list of safety courses provided online through our Ninth Brain Suite:

















Bariatric Transport Gurney
Bloodborne Pathogens
Break a way flat training
Emergency Notification System
Ergonomic Safety
Exposure Control Plan Training
Fire Extinguisher Training
GHS Labeling System
Hazard Communications
Managing Stress in the Workplace
SLIPP Patient Mover
Tuberculosis in the 1st Responder Environment
Emergency Response Guidebook Training
Burnout, Coping with Stress
Infection Control
Suicide: Prevalence and Prevention

Catalyst Risk Control Report
RIGGS undergoes an intensive annual on-site review by our insurance company, the Catalyst Group.
The date of the last review was January 21, 2014. RIGGS received an overall score of 93.75% out of
100%.
“As of February 15, 2014 Riggs has a 12% loss ratio for the 2013-2014 contract year – which is
excellent!” - Jim Lang, CSPArea Manager – GB Risk Control Consulting Services
This reviews consists of the following:


Risk Control Report



An Action Plan for Loss Prevention



Physical Hazard Survey Recommendation



Risk Control Assessment which consists of the following measures:
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1. Frequency and Severity of Trends
2. Company Culture
3. Claims Management
4. Hiring Practices
5. Restraints during transportation
6. Driver Training and Supervision
7. Maintenance
8. Accident Investigations
9. Emergency Response
10. Hazard Control
11. Compliance Activities

The complete Risk Control Report can be viewed at Proposal Exhibit #30
b. Higher Levels of Requirements – Risk Management
RIGGS has implemented several programs that demonstrate our high level of commitment to Risk
Management. We have identified Carly Alley, Health and Safety Manager to oversee the Health and
Safety Program. We have identified a Health and Safety Coordinator, who is a field paramedic with
additional training in this area to serve as a liaison with field employees. We have identified a trained
Risk Manager in Melissa Martin to oversee all claims and interact with our contracted Occupational
Health Physician and contracted Physical Therapy firm. We also have four trained Designated Infections
Control Officers (DICO) who provide 24 hour on-call DICO coverage to provide immediate feedback and
direction for all occupational exposures following the Centers for Disease Control Guidelines.
Patient Safe Lifting and Moving Initiative
According to studies conducted by the National Association of Emergency Medical Technicians,
approximately 50% of all EMS workers will suffer a work-related back injury. Back injuries can be
debilitating and career-ending. RIGGS has implemented multiple strategies to reduce lifting injuries. The
goal is to promote the safety of our crews, co-responders and patients during patient handling, carrying
and transport.
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The following devices are fully implemented in the current system and we will continue to provide the
most effective equipment to reduce lifting injuries:
SLIPP Moving Device
The Slipp Moving Device is a unique patient moving device, which makes transferring
and repositioning easier than ever. Unlike other patient moving devices, the unique
design of the Slipp lets the patient (regardless of weight) move easily across a
comfortable surface of sealed fluid. By reducing the friction between the patient and the
bed to a minimum, the Slipp makes efficient use of the patient’s weight.
Stryker Stair Chair
The Stair Chair helps the rescuer transport a non-ambulatory patient down a flight of stairs
in a safe and responsible manner. Independent ergonomic experts found that, compared
to competitive models, Stair-PRO users significantly reduce the relative risk of lower
back injuries when taking patients up or down stairs
Stryker Power Pro XT
Now the standard of care, the Stryker Power-PRO XT was designed with
extensive input from medics, resulting in a cot that reduces manual lifting. The
battery-powered hydraulic system raises and lowers the patient with the touch of a
button and the retractable head section shortens the cot for 360-degree mobility in
any height position.
Stryker Bariatric Cot

The Stryker Bariatric is the same as the Power-PRO cots described above but can handle an 850 to
1,600 pound load. RIGGS has one of these bariatric transport cots that
is carried in the on-duty supervisor vehicle that can be brought to a
scene or hospital promptly and loaded into any ambulance for safe
patient transport.
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Safe driving is paramount
RIGGS uses the “Road Safety” product in all of our ambulances. Road Safety provides proactive
alarming which greatly reduces aggressive driving – immediately
resulting in improved safety, reduced liability and lower maintenance
costs. Road Safety’s active driver monitoring and feedback system
alerts drivers to unsafe operations such as speeding, rapid acceleration,
hard braking and high-speed turns. Instead of “racing to the rescue”,
Road Safety encourages drivers to operate smoothly and safely. In many cases, safer driving actually
results in better patient care (more pleasant environment for the patient and the crew in the ambulance)
and lower response times. Stopping an accident before it happens greatly reduces potential liabilities.
Comprehensive incident reporting and event analysis can be used to either reward or coach our drivers.
Easy access to second-by-second event data can be critical to exonerate staff or prevent lawsuits. From
fuel to brake pads, tires and more, responsible driving reduces the fleet operations and maintenance
cost. Onboard vehicle monitoring allows our fleet manager to schedule preventative maintenance,
increasing vehicle lifespan and reducing expensive repairs. Further, we produce weekly driving
performance reports that are shared with all management staff and drivers without infractions are
rewarded weekly.
Road Safety
Administration of Road Safety
Through easy web-based administration, you can set-up road safety. Management decides what the
driving safe zone is for various actions and sets parameters. The Road Safety box is installed in the
vehicle and configured to capture data on various actions associated with the individual driver and
vehicle including speed, turns, braking, acceleration, lights and sirens, turn signals, back-up spotter,
seatbelts, engine idle and vehicle monitoring. You can access reports and monitor driver performance
anytime, anywhere and the platform allows for no-touch updates.
Proactive Feedback
Audible tones alert drivers they are approaching vehicle safety limits. The driver will receive an initial
audible warning letting them know to take corrective action. The audio warning will continue and increase
in intensity until the driver corrects the issue. These audible tones are the core to behavior modification.
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Immediate Improvement
Through behavior modification and training, drivers can correct and improve driving behavior before it
leads to a ch. This creates a safe driving environment and provides added benefits of reduced vehicle
maintenance costs, improved fuel economy, extended vehicle life, and better patient care and outcomes.
Data Uploading and Reporting
Analyze overall driver performance through our safety dashboard that you can access online at any time.
This allows you to evaluate driver behavior and provide any necessary training to improve safety.

Additionally, managers can receive instant violation alerts (email/text) and easy access to critical reports.
Comminications Hub
Road Safety is a robust, onboard computer. Acting as a wireless access point, it allows Wi-Fi devices to
communicate seamlessly. GPS data can be used in multiple vehicle tracking systems giving fleet
managers valuable insight – at any time.
Other effective means of Reducing Risk
We don’t wait for an injury to occur before addressing the issue. Our Field Supervisors utilize our

electronic reporting tools to submit a Field Safety Observation Report after each time they encounter a
crew on-scene. This observation identifies many aspects of proper body mechanics and proper lifting
techniques used by crew members. Each submission is reviewed by our Operations Manager, General
Manager, Health and Safety Manager for review, discussion and appropriate follow-up and training.
Some of the observations in the Field Safety Observation Form are:


Vehicle positioned
appropriately?



Parking brake engaged?



Appropriate warning
devices on?



Reflective apparel worn
by all crew members?



MCI vest worn by all
crew members on MCI?



Professional appearance
/ hygiene?



Portable radios in
holsters and monitored by
primary crew?
Appropriate sharps / bio
haz / disposal?
Appropriate use of break
a way flat?
Appropriate use of lifting
tarp?



Equipment handling with
good body mechanics?



Appropriate PPE?



Safe patient lifting
techniques?
Appropriate use of stair
chair?
Appropriate use of
SLIPP device?



Proper use of
manpower?
Appropriate use of
bariatric gurney?
Patient has shoulder
restraints in place?
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Pediatric restraint used
appropriately?



2 person gurney lift
technique used?



Equipment secured for
transport?



Crew wearing restraints
in back of ambulance?



Star Care practiced in
dealing with all
customers during
observational period?



Narrative description
and Supervisor
comments

Health & Safety Blog

Our Health and Safety Manager, together with the Health and Safety Coordinator, share many topics of
interest that may reduce unnecessary injury or illness on our Health & Safety Blog. This blog is readily
available through our Crew Dashboard, accessable on all company computers, and through any Tablet
or SmartPhone utilizing the “RIGGS APP”.
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4. Competitive Criterion: Workforce Engagement
a. Minimum Requirements – Workforce Engagement
Attestation:
Proposer understands and agrees to comply without qualification to provisions,
requirements, and commitments contained in Section V.C.4.a.

An experienced, highly skilled, well rested, and satisfied workforce is essential to the provision of high
quality EMS delivery. Our workforce meets and exceeds all of these criteria. We are VERY proud of our
work force and they validate their pride in RIGGS every day. This is not a boast but represented by the
Letter of Support from our employee’s Union at Proposal Exhibit #14.
The RIGGS Peer Review program is an exceptionally effective mechanism for delivering meaningful
feedback daily to our Paramedics and EMTs about their individual clinical performance and how that
performance negatively or positively impacts system-wide performance.
Two-way communication between RIGGS leadership and the line employees happens on a regular and
frequent basis. We’ve explained our Supervisors and Managers active involvement in the field. They
literally “get their hands dirty” doing the same work as the line employees on a planned, scheduled and
frequent basis. In addition, we’ve explained how our line
employees are active members in a variety of committees that
affect the entire workforce. Probably the most unique aspect of
our communications at RIGGS is the variety of electronic media
we make available and actively engage in daily. These include
Team Support, a KPI tracking system, ePCRs, Ninth-Brain Suite
of services and old-fashioned e-mail. All of these tools keep our
employees informed of current issues and events and provide one-on-one feedback on a variety of
issues described elsewhere throughout this document. Employees are also empowered to make
recommendations or identify issues through their regular face-to-face contact with the leadership or
through the multiple electronic media provided them. Today’s generation communicates electronically
and we accommodate that desire right down to the General Manager’s weekly blog on “What’s
Happening” in the organization.
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All RIGGS employees participate in an annual performance evaluation designed to review what went well
– or did not go well – in the past year. The process is completely automated and begins with an
electronic report generated to the employee that his or her annual evaluation is approaching. The
employee completes an electronic form with their assessment of their performance on all areas
measured. When they reply, our data systems automatically populate objective data from their ePCRs
they’ve completed the past year, CAD data, and from other data sources along with benchmarks for each
data point on how the organization has done as a whole and is then sent electronically to the appropriate
manager or supervisor. The individual’s Manager or Supervisor then compares the individual’s
performance data against the benchmarks and reviews the individual’s comments before adding their
own comments. The evaluator sits down with the individual to discuss specifics on how they performed
the past year against company benchmarks.
During Career Counseling, the focus is on what the employee can do to improve their performance at
RIGGS. It also looks at what positions the individual aspires to in the future and guidance is given on
how the individual can achieve their goal. While we would like the employee to stay at RIGGS and
aspire to higher level positions within the organization, we know for some their ultimate goal is to be a
Firefighter, Police Officer, Flight Medic, Nurse, Doctor or other profession. At that point we will make a
serious attempt to link them with someone in that profession so that they may help provide guidance on
how the individual may proceed. If we cannot keep an employee at RIGGS because of other career
aspirations, we feel it is important to help them get where they want to be and, if that is somewhere in the
Merced County healthcare or EMS community, we at RIGGS will see a return on the investment we
made over time.
RIGGS involves employees in every aspect of the company including how we manage and lead. Our
employees are actively engaged and involved. We have field Paramedics and EMTs represented in all of
the following regularly scheduled meetings:


Scheduling and Deployment Committee



Health & Safety Committee



CQI Committee



Labor/Management Committee



ProQA Committee (dispatch CQI)



Equipment Selection Committee
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Patient Advocate



Ad Hoc Committees established to address specific issues

In the credentialing of employees, the Human Resources (HR) department performs original source
verification of required licenses or certifications during the pre-employment process and recertification
process. HR and the CQI/Education Manager provide ongoing tracking of required licenses and
certifications through our “Ninth-Brain” Suite of electronic programs.
Required credentials for the Paramedic:


California Paramedic License



California Driver License and Ambulance Driver Certificate



Medical Examiners Certificate



CPR Card (American Heart Association Healthcare Provider CPR & AED)



PHTLS or ITLS



AMLS



ACLS Provider from the American Heart Association



PALS Provider or PEPP



Merced County Accreditation

Required credentials for the EMT:


California Emergency Medical Technician Certificate



California Driver License and Ambulance Driver Certificate



Medical Examiners Certificate



CPR Card (American Heart Association Healthcare Provider CPR & AED)



ITLS / PHTLS



PEPP



Merced County Certification

Required credentials for the Dispatcher:


EMD from the National Academy of Emergency Medical Dispatch



CPR Card (American Heart Association Healthcare Provider CPR & AED)
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Required credentials for the Mechanic:


ASE Certified Master Mechanic Preferred



ASE Certified Ambulance Service Technician Preferred



Factory Certified Stryker Gurney and Stair Chair Repair Technician

Train-the-Trainer Model
When we introduce employees to new skills, procedures, or medications such as the King Airway,
Intraosseous Device, etc. we use the train-the-trainer method reinforced by semiannual skills fairs. Our
instructors are taught by the experts (i.e. the Medical Director, Manufacturer Representative, outside
experts). They can then teach the skill to the rest of the work force. For didactic portions of any training
we frequently use our “Ninth-Brain” Suite of software and have the actual expert present or on-line for the
viewer.
Equal Opportunity Employer
RIGGS is committed to equal employment opportunity for applicants and employees. In all aspects of
the employer-employee relationship (including recruitment, hiring, compensation, benefits, tuition
assistance, training, promotion, transfer, discipline, layoff, and termination), equal employment
opportunity is extended without regard to race, color, sex, sexual orientation, religion, national origin,
ancestry, age, marital status, physical or mental disability, medical condition, or any other characteristic
protected by applicable state and federal laws.
RIGGS actively encourages applications from underrepresented groups in an attempt to ensure our
workforce represents the cultural and ethnic diversity of Merced County.
RIGGS strives to provide personnel with a safe productive work environment. Our policies are very
explicit on this. The work environment must be free from discrimination and hasment based on race,
color, religion, sex, sexual orientation, age, national origin, disability, veteran status, or other factors that
are unrelated to the organizations legitimate business interests. RIGGS does not tolerate sexual
advances, actions, comments, or any other conduct in the workplace that creates an intimidating or
otherwise offensive environment. Similarly, the use of racial or religious slurs – or any other remarks,
jokes, or conduct that encourages or permits an offensive work environment – is not tolerated.
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Safety First
RIGGS is committed to providing its employees with a safe, efficient and productive work environment,
adopting a policy to ensure that employees perform their duties safely, efficiently, and in a manner that
protects their interests as well as those of their co-workers and our patients. RIGGS reserves the right to
inspect lockers, desks, packages, and objects brought into RIGGS property that might conceal alcohol,
drugs or other inappropriate materials.
Drug or alcohol testing may be conducted in cases when there is reasonable suspicion to believe an
employee possesses or is under the influence of drugs or alcohol. Additionally, testing may be
conducted following an accident in which the nature of the accident indicates possible impairment of
ability or judgment, or as part of a re-entry contract to confirm an
employee’s successful participation.
RIGGS prohibits the following activities in the work place:


Possession of being under the influence of alcohol



Possession, use, or being under the influence of a controlled
substance, except when under, and in strict accordance with a
physician’s direction; and when such use will not cause a
significant risk of substantial harm to the employee or others
and/or impair the employee’s ability to perform essential job

“I have noticed one constant
theme regardless of the topic
‘how will this affect our
patients & how will this affect
our employees’. The RIGGS
directive to do what is right for
the people and the people who
take care of them has
permeated every level of the
company from top to bottom,
in every action and decision
made”

functions.


Use or being under the influence of other drugs, including
prescription drugs and over-the-counter drugs, where there is

Robert Smith, TEMSA Vice
President
Exhibit #38

any possibility that such use may impair the employee’s ability to
safely perform his or her job or may adversely affect his or her safety and patient care or the
safety of other employees.


Testing positive for illegal drugs or controlled substance without a legal basis for use.



Arranging for and/or participating in the illegal distribution, sale, diversion, or purchase of a
controlled substance.



Refusing to consent to testing or refusing to submit a urine and/or blood sample for testing when
required by a Supervisor or Manager.
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b. Higher Levels of Commitment – Workforce Engagement
At RIGGS, the employer-employee relationship is very important and can most significantly impact our
ability to provide high quality pre-hospital patient care to the residents of Merced County. RIGGS
employees are considered family and their overall wellbeing is valued in our culture. RIGGS implements
a number of employee recognition programs all coordinated by the Community Service Manager. The
programs are described below in detail and are implemented to motivate our employees to be successful
in their daily activities.
STAR CARE
Star Care is used to define how we as a service provider treat ourselves, our patients, our community
partners and our customers on a daily basis:
S- Safe: Were my actions safe for me, my colleagues, for other professionals and for the
public?

T- Team: Were my actions taken with due
regard for the opinions and feeling of my coworkers, including those from other agencies?
A- Attentive to Human Needs: Did I treat my
patient as a person? Did I keep him/her
warm? Was I gentle? Did I use his/her name
throughout the all? Did I tell him/her what to
expect in advance? Did I treat his/her family
and/or relatives with similar respect?
R- Respectful: Did I act toward my patient, my
colleagues, my first-responders, the hospital
staff and the public with the kind of respect
that I would have wanted to receive myself?
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C- Customer Accountable: If I were fact-to-face right now with the customers I dealt with on
this response, could I look them in the eye and say, “I did my very best for you?”
A- Appropriate: Was my care appropriate, medically, professionally, legally and practically
considering the circumstances I faced?
R- Reasonable: Did my actions make sense? Would a reasonable colleague of my experience
have acted similarly, under the same circumstances?
E-

Ethical: Were my actions fair and honest in every way? Are my answers to these questions

fair and honest?

Star Care is recognized every month at RIGGS. Field crews and dispatchers can nominate anyone they
feel has demonstrated Star Care. At the end of each month all of the Star Care nominations are
collected and a mass email is sent out to everyone on the Leadership Team. Each manager then votes
individually on the nomination they feel is the best demonstration of Star Care for that month. The
individual with the highest number of votes from Leadership wins the Star Care award for that month.
They receive a certificate of Star Care that is given to them with a check for $100 and a copy of the
certificate is put into their personal files. The winner of the Star Care award also gets a nameplate for
the Star Care plaque that is placed in the lounge area at RIGGS for everyone to see.


RIGGS offers employees an incentive program called Lucky Bucks. Lucky Bucks are a dollar for
dollar incentive program. Each manager
and supervisor at RIGGS can issue Lucky
Bucks in $1 and $5 denominations. Lucky
Bucks are issued to employees that are
seen exhibiting behaviors such as great
patient care, picking up shifts, perfect
attendance, and demonstrating great

Lucky Bucks - named after Kraig Riggs' Best Friend

performance during a shift or a community
service event, helping out fellow co-workers and much more. Employees can then turn-in their
Lucky Bucks for gift cards, trauma sheers, RIGGS logo wear, and much more. This past year,
employees even used their Lucky Bucks to count towards the donations made towards the MakeA-Wish Foundation of Central Valley; Lucky Bucks were turned into RIGGS and we wrote a check
to Make-A-Wish for every dollar collected.
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Birthdays and Anniversaries are also celebrated at RIGGS. Each employee receives a Birthday
gift card for $5 to a local food restaurant, trauma sheers or RIGGS Cups. Anniversaries are also
celebrated for every full-year of employment at RIGGS for every employee. Each employee
receives an anniversary card with a $5 Lucky Buck. On the employees 5th anniversary they
receive $100, on their 10th anniversary they receive $250, on their 15th anniversary they receive
$500 and on their 20th anniversary they receive $1000.



Employees are also recognized when RIGGS receives patient compliments. Often patients,
relatives of patients, other EMS organizations and hospitals will send a compliment about a crew
or an individual that performed exceptionally well. These compliments come through emails,
letters, cards and through the occurrence reporting system online at www.riggsambulance.com.
When these compliments are received, copies of them are placed in the employee’s personal file
and Lucky Bucks are issued to the employees.

Perhaps different than many EMS organizations, especially those where their leadership may be
remotely connected, RIGGS employees see their leadership daily. The facility where they report to work
houses the entire leadership team whose doors are always open for employee input or questions. Our
managers, for the most part, are practicing Paramedics who regularly respond to calls and staff
ambulances. Our Supervisors are required to see each on-duty crew member in the performance of their
daily duties and document those encounters. The leadership of RIGGS knows each employee by name
and likely knows the name of their spouse and
children and can tell you what the employee’s
goals and desires are. That is engagement of
the workforce unlike most ambulance services.
RIGGS also provides our employees a career
ladder that they may aspire to positions of
greater responsibility in the organization as
evidenced by our long tenured workforce. The
process begins through the annual evaluations
process where employees identify their career
aspirations and the leadership gives them all the
Triston Allen - Patient Advocate
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support they can in helping the employee get there. We have a variety of leadership positions not
normally offered as evidenced by our East and West Side Liaisons.
The SEMSA leadership sits down on a regular basis with the RIGGS Leadership Team to specifically
discuss succession planning and to create opportunities for employees to be successful. An example is
the e-mail that appears later in this document where Paramedic Triston Allen appeals to the SEMSA
leadership that we need a patient advocate program that provides help and information to potential
patients that really don’t need our help but do need support from someone. Triston has been promoted
to a new position in the organization as the RIGGS Patient Advocate with the responsibilities to create
the program he proposed.
Another example of taking advantage of our employee’s talents, skills, abilities and interests is Craig
Kelly, described elsewhere in this document. Craig lives the example of STAR CARE every day. When
an employee falls short of STAR CARE expectations, they are put through what is known in the
organization as the “Craig Kelly Program”. . . they are schedule to work a few shifts with Craig until their
customer service skills.
We could do none of this if we did not personally know our employees as the unique human being they
are and they know their leadership the same way.
Press Release submitted by TEMSA on 4/11/2014 on following page:
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D. Management
1. Competitive Criterion: Key Personnel
a. Minimum Requirements – Key Personnel
Attestation:
Proposer understands and agrees to comply without qualification to provisions,
requirements, and commitments contained in Section V.D.1.a.

Please see SEMSA Board of Directors documents at Proposal Exhibit #40.
The Board members were chosen to advise and direct SEMSA to help
communities in EMS service delivery given the rapidly changing healthcare
environment. They bring high level expertise in accounting, EMS, health
insurance, and business essential to provide the best services possible.
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SEMSA OUT-OF-COUNTY LEADERSHIP PERSONNEL WHO WILL BE ACTIVELY INVOLVED IN
THE MERCED COUNTY RIGGS OPERATIONS
THE FOUR SEMSA EMPLOYEES PROVIDING OUT-OF-COUNTY SUPPORT TO RIGGS HAVE A
COLLECTIVE 148 YEARS OF EMS SPECIFIC EXPERIENCE. They were the leadership at REMSA in
2010 when Fitch and Associates benchmarked their organization against 21 other ambulance services in
North America. REMSA met or exceeded 86% of the 82 benchmarks. This is also the leadership team
that was awarded a CMS Innovation Grant for $10 million to demonstrate the ambulance delivery model
determined to be the likely model of the future under the Affordable Care Act. That model, under their
leadership is meeting or exceeding all Federal Government expectations today.
PATRICK SMITH, PRESIDENT & CEO
Patrick Smith has been the only President and Chief Executive Officer
(CEO) of Sierra Medical Services Alliance (SEMSA) since its
incorporation in 2001 as a 501c3 not-for-profit corporation. He has over
forty years of EMS experience including 23 years as the President and
CEO of the Regional EMS Authority (REMSA) in Reno, Nevada. As the
President and CEO he is ultimately responsible for the success of the
SEMSA family of companies, which includes RIGGS in Merced,
California. He reports to the SEMSA Board of Directors of which he is a voting member. Patrick
Smith’s complete resume and job description can be found at Proposal Exhibit #31.

MIKE WILLIAMS, VICE PRESIDENT & COO
Mike Williams is the Vice President and Chief Operating Officer (COO) of
SEMSA since February, 2014. He has over 43 years of EMS experience
including six years as the EMS Director of the State of Florida, six years
as a Regional CEO with American Medical Response, and over eight
years as the V.P. of Operations at REMSA. Mike is the RIGGS HIPPA
Compliance Officer. As the V.P. and COO of SEMSA, he is responsible
for the daily operations of the SEMSA family of companies including
RIGGS in Merced, California. He reports directly to the SEMSA CEO.
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Mike William’s complete resume and job description can be found at Proposal Exhibit #19.

DR. JOE RYAN, MEDICAL DIRECTOR
Joe Ryan, MD, has been the only Medical Director of SEMSA since
its incorporation in 2001. He is a board certified and practicing
Emergency Physician, and has been an EMS Medical Director for
over 36 years at some of the most noted EMS operations in the
country including: MAST in Kansas City; City of Pittsburgh EMS; Sun
Star in Pinellas County, Florida; Santa Clara County EMS in
California; and REMSA in Reno, Nevada. He is licensed to practice
medicine in both California and Nevada. As Medical Director, he
provides medical oversight of all clinical aspects and consults for the
SEMSA family of companies including RIGGS in Merced, California.
He reports directly to the SEMSA CEO. Dr. Joe Ryan’s complete
resume and job description can be found at Proposal Exhibit #24.

ALAN DOBROWOLSKI, DIRECTOR OF CQI & EDUCATION
Alan Dobrowolski, RN and CCEMT-P has been a Paramedic for
29 years and a Critical Care Registered Nurse for 27 years. He
has been a Flight Nurse for 12 years with the U.S. Air Force and
for 23 years in Wyoming, and with Care Flight in Reno, Nevada.
Since 1997 he has served in a variety of positions at REMSA
including Flight Nurse, Director Clinical Services that included
the CQI process and EMS education programs, Director of Deployment, which includes oversight of
the 911 secondary medical PSAP, and Director of Special Operations which included oversight of
Tactical EMS, Search and Rescue. As the Director of CQI at SEMSA, he ensures the effectiveness of
CQI programs at the SEMSA family of companies including RIGGS in Merced, California. He is also
the Director of SEMSAs International Center for Prehospital and Disaster Medicine. He reports to the
SEMSA COO. Alan Dowbrowolski’s complete resume and job description can be found at Proposal
Exhibit #22.
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RIGGS IN-COUNTY LEADERSHIP PERSONNEL WHO WILL BE ACTIVELY INVOLVED IN THE
MERCED COUNTY RIGGS OPERATIONS
THE RIGGS IN-COUNTY LEADERSHIP TEAM IDENTIFIED BELOW HAVE OVER 300 YEARS OF
COMBINED EMS EXPERIENCE. This is the same team that when benchmarked by Fitch and
Associates in 2010, met or exceeded the benchmarks against 21 other services in North America. The
only ambulance services that were on par or exceeded RIGGS was REMSA, Pinellas County, Florida
and Richmond, Virginia.

KRAIG RIGGS, PRESIDENT AND CEO
Kraig Riggs, BA, has been the President of RIGGS for almost 40
years. He has been a paramedic or EMT for over 28 years. Under
SEMSA’s direction, Kraig provides leadership on finance, new
business development, government relations, administrative functions
and fiscal matters at RIGGS. Kraig was born and raised in Merced
County and continues to live there with his wife. His children are
grown and also live in Merced County. He reports to the SEMSA
CEO. Kraig Rigg’s complete resume and job description can be found
at Proposal Exhibit #32.
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STEVE MELANDER, GENERAL MANAGER
Surge Protection Plan Team Member
Steve Melander, EMT-P, CCEMT-P, AS has been the RIGGS
General Manager (GM) for the last year. He is a California certified
and actively practicing paramedic for 15 years and has been with
RIGGS for ten years. Paramedic, FTO, Clinical Field Evaluator,
Tactical Paramedic, Paramedic Field Supervisor, Operations
Supervisor, Health and Safety Manager, Designated Infection
Control Officer, and Operations Manager. He carries a variety of
EMS related certifications including California certification as an
Adult Vocational Instructor and is a graduate of the American
Ambulance Association’s Ambulance Service Management course. He has been a resident of Merced
County for the past 26 years and currently resides with his wife and children in Atwater. He reports to
the SEMSA COO. Steve Melander’s complete resume and job description can be found at Proposal
Exhibit #20.

DR. RAFFI DJEVALIKIAN, MEDICAL DIRECTOR
Raffi Djevalikian, M.D. “Dr. Raffi” has been the Medical Director for
RIGGS since September 2013. In addition to his work at RIGGS, he
is a Board Certified Family Medicine Physician, is a Diplomat of the
American Board of Family Medicine, and completed his residency in
emergency medicine. Dr. Raffi recently completed the EMS Medical
Directors course developed by the National Association of EMS
Physicians (NAEMSP) and the American College of Emergency
Physicians (ACEP). He has practiced in the emergency department
at Mercy Medical Center in Merced since 2006 and is the base station physician providing on-line
medical direction for area paramedics when he is on duty. He has exclusively practiced emergency
medicine since 2001 in California and Oklahoma. He completed a Fellowship in Emergency Medicine at
the University of Oklahoma. Currently he is a member of Mercy Medical Center’s Peer Review
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Committee and Director of Patient Satisfaction for the Emergency Department. Dr. Raffi attended Ross
Medical School and performed his residency and fellowship at the University of Oklahoma, Tulsa. Dr.
Raffi sits on the Riggs CQI committee and regularly performs ePCR reviews and plans strategies to
resolve issues identified through the RIGGS CQI process. He is also in a unique position to know each
of Riggs paramedics and EMT’s and the quality of their prehospital care through their regular interactions
in the emergency department. He reports to the SEMSA CEO. Dr. Raffi Djevalikian’s complete resume
and job description can be found at Proposal Exhibit #23.
All the following resumes can be found at Proposal Exhibit #33.
GLENN RUNG, FINANCE OFFICER
Glenn Rung, MBA, BS is a former Auditor Appraiser for Merced County.
For the last 12 years he has been the Corporate Finance Officer for
RIGGS responsible for all financial aspects including banking, profit & loss
statements, balance sheets, cash flow statements, payroll, accounts
payables, accounts receivables, collections, cost accounting, inventory
valuation and provides all government filings. He develops and analyzes
financial key performance indicators and charts to assist management in
budgeting, measuring and controlling costs. He is also the RIGGS
Compliance Officer. Glenn is a graduate of the Ambulance Service
Manager Certificate program. Glenn has lived with his wife in Merced
County since 1979. His daughter and three grandchildren all live in
Merced County. Glenn reports directly to Steve Melander and indirectly to
the SEMSA CEO.
GREG BONIFAY, SPECIAL PROJECTS MANAGER
Greg Bonifay has been in the EMS industry for 42 years, 37 of those years
with RIGGS. He now serves as its Special Projects Manager with a wide
array of responsibilities including information technology where he has
developed the many automated programs described in this submission.
He is a graduate of the ASM Program and has served on numerous local
boards and associations. He is a lifelong Merced County resident where
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he continues to reside with his wife. His children and grandchildren all live in Merced County. Greg
reports directly to the RIGGS General Manager.
LANCE DOYLE, CQI/EDUCATION MANAGER
Surge Protection Plan Team Member
Laurence “Lance” Doyle, EMT-P, MBA, BS, has been a paramedic at
RIGGS for 5 years and was recently appointed the CQI/Education
Manager. He has been involved in EMS as a California for the past 9
years both in the Fire Service and private sector. He is also a Certified
Emergency Medical Dispatcher. Lance is responsible all the clinical, CQI
and education components of RIGGS. He indirectly reports to Dr.
Djevalikian for clinical issues and receives support from Dr. Ryan and Alan
Dobrowolski. Lance reports directly to the RIGGS General Manager.
Lance Doyle’s complete resume and job description can be found at
Proposal Exhibit #21.

JOHN LAYTON, FLEET MANAGER
John Layton has been a mechanic for 38 years. He has been the Fleet
Manager for 9 years. John is a graduate of the Monterey Peninsula
College Automotive Mechanics and Repair Program. He is a certified by
Stryker to perform repairs and service for the PowerPro Cot and Stair
Chair. John has lived in Merced County with his wife since 1984. His
children are grown and two of them and his grandchildren live in Merced
County. John reports directly to the RIGGS General Manager.
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KEVIN DANIEL, STRATEGIC DEPLOYMENT MANAGER
Kevin Daniel, NAEMD, has been the Strategic Deployment Manager for 6
years. He has worked at as a Dispatcher, Dispatch Supervisor and
Dispatch Manager for 26 years. He is a graduate of the Ambulance
Service Manager Certificate program. Kevin has lived in Merced County
for 27 years and has raised twin daughters. He reports directly to the
RIGGS General Manager.

KIM ALFORD, COMMUNICATIONS MANAGER
Kim Alford has been the Communications Manager for 7 years. She has
been a Communications Supervisor and Dispatcher at since 1993. She is
a certified Emergency Medical Dispatcher Q (quality assurance) through
the National Academy of Emergency Medical Dispatchers. She is a
graduate of the Communication Center Manager Certificate program. Kim
was born and raised in Merced County and currently resides with her
husband and two Step-Sons in Merced. She reports directly to the RIGGS
General Manager.

SONYA SEVERO, COMMUNITY SERVICE MANAGER
Sonya Severo, BS, has been the Community Service Manager at Riggs for
5 years. Originally from Orlando, Florida, Sonya has lived in Merced
County since 2000, with her husband Sam and three children (Ariana,
Isaac, and Jazmine). As her main focus at Riggs is Community relations
during her free time, she is a year-round competitive soccer coach, a
United States Soccer Federation Grade 8 referee, and she also volunteers
as the head Track and Field coach for Peterson Elementary
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school. Sonya reports directly to the RIGGS General Manager.
MELISSA MARTIN, HUMAN RESOURCES AND PAYROLL MANAGER
Melissa Martin, has been the Human Resources and Payroll Manager at for
10 years. Prior to that, she has an extensive background in Human
Resources since 1976. Melissa serves as Risk Manager and is a
Designated Infection Control Officer (DICO). She is a 20 year resident of
Merced County. She currently resides in Merced with her husband. She
reports directly to the General Manager.

RUSSELL HONEYCUTT, ACTING BUSINESS OFFICE MANAGER
Russell Honeycutt, is the Acting Business Office Manager with the retirement of Debbie Samuelson on
March 28, 2014 who managed that function at RIGGS for 37 years. Russell
is the Managing Partner of The Honeycutt Group and is regarded as a
leading expert in the field of EMS reimbursement. He spent over 20 years
with Mid Georgia Ambulance Service Inc. and the National Reimbursement
Group, Inc. (aka Hinson Systems Inc.) as the Executive Vice President
overseeing all billing and collection activities. Russell is on the Board of
Directors of the American Ambulance Association and has received their
President’s Award for his six year commitment as the Chair of the
Government Affairs Committee as well as serving on their Education and
Medicare Regulatory Committees. He was a member of the Finance Issues
Task Force of the Negotiated Rulemaking Team and a twelve year member
of the Federal Reimbursement Committee. He lives with his wife and daughter in Macon, Georgia but,
until a replacement for this position is hired, has agreed to spend two weeks each month in Merced
County managing the billing and collections functions. He reports directly to the SEMSA CEO.
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GREG PETERSEN, OPERATIONS MANAGER
Surge Protection Plan Team Member
Greg Petersen, EMT-P. Greg has been working at RIGGS for 26 years.
His first year of employment at RIGGS was as an EMT-1, while attending
Paramedic School through Fresno County EMSA. The past 25 years he
has served as a Paramedic, working diligently up through the ranks from
EMT-1 to Operations Manager where he currently serves.
For the first 15 years of his Paramedic career he served the people of
Merced County daily in this position. While assisting the general public,
he also served as an EMT Preceptor, Paramedic student preceptor, CPR
instructor, regional faculty for The Merced area Heart Association,
Chairman of the Emergency Cardiac Care Committee, and Operations
Supervisor for two years.
In his 10 years as the Education Coordinator, Greg developed the Education Program at RIGGS from a
virtually non-existent status to a fully functional and highly regarded Training Center. Greg taught 18
EMT-1 courses, 4 Paramedic Courses through WestMed College, taught at the Riggs Training Center
and the Emergency Medical Responder course. These courses were taught concurrently with the
Continuing Education Courses offered by and taught at RIGGS. These courses include Advanced
Cardiac Life Support, Pediatric Advanced Life Support, Pediatric Education for Pre-hospital
Professionals, Advanced Medical Life Support and International Trauma Life Support. He also teaches
CPR as well as holding CPR classes to the general public throughout the year. He is the Emergency
Vehicle Operations Course instructor for RIGGS. He has completed the National EMS Educators
Instructor course level 1 and 2. He is the Training Site coordinator for the PEPP program, and Training
Center Faculty through REMSA for PALS, ACLS and CPR and Affiliate Faculty for ITLS. Greg is also the
Instructor-Trainer for CPR, PALS, ACLS and PEPP. While serving as the Education Coordinator, Greg
served for 5 years as Operations Supervisor. During this time, he coordinated the inclusion of RIGGS in
Disaster Drill training in Merced and Mariposa Counties.

Greg currently holds the position of

Operations Manager. He was appointed to this position in May, 2013. His duties in this position are farranging and include Fleet Management, resource and supply management. He reports to the General
Manager. Greg Peterson’s complete resume and job description can be found at Proposal Exhibit #42.
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CHANTALE PAKOSZ, SCHEDULING COORDINATOR
Surge Protection Plan Team Member
Chantale Pakosz, EMT-P, has been the Scheduling Coordinator at for two
years. She has worked at RIGGS as a field Paramedic for three years and
has been in EMS as an EMT or Paramedic since 2001. She reports directly
to the Operations Manager.

CARLY ALLEY, OPERATIONS SUPERVISOR
HEALTH & SAFETY MANAGER
Surge Protection Plan Team Member
Carly Alley, EMT-P has been an Operations Supervisor and Health and
Safety Manager at for the last 3 years. She has been both a field Paramedic
and TEMS Medic for 6 years. She has been a California Certified EMT or
Paramedic for 11 years after working for the U.S. Forest Service as a
Firefighter. Carly has also taught medical courses through Columbia College.
She has lived in Merced County with her husband and two children for 6
years. She reports to the Operations Manager.
DAVID AXSOM, OPERATIONS SUPERVISOR
Surge Protection Plan Team Member

Dave Axsom has been working at Riggs Ambulance for 26 years. Dave
attended Paramedic School at Daniel Freeman. The past 26 years he has
served as a Paramedic, Serving in many roles at RIGGS. Before coming to
Riggs Ambulance Dave was a paid call firefighter. Over the next 23 years
Dave has served in many Management roles, including but not limited to
Operations Supervisor, Operations Manager, Educator, and Field Training
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Officer. Dave has been an Instructor in Advance Cardiac Life Support, Pediatric Advanced Life Support,
and Advanced Medical Live Support, International Trauma Life Support and Pediatric Education for the
Pre-Hospital Professional. He is the Emergency Vehicle Operations Course instructor for Riggs
Ambulance Service. Dave currently resides in Merced with his 2 children and reports to the Operations
Manager.

JESSIE FERNANDEZ, OPERATIONS SUPERVISOR
Surge Protection Plan Team Member
Jessie Fernandez, EMT-P Jesse has been awarded EMT of the year by
Riggs Ambulance. He has also received the Star of Life Award by the State
of California. Jesse has become a specialist in forming relationships with
other team members and allied agencies.
Jesse is now serving as an Operations Supervisor. His duties include but
are not limited to managing the day to day operations of Riggs Ambulance
Service and handling system issues and personnel issues on a moment’s
notice. Jesse manages the Safe Ride Home program as well as being
involved with MCI and Disaster drills. He reports directly to the Operations
Manager.

WALTER PARTON, WEST SIDE LIAISON
Walter Parton, West Side Liaison, EMT-P has been with RIGGS for 29
years and a Paramedic for 25 years. He has been a past recipient of the
Star of Life Award, numerous nominations for Star Care and continually
improves relations on the West Side of Merced County. He was born and
raised in Merced County where he currently resides with his wife. He
reports directly to the Operations Manager.
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ROB SMITH, EAST SIDE LIAISON

Rob Smith, East Side Liaison, BS, EMT-P, FP-C is a graduate of Cal-Poly
State University SLO, is a Paramedic Supervisor, HAZMAT Officer and the
East Side Liaison. Rob is a certified CISM counselor, CSTI
certified HAZMAT instructor, Flight Paramedic, FTO, Emergency Medical
Care Committee member and Merced County MAC board member. He has
been the Vice President of the Turlock EMS Association, a division of the
United Steel Workers Union since 2005. He has lived in Merced County his
entire life and lives here with his wife and two children. He reports directly
to the Operations Manager.

CHRIS CLOW, RELIEF OPERATIONS SUPERVISOR
TACTICAL EMS LEADER
Chris Clow, BS, EMT-P is a National and California registered Paramedic,
carries a vast number of both EMS and disaster certifications. In the four
years as a paramedic, he has not only served as a fulltime paramedic, but
also Operations Supervisor, Instructor and TEMS Team Leader for the past
2.5 years. Combined he has 7 years of firefighting and EMS experience. He
is the RIGGS Strike Team Leader and lives in Merced County. In addition,
Chris brings further knowledge and experience to RIGGS through his
experience as a team member with DMAT. He is also a certified CrossFit
Instructor and brings an understanding of health and fitness to RIGGS.
Chris has lived in Merced County for two and a half years. He reports directly to the RIGGS Operations
Manager. Chris Clow’s complete resume and job description can be found at Proposal Exhibit #49.
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Our 2014 Stars of Life Winners
Joshua Acker and Ashley Mattos were our 2014 Stars of Life winners.
They were nominated due to the extraordinary commitment they make
every day and were selected by their peers during our annual Employee
Appreciation Recognition.
b. Higher Levels of Commitment – Key Personnel
As described elsewhere in this document RIGGS provides on-going

Josh Acker and Ashley Mattos Stars of Life 2014

training for key managers and development programs for EMS Managers and Supervisors at no cost to
them. It is the goal of RIGGS that all of our Managers and Supervisors are graduates of the American
Ambulance Association’s Ambulance Service Manager Certificate program. To date, eight have
graduated from either the ASM, CSM and or Pinnacle programs. We are committed to training the
following management positions to the appropriate levels of training:
ASM Training


Operations Supervisor



Operations Manager



General Manager



Chief Financial Officer



CQI/Education Manager



Billing Office Manager

CCM Training


Dispatch Manager



Strategic Deployment Manager

Pinnacle Training


General Manager



Operations Manager



Chief Financial Officer
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Members of the Leadership Team have an average of over 17 years in the ambulance business and
almost 16 years at RIGGS. This is evidence of how RIGGS not only values our employees but keeps
them. Our strategy is simple: Never forget that the mission at RIGGS high quality care for our patients.
It is through our employees that we accomplish our mission so we will provide our employees and their
families a fair wage, great benefits, the best tools and environment possible. The results speak for
themselves; we have a tenured workforce and a waiting list of people from other ambulance services that
want to work at RIGGS. It is amazing for the size of the service and the population we serve, that
RIGGS has been repeatedly identified by others, including the Commission on Accreditation of
Ambulance Services (CAAS) as one of the best ambulance services in the country! There is a reason
we’ve been serving Merced County for 66 years and we hope we have demonstrated we should continue
to serve Merced County for long into the future.
E. EMS System and Community
1. Competitive Criterion: West Side Healthcare District Area
a. Minimum Requirements – West Side Healthcare District Area
Attestation:
Proposer understands and agrees to comply without qualification to provisions,
requirements, and commitments contained in Section V.E.1.a.

The West Side Healthcare District (WSHD is included in the EOA and RIGGS
will be responsible for complying with all performance requirements included
in the RFP and the resulting agreement. RIGGS has already demonstrated
its willingness to negotiate in good faith by having entered into an agreement
with the WSHD Board of Directors to serve as a mediator between their Board
and their Labor Bargaining Unit. We have been providing consulting services
to assist the Board and their Labor Bargaining Unit to develop a plan to keep
the organization viable into the future. Part of this plan will be to see if it is in
the best interest of the WSHD to have RIGGS provide any of the following
assistance: management services, billing and collection services, financial

"The relationship with
Riggs today is amazing.
We work very well
together . . . we really are
a team and share our
passion for EMS".
Eric Watts, Chief of Operations
Westside Healthecare District
Ambulance
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management/budgeting, medical direction, dispatch services, purchasing, CQI, and daily operational
oversight of the WSHD under the guidance of the WSHD Board of Directors. WSHD will remain a
separate and distinct service from RIGGS.
b. Higher Levels of Commitment – West Side Healthcare District Area
RIGGS has an agreement with the WSHD Board of Directors to
research the possibility of providing management oversight, billing
and collection services, financial management/budgeting, medical
direction, purchasing, CQI, and daily operational oversight of the
WSHD under the guidance of the WSHD Board of Directors. We
currently have an agreement to provide emergency and nonemergency dispatch services for Westside Ambulance Service.
WSHD remains a separate and distinct service from RIGGS with
its own Board of Directors and taxing district.

“My success in managing the daily
operations of Westside Community
Ambulance is in no small part due
to the never faltering willingness of
the management team at RIGGS to
provide whatever assistance I have
asked for. The working relationship
between Westside Community
Ambulance with RIGGS continues to
grow stronger each and every day.”
Eric Watts – Chief of Operations

Should WSHD and RIGGS proceed with anything currently being
discussed such as a contract with the two entities, a copy of such
a document will be submitted to the Merced County EMS Agency

Rick Daniel – Board President
Westside Ambulance
Exhibit #38

for approval.
2. Competitive Criterion: Supporting Improvement in the First Response System
a. Minimum Requirements – First Response System
Attestation:
Proposer understands and agrees to comply without qualification to provisions,
requirements, and commitments contained in Section V.E.2.a.

RIGGS will continue to make it a high priority, and to exercise its best, good faith efforts to maintain
positive working relationships with all first response agencies across Merced County and the region.
RIGGS will continue to make continuing EMS education services available without cost to all first
responders across the County at the level prevailing in the industry.
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RIGGS will continue to restock at our cost, basic life support supplies utilized on a one-for-one basis,
based on utilization on calls by first responder agencies.
RIGGS will continue to provide internship opportunities for EMT students, giving preference to students
from training programs located in Merced County.
RIGGS has already designated from among its employees a single individual as its contact
person/liaison for First Response Agencies. Rob Smith, East Side Liaison has been designated for
Agencies on the East Side of the County and Walt Parton, West Side Liaison for Agencies on the West
Side of Merced County. The Liaisons duties include serving as the point of contact between RIGGS and
partner agencies, establishing and maintain good working relationships with each respective agency,
attending or participating in agency events and to provide training or guidance as needed. In addition to
these duties, Paramedic Smith and Paramedic Parton live in the out-lying rural communities of Le Grand
and Dos Palos, each liaison is provided with a Supervisor Vehicle allowing them to respond within their
area, anywhere in Merced County or to assist neighboring counties.
b. Higher Levels of Commitment – First Response System
 RIGGS commits to strengthen the collaborative interface between us and first responders and to
improve the quality and efficiency of the EMS response system through support for First
Responders and other agencies integral to the provisions of emergency services.
 RIGGS offers to share Medical Direction with all First
Response Agencies.
 RIGGS offers purchasing arrangements that may allow First
Responder Agencies to acquire medical equipment and nonexchanged supplies at a lower cost.
 RIGGS already offers collaborative training programs to all
First Response Agencies
 RIGGS already participates in collaborative strategies to
address call surges, including possible coordination of
responses during MCI and other disaster events.
 RIGGS offers coordination between or collaborative
continuous quality improvement programming.

"Working with Riggs has
been a very positive
experience . . . we work
together and share
resources"
Chief Michael W.
McLaughlin
Merced City Fire
Department

 RIGGS already coordinates public education initiatives and
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programming.
 RIGGS already coordinates injury and illness prevention programs.
 RIGGS already offers collaborative fleet maintenance activities.
 Riggs already offers collaborative public information services.
First Responder Fee Billing
The RFP requires that RIGGS will bill a set fee for all first responder events where there is an ambulance
transport and pass the net collected amount per event (less billing costs) to the first responder agency.
The fee to be billed will be $125.00 per transport. Instead, RIGGS will bill the full $125.00 amount
required and pass the net collected amount per event to the first responder agency and WILL NOT
charge any billing cost. Further, since RIGGS will be charging for certain non-transports, should a first
responder agency arrive on-scene and provide patient care, such charges for non-transport events will
be shared 50-50 net collected amount with the first responder agency.
Prompt Return of First Responders to their Stations
RIGGS dispatch has a standing directive to return first responders or nurses to their workstations without
delay. The first resource to do this is the on-duty supervisor. If the dispatcher determines that the
supervisor is unable to return the responder in a timely manner, the on-call Manager will respond to
return the personnel.
Integration and Support for Public Safety Partners
RIGGS Tactical Emergency Medical Support (TEMS) team first started providing tactically trained
paramedic to local law enforcement in 2003 with two paramedics being trained by HSS International in
tactical procedures and care under fire operations. The TEMS team has progressed over the years and
currently is made up of 6 paramedics that are on-call around the clock to respond to any request by law
enforcement. The team is currently using the “Specialized Tactics for Operational Rescue and Medicine”
or STORM course through the Medical College of Georgia to train our tactical medics. This course is
based on the principals of Tactical Combat Casualty Care (TCCC) which has been used by the military’s
special medical team for years and is used across the county by other TEMS units.
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The RIGGS TEMS team also trains with local law enforcement on a monthly basis to become better
integrated with their SWAT teams and other special units. The team trains to work in any environment
that law enforcement special teams may find themselves. While the primary focus of the TEMS unit is
the welfare of the law enforcement officers and providing immediate care if they become injured or ill,
TEMS medics are also available to care for any citizen or suspect that may need medical care during an
operation.
The TEMS team has all the tactical equipment needed to provide care in hostile situations including
custom made devices for extrication a person, gas masks, ballistic helmets and vests, 3 methods of
communications (2 radios, and cellular phones) state of the art noise cancelling headsets, as well as
critical medical equipment.
The primary focus of the team is rapid intervention and rescue with the goal of rapidly getting the injured
to definitive care. These injured would normally have to wait for the area to be made safe by law
enforcement before they could be accessed, removed to a secure zone, assessed, and treated before
the inception of the RIGGS TEMS team.
Dedicated Standby and Rehab Services
For many years, has proudly provided dedicated standby and rehab services for all structure fires,
hazardous materials incidents, hostage/SWAT events, special prevention events and disaster exercises.
When necessary, these services include providing water, Gatorade, and snacks. All these services are
provided at no charge to our public safety and allied healthcare partners.
Additionally, a RIGGS paramedic with Advanced HAZMAT and Instructor certifications has been
assigned to participate as a member of the Merced County HAZMAT team. He provides them insight into
capabilities and limitations of EMS responders and participates in meeting and training events.
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MASIMO RAD 57 Carbon Monoxide Monitor
"Any firefighter exposed to CO or presenting with headache, nausea,
shortness of breath, or gastrointestinal symptoms at an incident where CO
is present should be assessed for CO poisoning."
NFPA 1584 (2008). Standards on the
Rehabilitation Process for Members During Emergency
Operations and Training Exercise

"Firefighters who ignore the serious dangers of CO exposure are risking
heart attack, stroke, neurological disorders, lifelong disability, and death."
Mike McEvoy
EMS Director, New York State
Association of Fire Chiefs

At RIGGS, we take the safety of our partners seriously. We want to ensure that we provide the best
monitoring tools available. We respond an ambulance and a Supervisor vehicle to every reported
structure fire. Our Supervisors will be equipped with Carbon Monoxide Monitors.
Collaboration and Cooperation
RIGGS and Merced City Fire Department teamed together to create the Merced County Infection Control
Committee when it was discovered that many agencies in Merced County were handling exposures
differently resulting in potential gaps in the system. This interagency cooperative group was formed to
address any and all exposure / infection control issues that arise in Merced County and to insure a
central repository for reporting and receiving follow up. Committee participants include a broad cross
section of stakeholders and experts including Merced County Public Health, an occupational health
physician, and an epidemiologist.
The Committee is currently working on the following:
1. Identifying all agencies in Merced County that are providing first response / emergency
medical treatment.
2. Identifying a Designated Infection Control Officer for each agency.
3. Developing a master list that will include contact information for each agency that will be kept
updated and distributed to all agencies.
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4. Updating the current county policy to reflect current standards and practice.
Currently, a RIGGS representative is the Vice Chairperson of the committee. We have four
managers/supervisors that have received the formal Designated Infection Control Officer-Advance
(DICO) training and who oversee our internal infection control program as well.
CERT Program
Merced CERT team is designed to prepare and help citizens of Merced respond to the aftermath of
major emergencies. CERT (Community Emergency Response
Team) training promotes a partnering effort between
emergency services and the people that they serve. The goal
is for emergency personnel to train members of
neighborhoods, community organizations, or workplaces in
basic response skills. CERT members are then integrated into
the emergency response capability for their area. To become
a Merced CERT team member you must take a 20 hour FEMA-CERT basic training class. The subjects
you will learn are: Disaster Preparedness, Basic Fire Suppression, Disaster Medical Operations, Light
Search and Rescue, Disaster Psychology and on the last day a Disaster Simulation. The instructors are
from The Merced Fire Department, Merced Police Department and Riggs Ambulance.
Financial Support for First Responders
We applaud the local public safety providers for implementing early defibrillation programs.
Unfortunately, due to the severe impact of the recession in Merced County, many agencies and
organization’s budget have been slashed making funding for AEDs and training impossible. To this end,
RIGGS has fully supported these organizations throughout Merced County by donating 44 AEDs to date
(retail value at >$90,000) as well as providing American Heart Association CPR, AED and first aid
training at no cost to any agency requiring this education. We will continue to provide such services and
equipment to our partner first response agencies in Merced County.
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EMS Training
RIGGS frequently collaborates with different organizations to provide EMS system training. We
participate in the Merced Union High School Districts “ALICE” (Alert, Lockdown Inform Counter Evacuate
Training) program. This is a two day training program designed to help high schools, EMS agencies, and
law enforcement to respond to dangerous situations such as shootings. We also participate in MCI
School Bus training. In collaboration with the Merced City School District, we participate in pre-education
training sessions for a school bus accident, an actual mock scenario and then a post-accident education
session; multiple EMS agencies are involved.
We regularly attend Cal-Fire and Merced County Fire training sessions to help familiarize fire personnel
with the ambulance and medical equipment so they are prepared to assist our Paramedics and EMT’s
during a call for medical assistance. RIGGS also attends various trainings hosted by the hospital’s we
serve in Merced County. At these hospital trainings we demonstrate spinal immobilization, bleeding
control and ambulance equipment familiarization. We also provide orientation and ride-along
opportunities for base hospital MICNs.
RIGGS actively participates at all levels in disaster and MCI planning, training and exercises with other
public safety and health organizations. To insure optimum interagency collaboration during a
MCI/disaster, RIGGS participates in multiple disaster and MCI planning committees with individual first
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responder agencies across the County. We also participate in all regional, countywide and local
MCI/disaster drills as we believe building relationships with other stakeholders before an emergency is
the key to a successful system response. RIGGS has maintained the Region V Disaster Medical Supply
Unit since 2009 (before the State provided this vital resource through RIGGS) and will continue to do so.
In 2010 MCIs were reviewed by the Merced County Technical Assistance Group in a focused audit. One
of the areas of improvement the group identified was the method by which our dispatch and field
providers complete and submit their respective after action reports. RIGGS developed and implemented
an online electronic version of the County approved MCI evaluation forms for dispatch and field
providers. When complete, these are automatically forwarded to the RIGGS CQI/Education Manager and
the Operations Manager. Based on the size and complexity of the MCI, or if a formal after action review
is required, these reports can easily be e-mailed to the County and other stakeholders. To date, this
processed has simplified the method of reporting and reduced potential barriers for complying with the
County MCI Policy.
All RIGGS field employees are trained in ICS and undergo annual MCI training to insure competency and
efficiency when dealing with a MCI. During a recent such training, several employees suggested the
advantages of replacing our current DOT highway safety vests with ones that have adequate storage
capacity for triage tags and the ability to put ICS command position title placards on the back as needed.
Within 30 days we had located a vest that would fit this dual purpose and had purchased the vests (with
help from a homeland security grant) and outfitted each RIGGS and Westside Ambulance with three
vests per unit.
3. Competitive Criterion: Health Status Improvement and Community Education
a. Minimum Requirements – Community Education
Attestation:
Proposer understands and agrees to comply without qualification to provisions,
requirements, and commitments contained in Section V.E.3.a.

RIGGS has a long history of providing community service and education but, in 2009, RIGGS Leadership
recognized the need to expand their efforts in supporting the communities of Merced County with
education and outreach activities.

In June of 2009 they hired a full-time Community Service Manager.
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Since then, RIGGS has doubled the number of community service events they participate in alongside
other agencies and organizations.
The Community Service Manager has been and will continue to be an instrumental factor in
strengthening the relationships with other EMS agencies, community organizations and residents of
Merced County while collaborating on various community service projects. Below is a look at the total
number of community service events/projects RIGGS has participated in since 2008 throughout Merced
County.
Education Outreach
RIGGS offers and will continue to offer various types of community service outreach and education
presentations to Elementary, Middle and High Schools in Merced County. Below is a list of education
initiatives we strive for in the different age groups we present to:


Preschool-Kindergarten
With this age group we focus on “9-1-1
Awareness.” We teach students how to
call 9-1-1, what happens when you call
9-1-1, and when to call 9-1-1. Many
children in this age group are scared of
the ambulance and EMS personnel. We
remove the scary part and try to educate
them about the process, the EMS
professionals, and the ambulance so if
they ever have to use the 9-1-1 system
they are more comfortable and not as
fearful.



Grades 1-3
This age group also gets “9-1-1 Awareness,” but they are given more information on how they
can help in an emergency. They also have more hands-on opportunities with the equipment and
ambulance; for example, we demonstrate how to safely secure a patient that is on the gurney.
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This age group usually understands the difference between what an emergency is and what is
not considered an emergency.


Grades 4-6
This age group is very curious about all EMS activities. While this group also gets the full
experience, events tend to become more of a question and answer session. These students are
interested in the science of emergencies, driving code 3, how much money a professional makes
in EMS, and sharing their own experiences.



Middle School
The events for this age group focus on the
overall EMS system, introduction to our
Explorer program and career information. In
the past we have done general EMS talks,
safety lectures, basic first aid and CPR
training sessions.



High School
These students are very interested in the career aspect of EMS. They are interested in the
amount of schooling and training required to become an EMS professional. They ask many
questions about things such as approximate incomes, work hours, types of EMS jobs, positive
and negative aspects of our profession.

Explorer Post 1948
The Explorer Post is a branch of the Boy Scouts of America that is specifically
designed for youth between the ages of 12 and 18 who want a head start on their
future. They learn essential skills that will prepare them for their journey ahead.
Since the post was formed, the “scouts” have become CPR certified and Basic
First-Aid certified. They undergo continual training in EMS during their training
twice a month on the 1st and 3rd Mondays of every month. A full time EMT, Kelly
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Kinkade, is the advisor to the Explorers program. Kelly along with the Explorers are given many
opportunities to participate in different community service events throughout the year and provide
services for the First Aid Station at the Merced County Fair and the Atwater 4th of July Celebration.
Information on Out-Of-Hospital Care


Tactical Emergency Medical Services Team (TEMS). RIGGS provides medical support for the
Merced Police Department and the Merced County Sheriff’s Department in the form of paramedics
and necessary on-scene medical equipment.



Merced County Human Services Agency: Every year we provide basic vital signs and answers
general questions about medical emergencies to all employees of the agency.



H1N1 Flu Vaccinations: RIGGS has partnered with the Merced County Department of Public Health
to provide the vaccinations to emergency responders in Merced County.

Injury Prevention Initiatives
RIGGS often gets invited to be involved in injury prevention programs with many different organizations
in Merced County. These programs provide RIGGS an opportunity to build upon our relationships with
first responders such as the California Highway Patrol, Cal-Fire, and the Merced County Sheriff’s Office,
Police Departments, and the individual school districts where these programs take place. An example is
the annual Bicycle Safety day in Merced in partnership with the Merced Police Department and Fire
Department.
Every 15 Minutes
This is a two-day prevention program that focus’ on junior
and senior High School students driving under the influence
of alcohol around the time of proms and graduation
ceremonies. The program is dramatization with actual
students to convey the consequences of driving drunk. The
scenario is usually a two-vehicle collision with one student
dead on arrival, one student ejection, one student who is
extricated from the vehicle, and a couple walking wounded.
This is a multi-agency event that is followed by an intentionally emotional assembly. This year we are
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participating in six “Every 15 Minute” Programs at Le Grand, Delhi, Hilmar, Atwater, Los Banos and Dos
Palos High Schools.
Drug Store Project
This is a drug prevention program that uses a series of scenes to convey the consequences of drug use.
A pre-chosen student from each class moves with their class through the tents, but plays the role of drug
user, ultimately ending in death. This event uses actual personnel from many agencies and takes months
of planning. The students also go to static stations where they can learn more about each agency. This
program is designed for 6th graders and is hosted by the Atwater Caring About Kids Council.
Cotton Harvest
The Cotton Harvest typically occurs twice a year; in the fall and spring. This is a safety-training day for
the Dos Palos Co-Op Gin Company’s employees. The topics presented by RIGGS include:


The use of safety gear like eye protection, gloves, leather aprons, boots, and shields.



Traumatic Injuries that can occur from using the equipment.



How to handle an emergency before EMS arrives.



Heat related emergencies and how to prevent them by staying cool and well hydrated.
We also discuss the signs and symptoms of heat exhaust/heat stroke and how to
recognize each.

Health Promotion
We attend various health and safety fairs throughout the year. Some of these events include:


Mercy Medical Center’s Annual Health and Safety Fair



Castle Family Health Center Health and Safety Fair



Building Healthy Communities Community Circles



Lowes Health Fair



Merced Cap n’ Town
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Additional Community Service Activities


Com-VIP, is Merced’s Community Violence Intervention and Prevention Task Force. It is a group
of local agencies, community resident’s, faith–based organizations and community organizations
working together to reduce the violence in the communities we serve and live in. The RIGGS
Community Service Manager is on the committee and meets with the other members of the
committee every other week and discusses various topics and strategically develops plans of
action for reducing the violence in our neighborhoods.





Seasonal Parades
o

Veterans Day Parade

o

Merced Holiday Parade

o

Los Banos Holiday Parade

o

Atwater Holiday Parade

o

High School Homecoming Parades

“The personnel from RIGGS have
been professional, timely, caring,
and especially valued inLivingston
which is somewhat remote” –
Bethany Blacketer, MD
Livingston Medical Group
Exhibit #38

Community and Appreciation Days
These are events that focus on the community. We
usually have an ambulance on display and available for
exploration, with a table of “goodies” for the
participants. We are available for answering questions
and giving information to all ages. A few examples are
listed below:
o

Livingston Neighborhood Visits

o

Rock Da Block is an event hosted by
Distinguished Outreach Services and Christian
Life Center. They hand out backpacks full of
school supplies to kids, free meals to lowincome families and Easter baskets in the
spring.

o

Cap n Town is an event hosted by the City of

“. . . first aid services for the over
65,000 people that attend the Fair
are paramount. Riggs provides
this service at no charge by
utilizing their Explorer Scout unit
with appropriate supervison.
These two services help save the
Fair thousands of dollars that are
desperately needed since the
Governor cut all funging for fairs . .
. I have always found Riggs to be
professional, well trained and
courteous. The willingness to help
the Fair has been and remains
outstanding”
Thomas D. Musser, CFE
th
CEO 35 DAA
Exhibit #38

Merced where we gather on Main Street in
T
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Merced to celebrate
o

National Night Out, hosted by the local Police

o

Planada Community Day

o

All Dads Matter at Applegate Park

o

A Salute to Motherhood at Applegate Park

o

Best Buy of Merced Hero’s Day

Vial of Life
The “Vial of Life” is designed to give important information about the patient to EMS professionals when
they are responding to an emergency. It contains very important medical
information that will aid EMS professionals in administering proper medical
interventions. RIGGS provides free vials and assistance in completing the
documentation along with providing instructions at Health and Safety Fairs to
Senior Living Communities and by special request.
Operation Give Hope
Every holiday season, RIGGS employees participate in a program called “Operation Give Hope.”
Developed by the Emergency Medical Dispatchers, this program assists different communities in Merced
County by delivering Christmas gifts and Save Mart (grocery) gift cards to families who need a little extra
help during the holiday season.
RIGGS partners with the Merced County Community Action Agency to identify different families around
Merced County that are in need of additional resources during the holiday season. After identifying
them, the families are then contacted and asked if they want to participate in the program. Once the
families agree to receive assistance, the employees go shopping and buy gifts for all of the kids in each
family.
RIGGS and Kraig Riggs donate the money to purchase a $100 Save Mart gift card for each family to help
purchase food for a holiday dinner. The Christmas gifts and Save Mart gift cards are then delivered by
us in an ambulance the day before Christmas Eve. In the last two years “Operation Give Hope” has
helped over 45 families.
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In 2013, RIGGS partnered with the Make-A-Wish Foundation of Central California to adopt the wish of a
13 year old girl from Livingston with Kidney complications. The employees at RIGGS donated $2,500
toward a shopping spree for the young lady.
Community CPR


CPR Festival: RIGGS collaborated with Mercy Medical
Center Merced to host a CPR & AED Awareness
Festival. During the event we offered free Family &
Friends CPR classes to the community.



Throughout the year, we frequently offer Community CPR
training sessions at various events we participate in all
over Merced County.



We invite Boy Scout and Girl Scout troops to RIGGS to
present them basic first aid, safety and Hands Only CPR
techniques.

RIGGS Crews Helping the Homeless
RIGGS field crews carry “A Hand Up” cards that they give to homeless people they encounter that
makes them aware of the Merced County Rescue Mission and its availability to them. They also carry
cards made available from the U.S. Department of Veterans Affairs to give to veterans they encounter
that are homeless and need help.

RIGGS Stands by the Community
RIGGS has been a very active supporter of community events by providing free EMS stand-by coverage.
Our policy is that if an event creates a mass gathering with the potential for EMS service and it is not-for-
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profit, then we will donate our services. This includes a full ALS crew at all High School Football games
in the County. Since 2010, RIGGS has provided an average of $61,000 per year (actual cost) of free
stand-by coverage at High School Football games alone. The following table provides our actual cost for
events we’ve donated stand-by coverage for since 2010.
The follow chart represents the actual ambulance services donated:

“For the past four years,
Riggs Ambulance Service
has generously donated
their standby service at
all district high school
home football games.
The donation is valued at
over $7,000 per year.
Riggs selflessly donated
these services out of
concern for the safety
and well-being of the
students in our
communities . . . We
appreciate that
Riggs’vision is not just
that of a business, but an
active supporter of our
schools and member of
our communities”
V. Scott Scambray, Ed. D.
Superintendent, Merced
Union High School
District
Exhibit #38
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The following chart represents the actual monetary donations made by RIGGS:

b. Higher Levels of Commitment – Health Status Improvement and Community Education
TARGETING A POPULATION WE COULD BETTER SERVE
RIGGS is very proud of the many outreach programs we’ve had in the community and will continue to
support many of them. But, the comments in the “higher levels of commitment” section of the RFP has
led the leadership team to rethink how we approach community outreach and how we may be even more
effective with highly focused programs that make needed services more visible to the community, target
a specific large but underserved population and will engage our staff in better serving that population.
We have been made aware of and have read the Concept Paper: Cultural Competence: Solutions and
Strategies for Emergency Medical Services prepared by Ana-Marie Jones of CARD – Collaborating
Agencies Responding to Disasters. We have found this very helpful in structuring our plan for the
remainder of 2014 and beyond.
The U.S. Census Bureau identifies that 56.1% of the Merced population was Hispanic or Latino in 2012.
This represents the largest segment of the citizens we serve. Yet, only 14% of our employees come
from this ethnic group. Few of our employees even speak Spanish, which is the predominant language
of this group of citizens. We have decided that this is an area we will focus our community education
program in attempt to improve the health status of our community.
One of the fundamental issues in our service to the Hispanic or Latino community is language and the
fact that few of our employees speak Spanish. We shall address this issue by offering Spanish
Language training for our employees that is targeted for health care professionals. We will also offer
cultural sensitivity training in an attempt to better serve the largest population in our County. Further, we
will focus our outreach efforts to this community to promote careers in EMS to its young people and offer
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scholarships to EMT and Paramedic school with the likelihood of a career at RIGGS upon successful
completion of the programs.
Next we will partner with our Public Health Department and other Merced County health care agencies to
identify what the health care issues are for this target population. Data from the Centers for Disease
Control (CDC) indicates that the leading cause of death among Hispanics/Latinos is:
1. Cancer
2. Heart Disease
3. Unintentional Injuries
4. Stroke
5. Diabetes
6. Chronic Liver Disease and Cirrhosis
7. Chronic Lower Respiratory Diseases
8. Influenza and Pneumonia
9. Homicide
10. Nephritis, Nephrotic Syndrome & Nephrosis
CDC goes on to identify other important health issues for Hispanics/Latinos as Asthma, Chagas Disease,
HIV/AIDS, obesity, teen pregnancy, smoking & tobacco use and infant mortality. We will compare this
national data with our local health care partners to determine where our efforts may be most effective
and ensure that we take a scientific approach to this project to ensure selecting indicators that can be
used to measure the process and outcomes of an intervention strategy for health improvement, collecting
and analyzing data on those indicators, and making the results available to the community to inform
assessments of the effectiveness of an intervention and the contributions of participating entities.
USING LESSONS LEARNED TO BETTER SERVE THE ENTIRE COMMUNITY
Recently one of our field paramedics sent the following e-mail to our partners:
A little introduction of myself seems in order. My name is Triston Allen and I am a paramedic
working for RIGGS in Merced County. I have been under their employment since July of 2011. I am
passionate about providing appropriate patient care at the appropriate time.
As EMS professionals we have the unique opportunity to be there for people when they need someone
the most. I feel strongly about having the right tools for the job at hand. Sometimes that is a cardiac
monitor and sometimes it is a warm embrace. I have come to believe that EMS can and should play a
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larger role in patient advocacy. As an industry EMS is in the best position to bridge the gap in the
healthcare system. One of those gaps is in social services. Merced County has many programs that
can benefit our patients however sometimes they are out of reach or out of mind. In the moment of
their crisis we can provide them with a link to those services. I would like to be a part of disseminating
that vital information in an easy to use guide that is user friendly to the patient and just as important
easy to use for the provider. I think as providers we become frustrated with the proverbial "frequent
flyer" when instead we should be asking ourselves why this person is a frequent flyer. If that reason is
that they do not know who else to reach out to when they are in need we should have an answer for
them. Not only would that accomplish the goal of appropriate patient care and advocacy it gives the
provider a role in that pt's care. Hopefully it will stop the provider from shutting down which is not
good pt care and, unfortunately, I believe this happens often. I see my colleagues become burned out
at having to deal with a situation they do not have a tool for. We need to have that tool. It is good
patient care and takes care of the provider who in the end is there to help people.
What I have started to do is simple and in its infancy. I have combed the Merced county website in an
attempt to understand the services offered. It is overwhelming and no wonder that it seems impossible
to find the help one needs. Hence the need for a user friendly guide. For now I have some contact info
that I carry with me and I assess my pt's need and try to give them the appropriate information on how
to get that help. Often it is a number to narcotics anonymous, crisis stabilization unit or the wellness
center at the mental health department. There are so many good programs available. I would like to
touch bases with these organizations in an effort to better understand what exactly can be
accomplished by a patient contacting them at any particular number so as to streamline the process.
One of the problems about the information online is that there are sometimes multiple numbers given
for agency. So obviously we should try to get a primary contact number that would serve as a starting
point for referral. I feel strongly that our pt's should not feel like they are getting the run around
which is what I hear from them a lot. For example I will suggest an organization to a patient and they
will say with frustration that "oh I tried that but they told me to call such and such and it went
nowhere so I gave up" or something to that affect with much more colorful language of course.
Thank you for listening,
Triston Allen

No one in the country is more knowledgeable about Community Health Programs than the leadership at
SEMSA. In our experience with the Community Healthcare Grant from CMS in Reno, connecting
citizens with established organizations that can meet their needs creates better healthcare, and better
health at the right price. Key to our success was the creation of a database of referral agencies in the
community that in many cases are available around-the-clock and has the ability to help if only
individuals who need their services were aware of them. This population represents many of the 9-1-1
callers to dispatch centers. They don’t often have an urgent-life threatening emergency that EMS was
designed to respond to but are calling 9-1-1 because they don’t know who else to call.
In years past, one of the local hospitals published a family health information phone directory called Help
at Home Community Resources. Unfortunately that pamphlet hasn’t been updated or published for a
number of years. RIGGS will reinitiate this publication and identify all the resources throughout the
County that can address healthcare and social needs of our 9-1-1 callers and the people we respond to.
Rather than transporting callers to the hospital when that transportation is not what they were really
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looking for, either our call-takers or ambulance crews can provide them information or assist them in
reaching out to people or organizations that can better help them. In doing so, we can collect data on
the number of people this approach may help and measure customer satisfaction with the results to
perhaps better serve the community and have data that will support the creation of an EMS Community
Health initiative in California.
As a result of his continuing efforts to do everything he can to meet the needs of his patients, we have
appointed Triston Allen the Patient Advocate at RIGGS and are using him to educate his fellow crew
members and having him take the lead on the publication and distribution of this information with the
assistance of our Community Services Manager.

We are RIGGS; we are a small local company with a legacy of service to Merced County. We are
agile and we’re skating to where the puck will be in healthcare . . . Come join us.
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ENVELOPE ONE
Labeled “Budgets” 3 Copies
ENVELOPE TWO
Labeled “Financial Statements” 1 Copy
ENVELOPE THREE
Labeled “Price Sheet” 3 Copies
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